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Abstract

Nowadays, the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is widely considered
as one of the hardest of the NP-hard problems. The main reason why it is
considered as such can be found in the enormous difficulty of computing
good quality bounds when applying a branch-and-bound algorithm. The
practice shows that - even with the use of today’s computers - QAPs
of size n ą 30 are typically recognized as huge and hardly tractable
computational problems.

In this work, we are concerned with the design of new semidefi-
nite programming relaxations for the computation of lower bounds of
the QAP. Various ways to improve the bounding programs upon their
semidefinite relaxation bases are discussed and different reformulation
procedures for the construction of efficiently solvable programming prob-
lems are presented. For a further tightening of the discussed relaxation
programs, we exploit different cutting strategies and compile stronger
versions of the corresponding cuts. Another key area of this thesis is
the design of numerically stable implementations which are suitable for
the computation of rigorous bounds.

The thesis is concluded with a large number of numerical examples
to demonstrate the applicability of our methods.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. The quadratic assignment problem

The history of the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) dates back to 1957, when
Koopmans and Beckmann [59] introduced it as a mathematical model for problems in the
allocation of indivisible resources. Its problem class entails a great number of applications
from different scenarios in the topic of combinatorial optimization. This includes problems
arising in location theory, facility layout, VLSI design, process communications, schedul-
ing, and various other fields; see, for instance, the works by Steinberg [100], Elshafei [32],
Eschermann and Wunderlich [33], and Bierwirth et al. [6]. For more extensive lists of
applications of QAPs, we refer to the survey works by Pardalos et al. [80], Burkard et
al. [18], Çela [21], Loiola et al. [66], and most recently Burkard et al. [17].

The quadratic assignment problem is typically described as a facility layout problem.
In this model, it is assumed that there are a set of facilities F and a set of locations L of
equal size. For each pair of facilities, a flow is specified via a : F ˆ F Ñ R. Similarly,
for each pair of locations, we specify a distance via b : L ˆ L Ñ R. An assignment of
the facilities to the locations is a bijection between the elements of the corresponding
sets π : F Ñ L. The problem is to find an assignment π that minimizes the sum of the
accompanied costs:

min
ÿ

iPF

ÿ

jPF

api, jqbpπpiq, πpjqq.

In this context, the flow and distance functions are usually viewed as real-valued matrices
paijq and pbijq. The elements of these matrices are then indexed via the corresponding

1



2 Introduction

element positions in F and L, respectively, leading to an equivalent formulation for the
QAP:

min
|F |
ÿ

i“1

|F |
ÿ

j“1
aijbπpiqπpjq,

where |F | denotes the cardinality of F , and π is a permutation over which we want to
minimize the sum of the costs. Very often the objective is extended by another term that
contains the initial costs for placing facility i at location πpiq. The introduction of this
term gives

min
˜

|F |
ÿ

i“1

|F |
ÿ

j“1
aijbπpiqπpjq `

|F |
ÿ

i“1
ciπpiq

¸

. (1.1)

This is the model we will be working with in this thesis.

In order to show that the QAP is NP-hard, Sahni and Gonzalez [96] exploited the
presentability of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) as a QAP. More precisely, they
utilized their own argumentation for the NP-hardness of the ε-approximation problem
for TSP to prove that the ε-approximation problem for QAP is NP-hard. Nowadays,
the QAP is widely considered as one of the hardest NP-hard problems. The main reason
for this can be found in the enormous difficulty of computing good quality bounds in
branch-&-bound algorithms. High practical experience suggests that - despite the usage
of modern computers - QAPs of size n ą 30 are typically recognized as great challenging
computational problems. The authors of [17, Chapter 8.1] write:

All main algorithmic techniques for the exact solution of NP-hard problems
have been used for attacking the QAP: decomposition, branch-&-bound, and
branch-&-cut. The QAP, however, bravely resisted. After decades of attacks,
the results obtained on its optimal solution are far from being satisfactory [. . . ]

The situation is pretty much the same for related problems such as the Bottleneck
QAP1 [100] or the Quadratic Semi-Assignment Problem [42]. It is even worse for
the BiQuadratic Assignment Problem [16], which is a generalization of the QAP. The
bounding techniques for these problems are very similar to the ones developed for the
QAP. Indeed, most of these techniques originate from corresponding procedures designed

1often also referred to as Quadratic Bottleneck Assignment Problem
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for the quadratic assignment problem. This circumstance was a strong motivation for
this thesis.

1.2. Notation and preliminary assumptions

In this work, we are concerned with Koopmans-Beckmann trace formulation of the
quadratic assignment problem [31]:

min
XPΠn

trpAXBXT
` CXT

q, (KBQAP)

where A,B,C P Rnˆn are the parameter matrices of the QAP, Πn denotes the set of
nˆ n permutation matrices, and trpq terms the trace function. Unless otherwise stated,
we assume that both matrices A and B are symmetric. Furthermore, without loss of
generality, it is assumed that the diagonal elements of A and B are equal to zero. If
this is not the case, then the corresponding costs can be shifted into the linear term by
setting Cnew :“ C ` diagpAq diagpBqT , where diagpAq denotes a column vector formed
of the diagonal elements of A. The reformulated QAP satisfies the above condition and
is equivalent to the original problem. Since any QAP of size n ď 3 can be reduced to
a linear assignment problem (LAP), we further assume n ě 4. Throughout this paper,
A “

řn
i“1 µipip

T
i and B “

řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i shall denote the eigenvalue decompositions of the

symmetric matrices A and B, respectively.

For the designation of eigenvalues of arbitrary matrices, λp¨q shall denote the vector
consisting of the respective eigenvalues. In the same manner, we use σpHq to denote the
vector of singular values of some matrix H. By the respective arrow superscripts, we
symbolize a presupposed ordering of these values, i.e. λÓ, σÓ for non-ascending and λÒ,
σÒ for non-descending order.

In the following sections, we are frequently concerned with the minimization over
some unitarily invariant matrix norm. Such norms are invariant under multiplications
with unitary matrices from left and/or right. Arbitrary unitarily invariant matrix norms
are identified by triple vertical lines, that is ~ ¨ ~. Norms of particular interest are the
spectral norm denoted by ~ ¨ ~2, the trace norm ~ ¨ ~t and the Frobenius norm ~ ¨ ~f.
The Euclidean norm to a vector v P Rn is denoted by }v}.

Single vertical lines on both sides of a matrix are referring to the corresponding matrix
of absolute values, hence |H| “ p|hij|q. On the other hand, if Ω is a discrete set, then |Ω|
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shall denote its cardinality. The dimension of a vector space V describes the cardinality
of a basis of V . It is denoted by dimpVq.

Additionally to the trace inner product of two real matrices G,H P Rmˆn denoted by
xG,Hy :“ trpGTHq, we use G bH “ pgijHq P Rm2ˆn2 and G ˝H “ pgijhijq P Rmˆn to
term the Kronecker and Hadamard product of these matrices, respectively. Furthermore,
we write H: for the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of H [74, 85]. If H is an operator,
RpHq denotes its range in the sense of its image. If H is a matrix, we use the same
notation referring to its column space.

The cone of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices is of major importance for every
discussion about semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations. We denote the space of
nˆ n symmetric matrices by Sn and its positive semidefinite subset by Sn`. In the same
way, Sn`` denotes the cone of positive definite matrices in Sn. In this context, we also
use the relation signs tą,ľ,ă,ĺu to denote Löwner’s partial ordering [48,69]:

@H,G P Sn : H ľ G ðñ H ´G P Sn`, H ą G ðñ H ´G P Sn``.

The above notation is distinguished from a different utilization of the same symbols. If
the compared objects are real vectors, tą,ău are used to denote a preorder on these
vectors. For two real vectors v, u of the same dimension, u ă v means that u is majorized
by v. The majorization relation between these vectors is defined as

@u, v P Rn : u ă v ðñ

n
ÿ

i“1
ui “

n
ÿ

i“1
vi and

l
ÿ

i“1
uÓi ď

l
ÿ

i“1
vÓi for 1 ď l ă n,

where uÓi and v
Ó
i denote the elements of u and v, respectively, rearranged in non-ascending

order. Majorization is a preorder since it is a binary relation that is reflexive and
transitive, but not antisymmetric.

Let epnq denote the vector of all ones, 0pnq the vector of all zeros, and Ipnq “ re1, . . . , ens

the nˆ n identity matrix. In addition to the already mentioned sets, we consider

• the space of mˆ n matrices: Mm,n “ Rmˆn,

• the space of nˆ n matrices whose row and column sums are equal to one:
En “ tM PMn,n |Mepnq “MT epnq “ epnqu,

• the cone of nonnegative matrices: Nm,n “ tM PMm,n | @i, j : mij ě 0u,

• the set of nˆ n double stochastic matrices: Dn “ En XN n,n,
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• the set of real matrices with orthonormal columns: Qm,n “ tM PMm,n |MTM “

Ipnqu.

Generally, we spare redundant informations on matrix dimensions. For instance, we
writeMm and N n instead ofMm,m and N n,n. Moreover, in cases where the dimension
is evident from the context, the accompanying indicators may be discarded completely.
For constants such as the all-ones vector e, the all-ones matrix E “ eeT , and the identity
matrix I, whenever the dimension is not totally apparent from the context, the absence
of these flags indicates dimension n and nˆ n, respectively.

As already mentioned, diagp¨q denotes a linear operator that acts on a square matrix
and gives the vector which consists of the diagonal elements of this matrix. The adjoint
operator to diagp¨q is denoted by diag*

p¨q. It transforms a vector into a diagonal matrix
whose diagonal entries are identical to the respective vector elements. The successive
application of both operators diagp¨q and diag*

p¨q resets all off-diagonal elements to zero
and is abbreviated by p¨qdiag “ diag*

pdiagp¨qq. In this respect, Hdiag denotes the diagonal
matrix to H. Complementary to the diag-operator, offpHq denotes a column vector that
contains all off-diagonal elements of the matrix H. This vector is obtained by vertical
concatenation of the columns of H, but without its diagonal elements. Again, Hoff

abbreviates the successive application of offp¨q and its adjoint, such that Hoff “ H´Hdiag.
Other considered linear transformations are the full and the strictly lower triangular
vectorization of a matrix. The former is denoted by vecpHq and describes the vector
obtained by vertical concatenation of the columns of H. The latter is denoted by tripHq.
The arranging rule is the same as for offpHq or vecpHq, but the operator considers solely
the strictly lower triangular elements of H (without matrix diagonal). We follow the
typical notion for the vector to matrix transformation, and use matp¨q to denote the
adjoint operator to vecp¨q. Naturally, the successive application of both operators gives
the identity, such that H “ matpvecpHqq for any square matrix H.

In this thesis, the relation signs tă,ď,ą,ěu are used for the notation of element-wise
inequalities. This convention induces a partial order in respect of the cone of nonnegative
(positive) matrices, hence

@G,H PMm,n : G ě H ðñ G´H P Nm,n. (1.2)

These inequality relations as well as the equality sign ’“’ may also be used in combination
with the operators from above, for example t“diag,ědiag,ądiag, . . .u. In case of the
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subscript tri, for instance, the respective relations apply only to the strictly lower triangular
elements of the corresponding matrices, hence G ětri H is a short form for tripGq ě tripHq.

Beyond the use as an adjoint to diagp¨q, we generalize the usage of diag*
p¨q for the

construction of block-diagonal matrices. The notation deviates from the previous one
simply by the number of arguments. In this respect, diag*

pH1, H2, . . . , Hmq denotes the
block-diagonal matrix which consists of the corresponding block matrices H1, . . . , Hm.
For these matrices, it is not required that they are square or that they have the same
dimension.

1.3. Outline and contributions

One of the main motivations for this thesis lies in the enormous difficulty of computing
good quality bounds for the QAP. Driven by this motivation, we investigated various
bounding techniques. In particular, we researched different and derived new relaxation
strategies which are individually designed for the quadratic assignment problem. We
found some concepts to improve these relaxations and developed new relaxation strategies
on the basis of well-known bounding procedures, recent developments in this field, and
our own ideas.

In this work, our concern is the computation of lower bounds via SDP relaxations for
QAP instances which are representable in the form (KBQAP) and satisfy the assumption
that A and B are symmetric. In order to come up with tight, numerically stable
and efficient relaxation frameworks, we have investigated many different relaxation
approaches, tested various formulations, and performed tests with a large number of
additional constraints. Many of our approaches were misdirected or came to nothing, and
it would be far beyond the scope of this thesis to explain all of them. Nevertheless, in the
attempt to spare the inclined reader and researcher going through the same considerations
again, we often include the process of decisions-shaping into our explanations. Sometimes
we even include intermediate development steps from the underlying conceptional idea
to the final realization. By doing so, we are aiming for a better comprehensibility. The
strong focus on the derivation of the corresponding bounding concepts and the emphasis
on connections between different approaches lead to smooth transitions from results
known in literature to our own developments. Unfortunately, this sometimes tends to
obscure the distinctions of our contributions. Not every result that we introduce in this
thesis is explicitly marked as our own. However, all known results in the literature are
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clearly exposed as such. If no dependence is mentioned when the respective result is
introduced, then it refers to our own research. For a better distinction of the contributions
in this thesis, subsequently, we give a small sum up of its contents.

Chapter 2 recaps some well-known, fundamental theorems which are essential for the
understanding of the subsequent explanations. This comprises, for instance, the Schur
complement condition for semidefiniteness, or Birkhoff’s theorem for doubly stochas-
tic matrices. The former result is elementary for every discussion about semidefinite
relaxations for non-convex quadratic programming problems. The latter is crucial for
linearizations of assignment problems. This chapter also contains some auxiliary lemmas.
First and foremost, these lemmas serve to simplify the proofs of subsequent results. Some
of these auxiliary results, such as Lemma 2.15 and Lemma 2.16, also help to understand
fundamental connections between related programming problems which are discussed in
subsequent chapters.

In Chapter 3, we sum up and compare four basic relaxation concepts for the quadratic
assignment problem. These concepts comprise the Vector Lifting (VL) approach [86,108,
116], theMatrix Lifting (ML) technique [27], theMatrix Splitting (MS) procedure [83,84]
and the “eigenspace” SDP (ES) relaxation [25], here listed in chronological order. The
corresponding relaxations are explained in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we show that
there is an ordering of the corresponding lower bounds which is in concurrence with
the complexity of the respective relaxation. With Opn4q variables and Opn3q equality
constraints, the relaxation based on the vector lifting approach is the most expensive one.
In return, however, this relaxation is provably tighter than its competitors. The second
in line, with Opn3q variables and Opn2q equalities, is the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation.
We show the superiority of this relaxation in comparison to the frameworks based on the
matrix lifting technique and the matrix splitting procedure. The latter relaxations have
both Opn2q variables and Opn2q equality constraints. The relaxation based on matrix
lifting is slightly more expensive than the one based on matrix splitting, but there is no
ordering between them.

In the first part of Chapter 4, we explain and discuss different reformulation strategies
for the actual assignment problem. A QAP instance specified by the data vector
pÁ, B́, Ćq is a reformulation of a given QAP instance pA,B,Cq if there exists a bijection
X : Πn Ñ Πn satisfying

@X P Πn : trpÁXB́XT
` ĆXT

q “ trpAXpXqBXpXqT ` CXpXqT q.
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A reformulation strategy of particular interest is investigated in Subsection 4.1.1. The
corresponding transformations are referred to as QAP reformulations and can be described
via six n-component vectors da, db, va, vb, wa, and wb. Our contribution to this topic
is the transfer and adaptation of this reformulation technique - which is well-known
and often used to obtain tighter QAP linearizations - for the use in combination with
the respective SDP relaxations. For this purpose, we first show that only two of the
parameter vectors, db and vb, can be chosen independently and are actually affecting
the discussed SDP relaxations. The class of equivalent QAP formulations which are of
interest for the considered relaxations can thereby be described via

@db, vb P Rn : pA,B,Cq „ pÁ, B́, Ćq “ pA,B ` diag*
pdbq ` vbe

T
` evTb , C ´ 2ÁevTb q,

where „ is used to denote the equivalence of the instances pA,B,Cq and pÁ, B́, Ćq in
regard to their objective terms and the corresponding optimal permutations. Subsequently,
we explain different strategies to attain appropriate representatives of db and vb. We
discuss different optimization criteria and give strong arguments for our final choice of
parameter vectors. The actually used QAP reformulation is defined in (4.20).

The second part of Chapter 4 is not about reformulations of the actual QAP but
about reformulation strategies for the respective relaxation frameworks discussed in
the previous chapter. In Section 4.2, we describe possible reductions of the number of
equality constraints by substituting a smaller number of equivalent conditions for them.
The chapter is concluded with a small summary of the applied reformulation techniques
and the presentation of the level-1 versions of the discussed relaxations. In this context,
it should be mentioned that the SDP frameworks are not only classified with respect
of the underlying relaxation concept (see above) but also in consideration of the level
of modifications. Level-0 refers to SDP programs which are plain realizations of the
corresponding relaxation concept. Neither reformulations nor cutting techniques from any
other relaxation concept are applied. Level-1 relaxations are the reformulated versions of
the SDP frameworks. The applied modifications are explained in Section 4.3. Level-2
refers to the relaxation instances which apply both the reformulation strategies discussed
in Chapter 4 and the cuts presented in Chapter 6. Another property of the level-1
frameworks is the use of the same matrix variables X P Dn and Y P Sn independently of
the underlying relaxation concept. Here the symmetric matrix variable Y is always used
to relax the quadratic term XBXT . The general utilization of these variables unifies and
thereby simplifies the incorporation of additional constraints. Furthermore, this leads to
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the same objective function in all presented level-1 relaxations:

trpAY ` CXT
q “ xA,Y y ` xC,Xy.

Considering the relation between Y and XBXT , the above objective function is evidently
the counterpart to the objective term of (KBQAP).

The main contributions in this thesis are explained in Chapter 5. There we introduce
three new relaxation programs. The first program, which we refer to as ESC , is derived
from the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation by approximating the corresponding eigenspace
via some clustering algorithm. In return for a moderate widening of the feasible set, the
eigenspace clustering usually leads to a significantly more economical framework. The
second relaxation presented in this chapter is referred to as MLX . This relaxation is
based on the concept of matrix lifting and describes an extension of ML. In Subsection
5.1.2, we explain how MLX is constructed and validate its superiority compared to
ML. The third newly introduced framework is based on a concept that we call inverse
interrelated matrix splitting. As the name suggests, this concept is closely related to the
matrix splitting approach. To be more specific, it describes an extension of the idea
of positive semidefinite matrix splitting by an inverse relation between the respective
splitting parts. The corresponding framework is explained in Subsection 5.1.3. It is
referred to as IIMS . The chapter is concluded with a short comparison between bounds
obtained by solving the new relaxation programs ESC , MLX , IIMS , and the results
computed via their origins ES , ML, and MS , respectively. In Corollary 5.4, we show
orderings between these bounds.

In Chapter 6, we explain the incorporation of additional linear programming (LP)
and second order cone programming (SOCP) constraints by which we derive the level-2
versions of the respective relaxation frameworks. These constraints are called cuts because
they originate in other relaxation concepts and are used to cut away parts of the feasible set
connected with the matrix variable Y . In Section 6.1, we are concerned with four classes
of cuts: Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) based inequalities, constraints which originate
from eigenvalue bound (EVB) majorizations, linear inequalities based on symmetric
functions, and convex p-norm inequalities. Incorporations of the latter three types of
constraints are known in literature; however, the Gilmore-Lawler bounding procedure
has not been combined with an SDP relaxation before. Besides the incorporation of GLB
based constraints, our contribution to this topic includes various improvements of the
different cutting strategies. We introduce improved upper bounds for an eigenvalue related
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bounding technique by Xia [110] and demonstrate how this concept can be integrated
into the respective SDP relaxations. Subsection 6.1.3 is used to link the minimum and
maximum bounds introduced by Mittelmann and Peng [73] with the corresponding
sum-matrix inequalities. This connection is then exploited for the construction of tighter
versions of these bounds. In Subsection 6.1.4, we then introduce a provably stronger
version of the norm constraints used in [83], [84], and [25]. The discussion about cutting
strategies is completed by giving an appropriate selection of constraints for the different
types of presented SDP relaxations.

In order to fill the gap between the theoretical relaxation concepts and the practical
computation of lower bounds, we discuss various questions regarding the actual realization
of the presented frameworks. This is done in Chapter 7. Since the investigation of
problem representations and implementation details typically offers few interesting
and/or new insights on the actual topic, we begin this chapter by motivating the research
of implementation issues. For this purpose, we give numerical results to demonstrate
the advantage of individually adapted realizations over straightforward implementations.
The second part of this chapter is about the disclosure and the resolution of numerical
difficulties accompanied by the respective implementations. By Theorem 7.1, we reveal
the alarming situation that all the previously discussed SDP relaxations for the QAP are
ill-posed. Subsequently, we recap two different approaches to attack this problem. One
of these approaches, the facial reduction, is known since the early 80’s when Borwein and
Wolkowicz introduced the corresponding procedures [10,11]. It was already applied to the
vector lifting based SDP relaxation in 1998 by Zhao, Karisch, Rendl, and Wolkowicz [116].
Our contribution to this topic is the adaptation for the other SDP frameworks and, more
importantly, the modifications described in Subsection 7.2.4 which lead to the practical
applicability of the facial reduction procedure. After presenting a way to compute verified
bounds for the optimal objective value to the respective relaxation instances, we discuss
a few more beneficial remarks on implementation details. We conclude this chapter by
evaluating numerical results for level-2 relaxations of a wide range of instances from the
QAP library [18].

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with a short summary of the presented developments.
There we also evaluate strengths and weaknesses of the presented level-2 relaxation
frameworks. Additionally, the chapter serves the discussion of future directions.

In Appendix A, we give a quick reference for the Matlab/Octave software package
which originated in the context of this thesis.



Chapter 2.

Preparations

2.1. Auxiliary results and further preparations

This section is used to present some auxiliary lemmas. We begin by stating some widely
known, fundamental theorems. In consideration of the scope of this work, we believe that
a quick recap of these fundamental results pays off when working through the topics of
the following sections. The respective theorems can be found, for instance, in Bhatia’s [5]
or Horn and Johnson’s [48].

The most essential utility for the semidefinite relaxation of quadratic constraints
is the Schur complement condition for (semi)definiteness. In all discussed relaxation
frameworks, we make use of its generalization in terms of pseudoinverses.
Theorem 2.1 (Albert [1]). Let H11 P Sm, H22 P Sn and H12 PMm,n be matrix blocks
of a symmetric pm` nq ˆ pm` nq matrix H, arranged as

H “

»

–

H11 H12

HT
12 H22

fi

fl .

Then H ľ 0 if and only if H11 ľ 0, H22 ´ HT
12H

:
11H12 ľ 0, and H11H

:
11H12 “ H12.

Similarly, the condition H ą 0 is equivalent to H11 ą 0, H22 ´H
T
12H

´1
11 H12 ą 0.

For a detailed review of the history and many applications of the Schur complement,
we refer to [114].

11
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Another famous and fundamental result was given by von Neumann [105]. Ahead of
stating his result, let us recall what kind of functions are denoted as symmetric gauge
functions.
Definition 2.2. A norm g : Rn Ñ R` is said to be permutation invariant or symmetric
if

@v P Rn, X P Πn : gpvq “ gpXvq. (2.1)

The norm is called gauge invariant or absolute if it satisfies

@v P Rn : gpvq “ gp|v|q. (2.2)

A permutation and gauge invariant norm is called a symmetric gauge function.
Theorem 2.3 (von Neumann [105]). Any unitarily invariant matrix norm is a symmetric
gauge function of the singular values of the respective matrix.

In consideration of this connection, we say that a unitarily invariant matrix norm
is strictly monotone whenever this statement applies to the corresponding symmetric
gauge function, i.e.

@G,H PMm,n : σpGq ď σpHq, σpGq ‰ σpHq ùñ ~G~ ă ~H~. (2.3)

The following well-known result is referred to as Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem.
Theorem 2.4 (Mirsky [72]). Denote by H “

řmintm,nu
i“1 σiuiv

T
i the singular value decom-

position of some matrix H PMm,n, and assume that the singular values σi are ordered
in non-ascending order. For some natural number r not greater than the rank of H,
consider the approximation problem

inf
GPMm,n

t~H ´ G~ : rankpGq ď ru. (2.4)

Regardless of the choice of the unitarily invariant matrix norm ~ ¨ ~,

Ĝ “

r
ÿ

i“1
σiuiv

T
i (2.5)

is a solution to problem (2.4).
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The low-rank matrix approximation approach from above was introduced by Eckart
and Young [30]. They proved the optimality of (2.5) for the Frobenius norm. Mirsky [72,
Theorem 2] generalized their result for arbitrary unitarily invariant matrix norms.
Theorem 2.5 (Lidskĭı [63]). For any two symmetric matrices G and H of the same
dimension, the relation

λÓpG`Hq ´ λÓpGq ă λpHq. (2.6)

holds valid.
Theorem 2.6 (Schur [97]). The vector consisting of the diagonal elements of a symmetric
matrix is majorized by the vector that contains its eigenvalues, i.e.

@H P S : diagpHq ă λpHq. (2.7)

The inspection of different related relaxation programs reveals that permutation
matrices are typically relaxed by doubly stochastic matrices. This also applies to the
semidefinite programming relaxations that will be discussed in the following sections.
For this reason, we gather some essential properties of doubly stochastic matrices.
Theorem 2.7 (Birkhoff [7]). The set of doubly stochastic matrices is identical with the
convex hull of the set of permutation matrices.
Theorem 2.8 (Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [45]). A vector u is majorized by another
vector v if and only if there is a doubly stochastic matrix S that transforms v into u, i.e.

u ă v ðñ DS P D : u “ Sv. (2.8)

Corollary 2.9. Given a pair of symmetric matrices G and H of the same dimension,
there exists a doubly stochastic matrix S such that

λÓpG`Hq ´ λÓpGq “ SλpHq. (2.9)

Proof. The result follows immediately by the eigenvalue inequality given in Theorem 2.5
and the equivalence stated in Theorem 2.8.

In the second part of this section, we give some auxiliary lemmas which will be utilized
in the proofs of the subsequent results.
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Lemma 2.10. For given vectors v, w P Rn with nonnegative Hadamard product v ˝w ě 0
and a symmetric gauge function g : R2n Ñ R`, it is

gp

¨

˝

v ´ w

0

˛

‚q ď gp

¨

˝

v

w

˛

‚q. (2.10)

Proof. For any i P t1, . . . , nu, the nonnegativity condition on the Hadamard product
gives viwi ě 0 and thereby |vi ´ wi| ď maxt|vi|, |wi|u. Hence, there exists a permutation
matrix X P Π2n satisfying

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

¨

˝

v ´ w

0

˛

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď X

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

¨

˝

v

w

˛

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

.

The remainder of the argument follows by Definition 2.2.

Lemma 2.11. Given a symmetric matrix H, the relation

~H~ ě ~pHqdiag~ (2.11)

holds valid for arbitrary unitarily invariant matrix norms ~ ¨ ~.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and 2.8, we conclude the existence of some doubly stochastic
matrix S such that

diagpHq “ SλpHq.

Due to Birkhoff’s theorem, it is moreover apparent that S is a convex combination of
permutation matrices, therefore

Dαi P R`, Xi P Π: S “

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αiXi,

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αi “ 1,

where Π denotes the set of all permutation matrices of proper dimension, and |Π| is used
to state its cardinality. For the diagonal vector of H, this gives the identity

diagpHq “
|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αiXiλpHq.
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Since ~¨~ is unitarily invariant, we further have ~H~ “ ~ diag*
pλpHqq~ “ ~ diag*

pXiλpHqq~

for all Xi P Π of proper dimension. Taken together, this gives

~pHqdiag~ “ ~

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αi diag*

pXiλpHqq~ ď

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αi~ diag*

pXiλpHqq~ “ ~H~.

Lemma 2.12. Let G,H be symmetric positive semidefinite matrices of the same dimen-
sion. The implication

G ľ H ľ 0 ùñ ~G~ ě ~H~ (2.12)

is valid for any unitarily invariant matrix norm ~ ¨ ~. If, in addition, the considered
norm is strictly monotone, then it satisfies the stronger implication

G ľ H ľ 0, G ‰ H ùñ ~G~ ą ~H~. (2.13)

Proof. The result follows straightforwardly from von Neumann’s theorem and Lidskĭı’s
inequality. Since G´H is symmetric positive semidefinite, it is SλpG´Hq ě 0 for any
doubly stochastic matrix S of proper size. By Corollary 2.9, we have λÓpGq ě λÓpHq ě 0.
Together with the symmetric positive semidefiniteness of the matrices G and H this gives
σÓpGq ě σÓpHq. Equation (2.12) is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3. For
G ‰ H, we necessarily have trpGq ą trpHq and thereby σÓpGq ‰ σÓpHq. By definition,
any strictly monotone symmetric unitarily invariant matrix norm therefore satisfies the
strict inequality in (2.13).

Lemma 2.13. Let G and H be symmetric positive semidefinite matrices of the same
dimension. The validity of Löwner’s partial ordering relation G ľ H implies that the
column space of H is included in the column space of G.

Proof. For the following reductio ad absurdum, assume the existence of a nontrivial
vector v that lies in RpGqK but not in the orthogonal complement of RpHq. Naturally,
such a vector has a nonzero part in the column space of H, i.e.

v “ v1 ` v2, 0 ‰ v1 P RpHq, v2 P RpHqK.

By v1 P RpHq, it is evident that v1 can be represented as a linear combination of
eigenvectors of H which correspond to strictly positive eigenvalues. Hence, v1 ‰ 0 implies
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vT1 Hv1 ą 0 and gives

vTHv “ vT1 Hv1 ą 0 “ vTGv,

resulting in a contradiction to the requirement G ľ H. It follows RpGqK Ď RpHqK

which is equivalent to the statement RpGq Ě RpHq.

Lemma 2.14. Let H be a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix. For any normalized
vector u that lies in the column space of H, i.e. }u} “ 1 and u P RpHq, it is

uTH:u ě puTHuq´1. (2.14)

Proof. The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of H satisfies the identity H:HH: “ H:. This
and the existence of H 1

2 shows
»

–

uTH:u uTH:Hu

uTHH:u uTHu

fi

fl “

»

–

uTH:H
1
2

uTH
1
2

fi

fl

»

–

uTH:H
1
2

uTH
1
2

fi

fl

T

ľ 0.

The positive semidefinitenes of this matrix implies a non-negative determinant and
therefore puTH:uqpuTHuq ´ puTH:Huq2 ě 0. The matrix H:H states an orthogonal
projection matrix for the column space ofH. Any vector that lies in this space is unaffected
by the multiplication with this projection matrix, such that uTH:Hu “ uTu “ 1. By
the above determinant inequality, we then derive puTH:uqpuTHuq ě 1, which completes
the proof.

Lemma 2.15. For all symmetric positive semidefinite matrices G and any doubly stochas-
tic matrix S of proper dimension, there exists another symmetric positive semidefinite
matrix H that satisfies the three conditions

H ľ SGST , diagpHq “ S diagpGq, and He “ SGe. (2.15)

Proof. Most of the arguments for Lemma 2.15 are borrowed from the proof of [84, Theroem
1] by Peng, Zhu, Luo, and Toh. We follow their line of argument. Since S is doubly
stochastic, it may be expressed as a convex combination of permutation matrices, i.e.
S “

ř|Π|
i“1 αiXi for some αi P R` and Xi P Π such that α1 ` α2 ` . . . ` α|Π| “ 1. The
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authors of [84] defined the specific matrix

H :“
|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αiXiGX

T
i ,

and showed that it satisfies all conditions in (2.15). For every permutation matrix Xi, it
is diagpXiGX

T
i q “ Xi diagpGq and XiGX

T
i e “ XiGe. This holds necessarily valid for any

linear combination of these identities. Thus, H satisfies the equality conditions in (2.15).
For the validation of the semidefiniteness condition, one can exploit the facts that H is a
convex combination of the matrices tXiGX

T
i u, and that - by positive semidefiniteness of

G - the function fgpvq “ vTGv is convex. For any real vector v of proper dimension, it is

vTHv “

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αi fgpXivq ě fgp

|Π|
ÿ

i“1
αiXivq “ fgpSvq “ vTSGSTv

and therefore H ľ SGST .

The result of Lemma 2.15 is not only interesting in the context of some proofs, it
also pinpoints the fact that the described SDP relaxations have feasible points for every
choice of X P D.
Lemma 2.16. For given B P Sn with eigenvalue decomposition B “

řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i , a

fixed parameter vector ζ P Rn, and nonnegative coefficients w1, w2 P R`, consider the
minimization problem

inf
G,HPSn

w1~H~ ` w2~H ´B~

s. t.
»

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl ľ 0,

qTi Gqi “ ζi for i P t1. . . . , nu.

(2.16)

The norms in the objective function of problem (2.16) are supposed to be unitarily invariant
and may be chosen individually for each term. The following statements hold true:

paq The matrix pair pĜ, Ĥq,

Ĝ :“
n
ÿ

i“1
ζiqiq

T
i , Ĥ :“ 1

2B `
c

1
4B

2 ` Ĝ2, (2.17)

defines a solution to this problem.
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pbq If the matrix norms are strictly monotone, the coefficients satisfy w1 ` w2 ą 0, and
problem (2.16) is extended by the additional equality conditions

Gqi “ ζiqi for i P tk | λk “ 0, ζk ‰ 0u, (2.18)

then the optimal point in (2.17) is unique.

Proof. Define the symmetric orthogonal matrix

U :“ I ´ Ĝ:
´

Ĝ`
a

Ĝ2
¯

“

n
ÿ

i“1

`

1´ ζ:i maxt2ζi, 0u
˘

qiq
T
i .

If Ĝ has full rank, Ĝ:Ĝ is the identity matrix. Otherwise, Ĝ:Ĝ states an orthogonal
projection matrix for the column space of Ĝ. For both cases, we derive

U
a

Ĝ2 “
a

Ĝ2 ´ Ĝ:Ĝ
a

Ĝ2 ` Ĝ:Ĝ2
“ Ĝ:Ĝ2

“ Ĝ.

Since the matrices Ĥ, B, and U are all three simultaneously diagonalizable with the
orthonormal eigenvector basis tqiu, they commute, such that Ĥ 1

2UpĤ´Bq
1
2 “ UĤ

1
2 pĤ´

Bq
1
2 . This product, in turn, satisfies

UĤ
1
2 pĤ ´Bq

1
2 “ U

1
?

2

ˆ

B `

b

B2 ` 4Ĝ2
˙

1
2 1
?

2

ˆ

´B `

b

B2 ` 4Ĝ2
˙

1
2

“ U
1
2

´

´B2
`B2

` 4Ĝ2
¯

1
2
“ U

a

Ĝ2 “ Ĝ,

which is used to show the nonnegative definiteness of

»

–

Ĥ Ĝ

Ĝ Ĥ ´B

fi

fl “

»

–

Ĥ
1
2U

pĤ ´Bq
1
2

fi

fl

»

–

Ĥ
1
2U

pĤ ´Bq
1
2

fi

fl

T

P S2n
` .

This and the identities qTi Ĝqi “ ζi imply that pĜ, Ĥq states a feasible pair of matrices to
problem (2.16).
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Let pG,Hq denote an arbitrary feasible matrix pair to the considered minimization
problem. For any eigenvector qi of B, the positive semidefiniteness of

»

–

qi 0

0 qi

fi

fl

T »

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl

»

–

qi 0

0 qi

fi

fl “

»

–

qTi Hqi ζi

ζi qTi Hqi ´ λi

fi

fl

implies a nonnegative determinant, thereby pqTi HqiqpqTi Hqi ´ λiq ´ ζ2
i ě 0 for all

i P t1, . . . , nu. By the solutions of the corresponding quadratic equalities and the
nonnegativeness of qTi Hqi, one derives the equivalent conditions

qTi Hqi ě
λi
2 `

d

ˆ

λi
2

˙2

` ζ2
i “ qTi Ĥqi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. (2.19)

Together with the orthogonality of Q :“ rq1, q1, . . . , qns, Lemma 2.11 gives

~H~ “ ~QTHQ~ ě ~pQTHQqdiag~ ě ~pQ
T ĤQqdiag~ “ ~Ĥ~

and, by the same argument, ~H ´B~ ě ~Ĥ ´B~.

Hence, pĜ, Ĥq defines a feasible pair of matrices which accompanies a minimal
objective value. This completes the proof of statement paq.

If the norms are strictly monotone and diagpQTHQq ‰ diagpQT ĤQq, then (2.19)
implies ~pQTHQqdiag~ ą ~pQ

T ĤQqdiag~ as well as ~pQT pH ´ BqQqdiag~ ą ~pQ
T pĤ ´

BqQqdiag~. Since at least one of the coefficients w1 or w2 is nonzero, this requires that
the vector equality diagpQTHQq “ diagpQT ĤQq holds valid whenever H corresponds to
an optimal solution point.

In the remainder of the proof, it will be shown that every feasible matrix pair pG,Hq
satisfying (2.18) as well as diagpQTHQq “ diagpQT ĤQq is necessarily simultaneously
diagonalizable by Q, i.e. the eigenvalue equations Gqi “ ζiqi and Hqi “ λipHqqi are
satisfied for all i P t1, . . . , nu. For each index i, we distinguish three cases subdividing
the corresponding eigenvalue equations in regard to the zero property of the respective
eigenvalue λi and the parameter ζi.
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Case 1. Suppose that λi “ 0 and ζi ‰ 0. Then, the corresponding constraint in
(2.18) is active, and qTi Hqi “ qTi pH ´Bqqi|λi“0“ qTi Ĥqi|λi“0“ |ζi| implies

¨

˝

´ζiqi

|ζi|qi

˛

‚

T »

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl

¨

˝

´ζiqi

|ζi|qi

˛

‚“ 2ζi
`

ζiq
T
i Hqi ´ |ζi|qTi Gqi

˘

“ 0.

This gives us a vector in the kernel of this matrix:
»

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl

¨

˝

´ζiqi

|ζi|qi

˛

‚“ 0 ðñ Hqi “
ζi
|ζi|

Gqi.

By (2.18), the left-hand side is identical to |ζi|qi.

Case 2. If ζi equals zero, the identity

qTi Hqi “ qTi Ĥqi|ζi“0“
λi
2 `

d

ˆ

λi
2

˙2

“ maxtλi, 0u

implies that either qTi Hqi “ 0 or qTi pH ´Bqqi “ 0. Together with the positive semidefi-
niteness of the matrices H and H ´B, we derive either

Hqi “ 0 or Hqi “ Bqi “ λiqi.

Moreover, from the respective nullspace identity of the positive semidefinite block matrix,
it follows Gqi “ 0 .

Case 3. Finally, suppose that λi ‰ 0 and ζi ‰ 0. For the validation of the
corresponding eigenvalue equations, we define the factor

ξi :“ 2ζi
λi `

a

λ2
i ` 4ζ2

i

.

The identity ξ2
i q
T
i Hqi “ ξiζi “ qTi Hqi ´ λi gives

¨

˝

ξiqi

´qi

˛

‚

T »

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl

¨

˝

ξiqi

´qi

˛

‚“ 0.
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Due to positive semidefiniteness of this block matrix, the vector necessarily lies in the
corresponding kernel, resulting in the identities

ξiHqi “ Gqi and ξiGqi “ pH ´Bqqi “ Hqi ´ λiqi.

Via substitution, we derive the desired eigenvalue equations Gqi “ λiξi

1´ξ2
i
qi “ ζiqi and

Hqi “ λi

1´ξ2
i
qi.

Taken together, this proves a unique eigenvalue decomposition of both solution
matrices G and H, which finishes the argument for uniqueness of the optimal matrix
pair.
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Chapter 3.

Semidefinite Programming
Relaxations

3.1. Relaxation concepts

The concept of relaxations is a fundamental approach for the computation of lower
or upper bounds of intractable programming problems. It can be used directly as an
approximation of the original problem, for bound computations in branch-&-bound
and branch-&-cut approaches, or as a tool to measure the quality of other bounding
algorithms. In regard to the form of the given optimization problem, the first step of a
relaxation process requires the reformulation of the original problem. The second step
comprises the removal or replacement of constraints that are the cause for intractability.

In the following subsections, we review different strategies to derive semidefinite relax-
ations for the quadratic assignment problem. For reasons of simplicity and comparability,
the reviewed relaxations are reduced to their essence. We skip some equalities and any
applicable LP and SOCP constraints that are present in more sophisticated versions
of these relaxation frameworks. A detailed description of these constraints is given in
Section 6.1.

3.1.1. The vector lifting approach

One of the most popular relaxation approaches for quadratic programming problems
is based on vector lifting. In the field of optimization, the term “vector lifting” refers

23
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to a specific reformulation approach. Quadratic expressions on a variable x P Rk are
linearized by lifting the vector variable into the space of pk ` 1q ˆ pk ` 1q matrices.

Consider, for instance, the vectorized formulation of a quadratically constrained
quadratic program (QCQP):

inf
xPRk

xTH0x ` hT0 x

s. t. xTHix ` hTi x ď bi, i “ 1, . . . ,m,

where Hj P Sk, hj P Rk p0 ď j ď mq, and bi P R p1 ď i ď mq. For a symmetric matrix
Υ P Sk, it is straightforward to show that

Υ “ xxT ðñ Υ ľ xxT ^ diagpΥ q “ diagpxxT q.

It is therefore possible to utilize the Schur complement for the reformulation of QCQP
as a non-convex semidefinite programming problem:

inf
xPRk, ΥPSk

C

»

–

0 1
2h

T
0

1
2h0 H0

fi

fl ,

»

–

1 xT

x Υ

fi

fl

G

s. t. C

»

–

´bi
1
2h

T
i

1
2hi Hi

fi

fl ,

»

–

1 xT

x Υ

fi

fl

G

ď 0, i “ 1, . . . ,m,

»

–

1 xT

x Υ

fi

fl P Sk`1
` , diagpΥ q “ x ˝ x .

(3.1)

This problem is often used as a basis for semidefinite relaxations of non-convex quadratic
programming problems. The only constraint that has to be dealt with - for the simple
reason that it typically causes the intractability of the programming problem - is the
quadratic vector equality.
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Apparently, the QAP is a special class of QCQP. The usage of the vectorized form of
the permutation matrix, x “ vecpXq, allows us to formulate (KBQAP) as

inf
xPRn2

xT pB b Aqx ` xvecpCq, xy

s. t. peb IqT x “ e,

pI b eqT x “ e,

x “ x ˝ x .

(3.2)

The linear equality constraints in (3.2) are the vector versions of Xe “ e and XT e “ e,
which realize the condition X P En. The vector equality x “ x ˝ x is the quadratic
constraint equivalent to X P t0, 1unˆn. Together, these constraints implement the
requirement X P Πn.

By utilizing the described vector lifting reformulation, we derive a basis of the SDP
relaxations discussed in [15,87,116] and many other papers:

inf
xPRn2 ,ΥPSn2

xB b A, Υ y ` xvecpCq, xy (3.3a)

s. t.
»

–

1 xT

x Υ

fi

fl P S`, (3.3b)

peb IqT x “ pI b eqT x “ e, (3.3c)

diagpΥ q “ x . (3.3d)
The extension of (3.3c) to xxT peb Iq “ xxT pI b eq “ xeT leads to the additional vector
constraints

Υ peb Iq “ Υ pI b eq “ xeT . (3.3e)

Finally, for a further restriction of the feasible set, we utilize

pEoff b Iq ˝Υ “ 0 (3.3f)

and

pI b Eoffq ˝Υ “ 0. (3.3g)

The latter two equations represent pn3 ´ n2q{2 additional equality constraints which are
called Gangster equations.

Problem (3.3) is equivalent to the relaxation QAPR2 that was first introduced in [116].
In order to enhance the comparability with the other presented SDP frameworks, we
use a different term to emphasize the basic relaxation approach as well as the level of
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additional constraints. Problem (3.3) is based on vector lifting and does not contain
additional LP or SOCP constraints. We therefore denote this framework by QAPvl0 or
simply VL0, referring to the Vector Lifting relaxation with level-0 modifications.

For an elaborate discussion of different conic relaxation models based on vector lifting,
we refer to [86]. A common strength of the corresponding SDP frameworks is their
advantage over other semidefinite programming relaxation strategies in the computation
of tight bounds. Their major weakness is the large number of Opn4q variables together
with the accompanying computational costs.

There are some efforts to encounter the high computational costs of these SDP
relaxations. In [87], Rendl and Sotirov improved the computational process by applying
a modified version of the bundle method. Other solution approaches designed for this
kind of high dimensional SDP frameworks are the low-rank factorization method by
Burer and Monteiro [14], and the modified majorized semismooth Newton-CG augmented
Lagrangian method by Yang, Sun, and Toh [113]. An entirely different approach to
handle the addressed issue is given by Klerk and Sotirov [24], who have shown that many
QAP instances allow a reduction of the SDP relaxation by exploiting group symmetries
in the underlying problems. Nevertheless, regarding QAP instances of size n ą 30 with
little symmetry, the computational costs of SDP relaxation frameworks based on vector
lifting remain to be too high for practical usage.

3.1.2. Matrix lifting

A similar idea to the one presented in Subsection 3.1.1 leads to a very different relaxation
approach. In [27], Ding and Wolkowicz introduced a new low-dimensional SDP relaxation
framework based on matrix lifting. Instead of lifting the vector x “ vecpXq into Υ “ xxT ,
Ding and Wolkowicz exploited the matrix structure of the Koopmans-Beckmann trace
formulation (KBQAP). Their relaxation is based on the fact that for Y “ XBXT and
Z “ XB2XT the matrix

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

–

I

X

XB

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

”

I XT BXT

ı
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is positive semidefinite. Together with the observation that each permutation matrix X
and any square matrix G of the same dimension are satisfying the vector equalities

diagpXGXT
q “ X diagpGq and XGXT e “ XGe, (3.4)

Ding and Wolkowicz designed the following SDP relaxation:

inf
XPDn, Y ,ZPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (3.5a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P S`, (3.5b)

diagpY q “ X diagpBq, diagpZ q “ X diagpB2
q, (3.5c)

Y e “ XBe, Ze “ XB2e. (3.5d)

This program is the essence of a framework that is called MSDR. More precisely, in [27],
problem (4.31) is denoted by MSDR1. The final version MSDR3 is given in the projected
reformulation of this relaxation and applies additional cuts which are derived from the
eigenvalue decomposition of the parameter matrices A and B. We follow our notation
from the last subsection and denote problem (3.5) by QAPml0 or simply by ML0, referring
to the Matrix Lifting technique without further modifications.

3.1.3. The matrix splitting approach

For a special class of QAPs - instances which are associated with Hamming or Manhatten
distances - in [73], Mittelmann and Peng pursued the idea of another low-dimensional
SDP relaxation framework. The presented bounds not only involve a less expensive
computational process, but they are also provably tighter than the ones of the MSDR
relaxations. In [83] and [84], the matrix splitting approach has been generalized for other
classes of the quadratic assignment problem. In this subsection, we are concentrating on
the SDP relaxation introduced by Peng, Mittelmann, and Li [83].
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If the parameter matrix B is positive semidefinite, the relaxation approach for the
MSDR model can be reduced to

»

–

B BXT

XB Y

fi

fl “

»

–

B
1
2

XB
1
2

fi

fl

”

B
1
2 B

1
2XT

ı

P S2n
` . (3.6)

In general, however, B does not satisfy any definiteness property. The authors of [83]
and [84] dealt with this case by splitting B into two positive semidefinite matrices B1

and B2.
Definition 3.1. For a given matrix B, a matrix pair pB1, B2q is called a positive
semidefinite matrix splitting of B if it satisfies

B “ B1 ´B2, B1, B2 P S`. (3.7)

For their relaxation frameworks, Peng, Mittelmann, and Li [83] utilized the splitting
pair that is derived as the solution of the following trace minimization problem:

inf
B1,B2PSn

`

trpB1 ` B2q

s. t. B “ B1 ´ B2.
(3.8)

As pointed out in [84], the unique solution of this problem can be obtained by using the
spectral value decomposition. Let B “

řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i denote the eigenvalue decomposition

of B, then

B` :“
ÿ

i : λią0
λiqiq

T
i and B´ :“

ÿ

i : λiă0
´λiqiq

T
i (3.9)

define the unique solution pair pB̂1, B̂2q “ pB`, B´q to problem (3.8).

Finally, by utilizing (3.6) and (3.4) for the relaxation of the quadratic constraints
Y` “ XB`X

T and Y´ “ XB´X
T , we derive the Matrix Splitting based framework
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referred to as MS0:

inf
XPDn, Ỳ ,Ý PSn

xA,Y` ´ Y´y ` xC,Xy (3.10a)

s. t.
»

–

B˛ B˛XT

XB˛ Y˛

fi

fl P S`, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (3.10b)

diagpY˛q “ X diagpB˛q, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (3.10c)

Y`e “ XB`e, Y´e “ XB´e. (3.10d)

The statement ˛ P t̀ ,´u is not meant as a free choice of matrix subscripts, but is used to
indicate two instances of constraints of the same structure. In that regard, (3.10c) refers
to the two vector equalities diagpY`q “ X diagpB`q and diagpY´q “ X diagpB´q.

3.1.4. Relaxation of the eigenspace

Based on Ding and Wolkowicz’s characterization of the convex hull of the orthogonal
similarity set of B [27], Xia gave an SDP formulation for the same convex set. In that
context, he proposed the orthogonal bound OB2 . Klerk, Sotirov, and Truetsch [25]
extended this approach by incorporating additional constraints from [83]. Furthermore,
they looked into the possibility to reduce the complexity of their framework by exploiting
symmetries in the underlying problems.

The “eigenspace” SDP relaxation is, in a certain way, also based on matrix splitting.
However, instead of splitting the matrix B just in its positive and negative semidefinite
part, this new relaxation makes full use of the eigenvalue decomposition of B:

XBXT
“ X

˜

n
ÿ

i“1
λiqiq

T
i

¸

XT
“

n
ÿ

i“1
λiXqiq

T
i X

T
“

n
ÿ

i“1
λiQi.

By applying a similar relaxation approach as in Subsection 3.1.3 to relax the quadratic
equality constraints Qi “ Xqiq

T
i X

T , we obtain the programming basis of Klerk, Sotirov,
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and Truetsch’s “eigenspace” SDP relaxation [25]:

inf
XPDn, Q1,...,QnPSn

ÿn

i“1
λixA,Qiy ` xC,Xy (3.11a)

s. t.
»

–

1 qTi XT

Xqi Qi

fi

fl P S`, i “ 1, . . . , n, (3.11b)

diagpQiq “ X diagpqiqTi q, i “ 1, . . . , n, (3.11c)

Qie “ XqiqTi e, i “ 1, . . . , n, (3.11d)
ÿn

i“1
Qi “ I. (3.11e)

The last identity is derived from the orthogonality of the eigenvectors tqiu giving
řn
i“1Xqiq

T
i X

T “ XIXT “ I. For the identification in the following sections, we comply
with the introduced notation and denote this relaxation program by ES0, referring to
the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation without modifications and additional LP or SOCP
constraints.

3.2. Comparison and other relaxation properties

Regarding the number of variables and equality constraints, it is evident that the
mentioned relaxation frameworks involve strongly different computational efforts. In
respect of the tightness of the computed bounds, we expect the larger sized frameworks,
VL0 and ES0, to dominate the lower sized ones. Our numerical tests meet this expectation.

For an easier interpretation of the relaxation quality, the corresponding results are
presented in form of relative gaps

Rgap :“ 1´ Lower bound computed via relaxation
Best known upper bound or optimal value . (3.12)

The QAPs used for the numerical examples in Table 3.1 are chosen randomly out of
the quadratic assignment problem library [18]. Here, we limited the selection to QAP
instances with dimension n up to 20. The individual problem sizes are incorporated into
the names. For more information on the naming scheme and the individual applications,
see [18].
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Table 3.1.: Selected bounds for comparison of basic relaxation
concepts [Rgap in (%)]

Problem VL0 ML0 MS0 ES0

Chr12a 150.68 231.75 375.32 200.36

Esc16b 5.48 10.15 17.34 5.48

Had14 0.56 7.29 5.07 2.00

LiPa20a 0.72 1.76 5.13 1.34

Nug12 8.42 21.24 20.26 10.50

Scr20 24.26 80.07 60.02 30.26

Tai17a 10.27 15.71 29.06 13.18

The presented bounds demonstrate that there is no ordering between the quality
of the relaxation programs ML0 and MS0.1 On the other hand, we can show that the
ordering of the other relaxation bounds holds valid independently of the considered
problem instance.
Theorem 3.2. For a QAP instance pA,B,Cq, denote by %̂vl0, %̂ml0, %̂ms0, and %̂es0 the
optimal objective values to the relaxations (3.3), (3.5), (3.10), and (3.11), respectively.
These values satisfy the relation

%̂vl0 ě %̂es0 ě

$

&

%

%̂ml0

%̂ms0

. (3.13)

Proof. Denote by B “
řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i the eigenvalue decomposition of B. Moreover, for

1 ď i ď n, define the matrices Wi :“ qi b I as well as their horizontal concatenation
W :“ rW1, . . . ,Wns. Let px̂ , Υ̂ q denote a solution vector to problem (3.3), which thereby
gives the identity

%̂vl0 “ xB b A, Υ̂ y ` xvecpCq, x̂y.

For the proof of the inequality %̂vl0 ě %̂es0 , we show that

pX ,Q1, . . . ,Qnq :“
´

matpx̂q,W T
1 Υ̂W1, . . . ,W

T
n Υ̂Wn

¯

1This observation does not support [73, Theorem 4.1].
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defines a feasible point to problem (3.11) with objective value %̂vl0 .

Due to the construction of W from the eigenvectors of B,

W T
pB b AqW “

n
ÿ

i“1
W T

`

pλiqiq
T
i q b A

˘

W “ diag*
prλ1, . . . , λnsq b A

is a block-diagonal matrix. Together with the orthogonality of W , we derive

xB b A, Υ̂ y “ xW T
pB b AqW,W T Υ̂W y “

n
ÿ

i“1
λixA,W

T
i Υ̂Wiy “

n
ÿ

i“1
λixA,Qiy,

which validates identical objective values.

In the introduction of relaxation (3.3), it has already been pointed out that any
feasible vector variable x satisfies matpxq P Dn. Apparently, X P Dn is feasible in problem
(3.11). It remains to show that the matrices tQiu satisfy all other constraints of ES0. The
validity of the semidefiniteness conditions in (3.11b) is due to (3.3b) and the implication

Υ̂ ľ x̂ x̂T ùñ Qi “ W T
i Υ̂Wi ľ W T

i x̂ x̂TWi “ XqiqTi XT
p1 ď i ď nq.

On the other hand, (3.3d) and (3.3f) necessitate the validity of the equality constraints
on the diagonal elements of tQiu:

@i,j 1 ď i, j ď n : ejW
T
i Υ̂Wiej “ pqi b ejq

T Υ̂ pqi b ejq

“ xΥ̂ , pqiq
T
i q b peje

T
j qy

“ xΥ̂ , pqiq
T
i qdiag b peje

T
j qy pby 3.3fq

“ eTj X diagpqiqTi q pby 3.3dq.

Similarly, (3.3e) implies

Qie “ W T
i Υ̂ pqi b eq “ W T

i

´

Υ̂ pI b eq
¯

qi “ W T
i

`

x̂eT
˘

qi “ XqiqTi e,
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which requires the compliance of (3.11d). Finally,

n
ÿ

i“1
W T
i Υ̂Wi “

n
ÿ

i“1
peb IqT

´

Υ̂ ˝ pqiq
T
i b Eq

¯

peb Iq

“ peb IqT
´

Υ̂ ˝ pI b Eq
¯

peb Iq p
ÿn

i“1
qiq

T
i “ Iq

“ peb IqT diag*
px̂q peb Iq pby 3.3g and 3.3dq

“ I pby 3.3cq

verifies the validity of (3.11e) and finishes the proof for the first inequality.

The argument for the superiority of %̂es0 compared to %̂ml0 and %̂ms0 follows a very
similar approach. For a solution vector pX̂ , Q̂1, . . . , Q̂nq to problem (3.11), we show that

pX ,Y ,Z q :“
´

X̂ ,
n
ÿ

i“1
λiQ̂i,

n
ÿ

i“1
λ2
i Q̂i

¯

and

pX ,Y`,Y´q :“
´

X̂ ,
ÿ

i : λią0
λiQ̂i, ´

ÿ

i : λiă0
λiQ̂i

¯

define feasible points to the problems (3.5) and (3.10), respectively.

Obviously, both points accompany the same objective value %̂es0 . Moreover, by
construction, (3.11c) implies the compliance of (3.5c) and (3.10c). This relation is also
valid for the constraints (3.11d), (3.5d), and (3.10d). By the same token,

Y` “
ÿ

i : λią0
λiQ̂i ľ

ÿ

i : λią0
λiX̂qiqTi X̂T

“ XB`XT

and

Y´ “
ÿ

i : λiă0
λiQ̂i ľ

ÿ

i : λiă0
λiX̂qiqTi X̂T

“ XB´XT

verify the compliance with (3.10b). Finally, the nonnegative definiteness of

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

n
ÿ

i“1

»

—

—

—

–

qi 0pn,nq
0 I

0 λiI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

–

1 qTi X̂T

X̂qi Q̂i

fi

fl

looooooomooooooon

ľ0

»

—

—

—

–

qi 0pn,nq
0 I

0 λiI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T
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completes the proof.

It should be noted that the first inequality on the left-hand side of (3.13) has already
been proved in [25, Theorem 2.1]. We believe that the understanding of the connection
between the feasible set to problem (3.3) and subsets of the feasible sets to the other
presented SDP relaxations is essential for the comprehension of results given in Subsection
4.3 and 6.1.3. For this reason, though the corresponding inequality has already been
shown by Klerk, Sotirov, and Truetsch, we still gave the exploited part of their argument
adapted to our notation.

All four SDP relaxations have the following favorable property in common.
Lemma 3.3. For a given QAP instance, let px̂ , Υ̂ q denote a solution vector to relaxation
(3.3) and define X̂ :“ matpx̂q. If X̂ P Π, then X̂ describes an optimal assignment for the
actual QAP. The corresponding objective values are identical. Similarly, this statement
applies to the matrices X̂ of solution vectors to the relaxations (3.5), (3.10), and (3.11),
respectively.

Proof. As an example, consider relaxation (3.5). Since X̂ P Π, it is

X̂ X̂T
“ I and diagpX̂B2X̂T

q “ X̂ diagpB2
q.

By (3.5c), we therefore have

diagp

»

–

I Ŷ

Ŷ Ẑ

fi

fl q “ diagp

»

–

X̂

X̂B

fi

fl

»

–

X̂

X̂B

fi

fl

T

q.

From the Schur complement condition, it is clear that the semidefinite constraint in
(3.5b) requires the quadratic residual

R :“

»

–

I Ŷ

Ŷ Ẑ

fi

fl´

»

–

X̂

X̂B

fi

fl

»

–

X̂

X̂B

fi

fl

T

to be positive semidefinite. By diagpRq ” 0 and thus S ” 0, the statement of Lemma
3.3 follows immediately.

The arguments for the other SDP relaxations follow the same procedure.



Chapter 4.

Reformulation Approaches

In the context of relaxation programs, there are two kinds of reformulation approaches.
The first involves modifications of the original programming problem, here the QAP
given in Koopmans-Beckmann trace formulation (KBQAP). Major modifications, as for
instance the reformulation via vector lifting or the splitting of parameter matrices, specify
the respective relaxation technique. Adjustments on a smaller scale do not affect the
actual relaxation approach but still influence the feasible sets described by the respective
programming instances. The second kind of reformulations concerns the relaxation
program itself and is therefore not related to variations in the bounding quality. On the
other hand, modifications of this kind can exert a significant influence on the applied
solving methods.

In the following sections, we describe ways to improve the quality of the relaxation
frameworks via reformulation techniques and point out different constraint substitutions
to design more efficient versions of these frameworks.

4.1. Reduction via QAP reformulation

4.1.1. QAP reformulations

The first applications of reformulation strategies for the quadratic assignment problem
date back nearly 40 years. The proposed techniques in the works of Burkard and
Stratmann [19], Roucairol [91], and Edwards [31] were taken up by many other scientists
who worked on similar topics, see [3, 20, 35, 55] and the references therein. In earlier
research papers, these techniques are noted as reduction or decomposition schemes. The

35
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background is the same for all proposed reformulations strategies. One tries to exploit
the inherent degree of freedom in reformulating the actual problem instance without
affecting the optimal objective value or the accompanying optimal decision variables.
This freedom is used to construct problem instances with the same solution sets but
more beneficial properties for the considered linearization technique. In later works, it
has been shown that the benefit of reformulations is not limited to relaxations which are
based on primal or dual linearizations of the QAP. Finke, Burkard, and Rendl [34] as
well as Hadley, Rendl, and Wolkowicz [44], for example, demonstrated the applicability
of QAP reformulations to eigenvalue based bounding techniques.

In this subsection, we transfer the conceptional basis of these reduction schemes for
the application in the presented SDP relaxations. For this purpose, we first recap the
basic reformulation procedure and then explain which parameter adjustments can be
performed independently and which are actually affecting the discussed SDP relaxations.
This is followed by a thorough analysis of different strategies to obtain appropriate
reformulation parameters.

Except for the vector lifting relaxation approach, all discussed SDP frameworks require
the form (KBQAP). We therefore limit our consideration on reformulation techniques
which preserve this form. In accordance to [84], we describe a reformulation by an update
of a diagonal matrix and a so-called sum-matrix.
Definition 4.1. A matrix M PMn is called a sum-matrix if M is representable as

M “ veT ` ewT (4.1)

for some v, w P Rn.
Definition 4.2. A reformulation of a QAP in Koopmans-Beckmann form is another
QAP with parameter vectors da, db, va, vb, wa, wb P Rn, where

Á :“ A` diag*
pdaq ` vae

T
` ewTa , (4.2a)

B́ :“ B ` diag*
pdbq ` vbe

T
` ewTb , (4.2b)

Ć :“ C ´ diagpÁqdTb ´ da diagpBqT ´ ÁT evTb ´ ÁewTb ´ vae
TB ´ wae

TBT , (4.2c)

define substitutes for the original coefficient matrices.
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It is straightforward to show (c.f. [34]) that for each choice of parameter vectors da,
db, va, vb, wa, wb and every permutation matrix X P Πn:

trpAXBXT
` CXT

q “ trpÁXB́XT
` ĆXT

q. (4.3)

In the symmetric case, it is va “ wa and vb “ wb, which - in consideration of the initial
assumptions on the data matrices - reduces (4.2c) to

Ć :“ C ´ dad
T
b ´ 2ÁevTb ´ 2vae

TB. (4.4)

We aim to find parameter vectors for reformulation instances which turn out to
be particularly beneficial for semidefinite programming relaxations. The respective
relaxation program shall thus deliver stronger bounds when applied to the reformulated
QAP instance pÁ, B́, Ćq instead of the original formulation pA,B,Cq. For this purpose,
we first collect some useful properties which are related to the SDP relaxations discussed
in Section 3.1. Our first result concerns the framework based on the vector lifting
approach.
Lemma 4.3. Relaxation (3.3) delivers the same optimal objective value for every QAP
reformulation pÁ, B́, Ćq of the same problem instance pA,B,Cq.

Proof. Denote by px , Υ q an arbitrary feasible point to the considered problem instance
of relaxation (3.3). Obviously, the feasible set to this problem solely depends on the
dimension n and not on the specific coefficient matrices. It is therefore sufficient to prove
the equality

xB b A, Υ y ` xvecpCq, xy “ xB́ b Á, Υ y ` xvecpĆq, xy (4.5)

for all valid pÁ, B́, Ćq.

By definition,
A

pB́ ´Bq b Á, Υ
E

“

A

`

diag*
pdbq ` vbe

T
` ewTb

˘

b Á, Υ
E

“

A

diag*
pdbq b Á, Υ

E

`

A

`

evTb
˘

b ÁT `
`

ewTb
˘

b Á, Υ
E

“

A

diag*
pdbq b Á, Υ

E

`

A

`

eb I
˘`

vTb b Á
T
` wTb b Á

˘

, Υ
E

“

A

diag*
pdbq b Á, Υ

E

`

A

vTb b Á
T
` wTb b Á, Υ

`

eb I
˘

E

.
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Together with the constraint equalities (3.3e), (3.3d), and (3.3g), we derive
A

pB́ ´Bq b Á, Υ
E

“

A

db b diagpÁq, diagpΥ q
E

`

A

vTb b Á
T
` wTb b Á, xeT

E

“

A

vecpdiagpÁqdTb q, x
E

`

A

vecpÁT evTb ` ÁewTb q, x
E

.

By the same argument, it can be shown that
A

B b pÁ´ Aq, Υ
E

“
@

vecpda diagpBqT q, x
D

`
@

vecpvae
TB ` wae

TBT
q, x

D

.

Adding the latter two identities gives

xpB́ b Áq ´ pB b Aq, Υ y “ xpB́ ´Bq b Á, Υ y ` xB b pÁ´ Aq, Υ y “ xvecpC ´ Ćq, xy.

This validates (4.5) and finishes the proof.

Lemma 4.4. For a given problem pA,B,Cq, denote by tpÁ, B, Ćqu the set of valid
reformulations with fixed B. The choice of a particular instance from this set does not
affect the bounds computed via problem (3.5), (3.10), or (3.11), respectively.

Proof. The following proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.3. The feasible sets of the
problems (3.5), (3.10), and (3.11) are independent of the coefficient matrices A and C.
Thus, in case of fixed B, it is sufficient to validate the equivalence of the corresponding
objective values.

As an example, consider problem (3.10) and let pX ,Y`,Y´q P Dn ˆ Sn ˆ Sn denote
an arbitrary feasible point to the given problem instance. By Definition 4.2 and by the
compliance of pX ,Y`,Y´q with the constraints (3.10c), (3.10d), we conclude

@

Á´ A,Y` ´ Y´
D

“
@

diag*
pdaq ` vae

T
` ewTa ,Y` ´ Y´

D

“
@

da, diagpY` ´ Y´q
D

`
@

va ` wa, pY` ´ Y´qe
D

“
@

da,X diagpB` ´B´q
D

`
@

va ` wa,XpB` ´B´qe
D

“
@

da diagpBqT ,X
D

`
@

pva ` waqe
TB,X

D

“
@

C ´ Ć,X
D

,

which finishes the argument for problem (3.10).

In the same way, the equality constraints (3.5c), (3.5d) and (3.11c), (3.11d) necessitate
the equivalence of the objective values for relaxation (3.5) and (3.11), respectively.
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As an immediate consequence of these lemmas, we see that solely updates on the
coefficient matrix B have an effect on the corresponding relaxation bounds. The interest-
ing reformulation parameters reduce to db, vb P Rn, where wb “ vb is implicit due to the
symmetry assumption. The following result will help us to determine a sensible choice
for the vector vb.
Lemma 4.5. For a given problem instance pA,B,Cq, consider the QAP reformulation
pÁ, B́, Ćq, where

Á “ A, B́ “ pI ´ 1
n
EqBpI ´ 1

n
Eq and Ć “ C ` 2

n
AEBpI ´ 1

2nEq. (4.6)

The respective optimal objective values %̂ml0pA,B,Cq and %̂ml0pÁ, B́, Ćq to problem (3.5)
satisfy the relation

%̂ml0pÁ, B́, Ćq ě %̂ml0pA,B,Cq. (4.7)

Proof. For all X P Πn, we have

xÁXB́ ` Ć,Xy “ xAXpI ´ 1
n
EqBpI ´ 1

n
Eq ` Ć,Xy

“ xAXBpI ´ 1
n
Eq ´ 1

n
AEBpI ´ 1

n
Eq ` Ć,Xy

“ xAXBpI ´ 1
n
Eq ` 1

n
AEB ` C,Xy

“ xAXB ` C,Xy.

It is therefore evident that the problem instance pÁ, B́, Ćq defined in (4.6) states a
reformulation of the original problem pA,B,Cq.

Denote by ML0pA,B,Cq and ML0pÁ, B́, Ćq the respective problem instances of re-
laxation (3.5), the former applied to the original QAP and the latter applied to its
reformulation. Define the projection matrix P :“ I ´ 1

n
E and let pX́ , Ý , Ź q be a feasible

point to ML0pÁ, B́, Ćq. By applying the Schur complement, it can be shown that (3.5b)
and

»

–

I ´ X́ X́T Ý ´ X́ B́X́T

Ý ´ X́ B́X́T Ź ´ X́ B́2X́T

fi

fl P S2n
` (4.8)
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are equivalent, i.e. they result in the same feasible set of the variables Ý and Ź . Let R
be a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix satisfying

R ľ X́pPB2P ´ B́2
qX́T , Re “ 0 , diagpRq “ X́ diagpPB2P ´ B́2

q.

By Lemma 2.15 and the positive semidefiniteness of PB2P ´ B́2 “ PBpI ´ P qBP , it is
apparent that such a matrix exists for each X́ P Dn. Let further

pX ,Y ,Z q :“
´

X́ , Ý ` X́pB ´ B́qX́T , Ź `R ` X́pB2
´ PB2P qX́T

¯

.

The semidefiniteness condition in (4.8) together with the equations

Y ´ XBXT
“ Ý ` XpB ´ B́qXT

´ XBXT
“ Ý ´ X B́XT

and

Z ´ XB2XT
“ Ź `R ´ XPB2PXT ľ Ź ´ X B́2XT

imply
»

–

I ´ XXT Y ´ XBXT

Y ´ XBXT Z ´ XB2XT

fi

fl P S2n
` .

Hence, the constructed point pX ,Y ,Z q complies with constraint (3.3b) of ML0pA,B,Cq.
It is straightforward to check that the matrix triple pX ,Y ,Z q satisfies the corresponding
equality constraints in (3.5c) and (3.5d), thus states a feasible point to ML0pA,B,Cq.
Finally, the identity

xÁ, Ý y ` xĆ, X́y “ xA,Y ´ XpB ´ B́qXT
y ` xĆ,Xy

“ xA,Y ´ 1
n
XpEB ` PBEqXT

y ` xĆ,Xy
“ xA,Y y ´ 1

n
xA,EBXT

` XPBEy ` xĆ,Xy
“ xA,Y y ` xC,Xy

proves that, for every feasible point pX́ , Ý , Ź q to ML0pÁ, B́, Ćq, there exists a feasible
point pX ,Y ,Z q to ML0pA,B,Cq with the same objective value.
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Let the reformulation vector db for the diagonal elements of B́ be fixed, and consider
the specific choice for vb defined by

vb :“ xB,Ey ` xdb, ey

2n2 e´
1
n
pBe` dbq . (4.9)

This vector satisfies the identity

pI ´ 1
n
Eq

´

B ` diag*
pdbq

¯

pI ´ 1
n
Eq “ B ` diag*

pdbq ` vbe
T
` evTb .

Lemma 4.5 therefore implies that the choice of the specific reformulation vector vb defined
in (4.9) is optimal for any QAP instance that shall be used as input to relaxation (3.5).

Though the previous statement is not necessarily valid for ES0 and MS0, numerical
tests suggest the application of the same reformulation vector vb. With the following
result, we reinforce the chosen matrix splitting approach defined in (3.9) and confirm the
formula for vb.
Lemma 4.6. Let B P Sn be given and consider the minimization problem

inf
vbPRn, B1,B2PSn

`

w1~B1~ ` w2~B2~

s. t. B ` vbe
T
` evTb “ B1 ´ B2,

(4.10)

where ~ ¨ ~ denotes some unitarily invariant matrix norm, and w1, w2 are arbitrary real
positive values. Furthermore, define the projected matrix B́ :“ pI ´ 1

n
EqBpI ´ 1

n
Eq with

eigenvalue decomposition B́ “
řn
i“1 λ́iq́iq́

T
i . Then,

v́b “
xB,Ey

2n2 e´
1
n
Be, B́` “

ÿ

i : λią0
λ́iq́iq́

T
i and B́´ “

ÿ

i : λiă0
´λ́iq́iq́

T
i (4.11)

determine a solution vector pv̂b, B̂1, B̂2q “ pv́b, B́`, B́´q to problem (4.10). If the considered
matrix norms are strictly monotone, this solution is unique.

Proof. Define the projection matrix P :“ I ´ 1
n
E. In the first part of the proof, we

will show that, for any feasible point pvb,B1,B2q, there exists another feasible point
pv́b, PB1P, PB2P q associated with an objective value not greater than the one accom-
panied by pvb,B1,B2q. The positive semidefiniteness of PB1P and PB2P is evidently
satisfied. Moreover

B ` v́be
T
` ev́Tb “ PBP “ P pB ` vbe

T
` evTb qP “ P pB1 ´ B2qP
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validates the compliance with the equality constraint of problem (4.10). Since P is an
orthogonal projection matrix and thereby ~P~2 ď 1, it follows σÓpPBiP q ď σÓpBiq for
i “ 1, 2. By Theorem 2.3, this necessarily implies ~PBiP~ ď ~Bi~ independent of the
choice of the unitarily invariant matrix norm. Taken together, these observations prove
the existence of an optimal point pv́b, B̂1, B̂2q with v́b being obtained from (4.11). Strictly
monotone unitarily invariant matrix norms satisfy

BiP ‰ Bi ùñ ~PBiP~ ă ~Bi~ for i “ 1, 2,

which, in this context, proves the uniqueness of v̂b.

For each solution vector pv́b, B̂1, B̂2q to problem (4.10) for which v́b satisfies the
definition in (4.11), there exists a feasible point pG,Hq “ p0pn,nq, B̂1q to the semidefinite
programming problem

inf
G,HPSn

w1~H~ ` w2~H ´ PBP~

s. t.
»

–

H G

G H ´ PBP

fi

fl P S2n
` ,

qTi Gqi “ 0 for i P t1, . . . , nu.

Moreover, the equality constraints in problem (4.10) imply B̂2 “ B̂1 ´ PBP and thereby
identical objective values. Conversely, any optimal point pĜ, Ĥq to the above problem
that corresponds to a feasible point pvb,B1,B2q “ pv́b, Ĥ, Ĥ ´ PBP q to problem (4.10)
necessarily describes a solution to both. The remaining assertions follow by Lemma
2.16.

In order to obtain good quality lower bounds via problem (3.10), it is of major
importance that the semidefiniteness conditions in (3.10b) approximate the quadratic
part of the QAP very well. In this context, it is beneficial to utilize positive semidefinite
splitting schemes that involve small traces of the corresponding splitting parts B́`, B́´.
The rough correlation between the tightness of the respective relaxation instance and
the traces of B́`, B́´ is also apparent from the discussion about non-redundant matrix
splitting schemes in [84]. Furthermore, to a certain extent, this statement also applies to
the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation as well as the frameworks based on the matrix lifting
approach. The triple pv́b, B́`, B́´q complies with vb given in (4.9) and the matrix splitting
definition in (3.9). It states a minimizer not only for the traces of the positive semidefinite
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matrix splitting parts but for all unitarily invariant norms. This statement holds true for
different weightings and even for arbitrary combinations of different unitarily invariant
matrix norms applied individually to the respective positive semidefinite splitting part.
For fixed reformulation parameters pdb, vbq “ p0 , v́bq, the matrix pair pB́`, B́´q states a
solution to the corresponding rank minimization problem discussed in [84, Corollary 1].
It is, furthermore, the only feasible positive semidefinite splitting with orthogonal column
spaces. This accompanies other favorable properties, for instance, the fact that B́` and
B́´ are simultaneously diagonalizable.

If the reformulation vector vb is computed via (4.9), then e lies in the kernel of the
parameter matrix B́, i.e. B́e ” 0. A closer inspection of the related QAP instances
pÁ, B́, Ćq reveals that a further reformulation by adding some offset α P R - which refers
to the reformulated instance pÀ, B̀, C̀q “ pÁ, B́ ` αE, Ć ´ αÁEq - has no effect on the
accompanying optimal objective values. This is true for the four reviewed SDP relaxations
(3.3), (3.5), (3.10), (3.11), and remains true for all frameworks that will be presented
in the upcoming sections. In this regard, every vector vb P tαe ´

1
n
pBe ` dbq | α P Ru

is as good as the choice (4.9). Nevertheless, as already pointed out, the utilization of
the particular vector determined by the formula in (4.9) entails certain advantages. A
particularly useful property is the minimal rank of the splitting parts which can be
exploited for a reduction of the corresponding semidefinite constraints.

With the knowledge that the parameters da and va have no influence on the relaxation
quality and the attainment of a well reasoned formula for vb, this leaves solely the problem
of finding appropriate choices for the reformulation parameter db. The task of finding
the optimal vector db is significantly more difficult than for the parameter vb. Actually,
there are several choices for db which are differently suitable for different QAP instances.
Keeping this in mind, we want to complete our investigation of QAP reformulations by
discussing two possible choices for db with different beneficial properties.

The first one is given explicitly by the formula

db “
2

n´ 2Be´
xB,Ey

pn´ 1qpn´ 2qe. (4.12)

Together with (4.9), the derived reformulation follows the reduction scheme already used
in [34] for the bounding technique EVB1 . The given parameters minimize the Frobenius
norm of the reformulated data matrix B́. By trpB́2q “ ~B́~2

f, it is apparent that this
involves a minimization of the trace of the matrix variable Z utilized in problem (3.5).
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The latter observation explains why (4.12) gives a sensible choice for the corresponding
instances of QAPml.

The second choice for db can be derived from the solution to the following semidefinite
programming problem

inf
dbPRn, B1,B2PSn

`

w1 trpB1q ` w2 trpB2q

s. t. pI ´ 1
n
Eq

´

B ` diag*
pdbq

¯

pI ´ 1
n
Eq “ B1 ´ B2,

(4.13)

where the coefficients w1 and w2 in the objective function are used to induce a suitable
weighting of the respective positive semidefinite splitting parts. Let pd̂b, B̂1, B̂2q denote an
optimal point to this minimization problem and define the corresponding reformulation
substitute for B as B́ :“ B ` diag*

pd̂bq ` vbe
T ` evTb . If vb is computed as in (4.9), then

B́ “ B̂1 ´ B̂2. By Lemma 4.6, it is also apparent that the solution to problem (4.13) is
unique and that B̂1 and B̂2 can be obtained by using the spectral decomposition of B́, as
defined in (3.9). Obviously, the derived reformulation is designed to tighten the feasible
set of the respective QAPms instance.

Let us consider some more arguments in favor of the presented reformulations. Numer-
ical tests have shown that in most cases the two discussed approaches lead to improved
bounds when compared to the results for the original formulation. Their major difference
lies in the design for the respective relaxation techniques. The matrix splitting based
relaxation benefits more from the reformulation instances derived via (4.9) and (4.13).
The matrix lifting based relaxation, on the other hand, performs better when applied to
the QAP reformulations computed via (4.9) and (4.12). Another major difference can
be found in the accompanying computational aspects. Due to their explicit formulas,
the parameters for the first described QAP reformulation can be computed significantly
faster and more accurate. On the other hand, when it comes to the computation of
the actual relaxation instance the second reformulation approach may have a significant
advantage over the first one.

Denote by λ́1, λ́2, . . . , λ́n the eigenvalues of the respective substitute B́. The first
reformulation is designed to minimize the corresponding sum of squares

řn
i“1 λ́

2
i . The

utilization of problem (4.13), on the other hand, leads to the minimization of a weighted
sum of their absolute values

řk
i“1w2|λ́i| `

řn
i“k`1w1|λ́i|, where k is the index which

separates negative from nonnegative eigenvalues, i.e. λ́1 ď . . . ď λ́k ă 0 ď λ́k`1 ď . . . ď

λ́n. The latter minimization objective tends to produce sparser solutions, which turns
out to be a very beneficial property.
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We can make use of the decreased rank of B́ by reducing the respective SDP relaxations.
The corresponding reduction scheme for the matrix-splitting based relaxation framework
has already been emphasized in [84]. Let the matrices B` and B´ have ranks n` and n´,
respectively. There exist matrices Lb̀ PMn,ǹ and Lb́ PMn,ń such that B` “ Lb̀ LTb̀

and B´ “ Lb́ LTb́ . Then, without affecting the actual feasible set, (3.10b) can be replaced
by

»

–

Ipn˛q LTb˛XT

XLb˛ Y˛

fi

fl P Sn`n˛` for ˛ P t̀ ,´u. (4.14)

In that context, we prefer reformulations that produce substitutes B́˛ with lower ranks.
For the usage in combination with MS , we therefore strongly recommend the application
of reformulation instances obtained via (4.9) and (4.13).

At this point, it is worth mentioning that there is an efficient way to approximate the
second QAP reformulation. One can avoid the computational overhead of problem (4.13)
by requiring that all components of db are identical, i.e. there exists some β P R such
that db “ βe:

inf
βPR, B1,B2PSn

`

w1 trpB1q ` w2 trpB2q

s. t. pI ´ 1
n
Eq pB ` βIq pI ´ 1

n
Eq “ B1 ´ B2.

(4.15)

Apparently, the matrices pI ´ 1
n
Eq pB ` βIq pI ´ 1

n
Eq are simultaneously diagonalizable

for each β P R. To obtain a solution to problem (4.15), it is therefore sufficient to compute
the eigenvalue decomposition of pI ´ 1

n
EqBpI ´ 1

n
Eq and find the β that minimizes the

weighted sum over the absolute values of the corresponding eigenvalues. Since β acts
as a shift to all eigenvalues except the one that corresponds to the eigenvector 1?

n
e, the

computational effort reduces to a weighted 1-norm minimization over these eigenvalues.
An efficient procedure to solve this problem can be realized with an effort not greater
than the identification of the weighted median of n´ 1 real values.

Requiring db to be a multiple of e has the big advantage of a significantly reduced
computational overhead and a higher accuracy of the calculated parameters. On top of
this, numerical examples from the QAP library [18] suggest that the solutions to problem
(4.15) provide good approximations for the parameters computed via problem (4.13).
In many cases the results are indeed identical. If not utilized for the actual relaxation
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instance, the so derived approximation serves at least as a good initial point to the
original minimization problem.

For the application of problem (4.13), it is necessary to determine appropriate
weighting coefficients w1 and w2. Why do we not just minimize the sum of traces of the
splitting parts B1 and B2? To answer this question, consider the problem

inf
XPDn, Y1,Y2PSn

`

xÁ,Y1 ´ Y2y ` xĆ,Xy

s. t. Yie “ X B́ie, trpYiq “ trpB́iq, i “ 1, 2.
(4.16)

If we assume that e lies in the kernel of the matrices Á, B́1, B́2 of the reformulated QAP
instance pÁ, B́1 ´ B́2, Ćq, then the optimal objective to this problem is

λminpÁq trpB́1q ´ λmaxpÁq trpB́2q ` min
XPΠn

xĆ,Xy.

To obtain strong lower bounds, it is therefore beneficial to utilize positive semidefinite
splittings with traces trpB́1q and trpB́2q which are counterbalanced to the extreme
eigenvalues of Á.

Due to tighter constraints in the relaxation QAPms, the actual situation is a good
deal better. It is nevertheless advantageous to consider the distribution of the eigenvalues
of Á. Let the reformulated parameter matrix Á satisfy Áe “ diagpÁq “ 0 and denote its
eigenvectors by µ́1, . . . , µ́n. For the computation of the weighting coefficients, we utilize
the following formulas

w1 “

˜

ÿ

i : µ́iă0
|µ́i|

p

¸
1
p

and w2 “

˜

ÿ

i : µ́ią0
|µ́i|

p

¸
1
p

, (4.17)

where p is used as a threshold between the equally weighted norm minimization (p “ 1)
and the - in respect of the extreme eigenvalues of Á - completely counterbalanced norm
minimization (p “ 8). In the actual implementation, we use an intermediate weighting
and set p “ 4.

The last arguments have all been in favor of the second reformulation approach.
Nevertheless, also the first approach has its raison d’être. Besides the better results in
combination with the relaxation ML, it also shows a beneficial interaction with some
of the constraints presented in Section 6.1. In the attempt to ensure a fair comparison
between the discussed relaxation frameworks, we want to avoid the utilization of multiple
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reformulation approaches. For this purpose, we design a compromise between the two
presented QAP reformulations. In the actual implementation, we obtain the parameter
vector db as a part of the solution vector to the following problem:

inf
dbPRn, B1,B2PSn

`

~w1B1 ` w2B2~t ` ~w1B1 ` w2B2~f

s. t. pI ´ 1
n
Eq

´

B ` diag*
pdbq

¯

pI ´ 1
n
Eq “ B1 ´ B2.

(4.18)

The respective parameter vector vb is still compliant with (4.9). The obtained QAP
reformulation is the result of a trade-off between a minimal trace-norm of B́, a counter-
balanced eigenvalue distribution in consideration of Á, and a minimization of the trace
of B́2. This is also reflected in the addressed properties, for instance, the tendency to
keep a low-rank parameter matrix B́.

In consideration of the numerous references to the reformulated problem instances,
from now on, we simply assume that pA,B,Cq states the QAP instance that is obtained
from the original problem by applying the considered QAP reformulation. The rarely
used original formulation is instead referred to as pÅ, B̊, C̊q. This adaption leads to
a simplified notation. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters for the applied QAP
reformulation scheme are

da “
2

n´ 2Åe´
xÅ, Ey

pn´ 1qpn´ 2qe, (4.19a)

va “ wa “ ´
1
2da, (4.19b)

db “ d̂b optained via problem (4.18) with weighting from (4.17), (4.19c)

vb “ wb “
xB̊, Ey ` xdb, ey

2n2 e´
1
n

´

B̊e` db

¯

. (4.19d)

Although the changes on the data matrix Å do not affect the considered relaxation
frameworks, due to certain advantages over the original formulation, we still apply the
EVB1 based reformulation to this matrix. One advantage is that additional reformulations
of B do not change the coordinates in C, hence for arbitrary vectors d, v, w P Rn the
instances pA,B ` diag*

pdq ` veT ` ewT , Cq describe QAP reformulations for the same
problem. Another benefit is its suitability for the computation of weighting parameters
via (4.17).

Summing up and reiterating this important point: from now on, the QAP instance
pA,B,Cq states a certain reformulation to the respective original problem pÅ, B̊, C̊q. In
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respect of Definition 4.2, these problems are related via

A “ Å` diag*
pdaq ` vae

T
` evTa , (4.20a)

B “ B̊ ` diag*
pdbq ` vbe

T
` evTb , (4.20b)

C “ C̊ ´ dad
T
b ´ 2ÁevTb ´ 2vae

TB, (4.20c)

with da, va, db, vb being taken from (4.19).

The problem instances pA,B,Cq and pÅ, B̊, C̊q have the same solution set, which is
easily verified by

@X P Πn : trpAXBXT
` CXT

q “ trpÅXB̊XT
` C̊XT

q.

In addition to their symmetry, the matrices A and B always satisfy diagpAq ” 0, Ae ” 0,
and Be ” 0. Using the reformulated problem instance pA,B,Cq as input for the
low-dimensional relaxation frameworks usually leads to better results.

4.1.2. Non-redundant positive semidefinite matrix splitting

In Subsection 4.1.1, we presented well argued reformulation approaches which are designed
for tightening the considered SDP relaxations. Though the focus was particularly on the
matrix splitting based relaxation frameworkMS , the SDP constraint ofML was considered
as well. We derived the QAP reformulation in (4.20) which gives a good compromise for
the different relaxation techniques. In that context, we also discussed strong criteria for
the choice of the positive semidefinite matrix splitting scheme defined in (3.9). Peng et
al. [84] followed a different approach to address the issue of finding appropriate splitting
schemes. They introduced the notion of redundant and non-redundant matrix splitting.
Based on their observations, they designed two new splitting schemes. The stronger of
the corresponding frameworks outperforms the relaxations introduced in [83] for most
instances from the QAP library [18].

The author believes that this is a good moment for a more detailed explanation of
the chosen positive semidefinite matrix splitting scheme. This subsection shall serve this
purpose by giving a brief review of the matrix splitting schemes introduced in [83,84] and
presenting an alternative interpretation of these. For the latter, we reveal connections
between the applied matrix splitting schemes and QAP reformulations.
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Let us start with a short interlude in ‘non-redundant positive semidefinite matrix
splitting’.
Definition 4.7. A positive semidefinite splitting pB1, B2q to a matrix B is said to be
redundant if there exists a nonzero positive semidefinite matrix R, such that

B “ B1 ´B2, B1 ´R P S`, B2 ´R P S`. (4.21)

If R ” 0 is the only feasible matrix that is positive semidefinite and satisfies (4.21), the
splitting is said to be non-redundant.

In respect of a matrix splitting based SDP relaxation such as MS0, Peng et al.
demonstrated the general advantage of non-redundant matrix splittings over redundant
ones, see [84, Theorem 1]. Roughly speaking, the theorem states that for any redundant
positive semidefinite matrix splitting there exists a non-redundant splitting which leads
to a tighter relaxation. Even though additional constraints on the respective variables
may change this circumstance, the absence of redundancies in a positive semidefinite
matrix splitting is a good indicator for a beneficial splitting scheme.

In [84, Theorem 2], it was proved that the matrix pair defined in (3.9) states a
non-redundant positive semidefinite matrix splitting. It is the same scheme as the
one used in [83] by Peng, Mittelmann, and Li. Lemma 4.6 gives an even stronger
argument for the application of the matrix splitting approach based on the spectral
decomposition. The positive semidefinite pair given in (3.9) states a minimizer for the
objective w1~B1~ ` w2~B2~ regardless of the choice of the unitarily invariant matrix
~ ¨ ~ and the weighting coefficients w1, w2. In this context, it is striking to see how the
framework SDRMS-SUM from [84] outperforms the relaxation SDRMS-SVD discussed
in the same paper but originally introduced in [83]. Even the framework SDRMS-ONE
(also given in [84]) is not completely dominated by SDRMS-SVD, though it is based on a
positive semidefinite matrix splitting which is usually redundant. How are these results
reconcilable with our arguments for the splitting scheme used in MS0?

The answer to this question has surprisingly little to do with a redundant or non-
redundant positive semidefinite matrix splitting scheme. Consider, for instance, the
minimal trace sum-matrix splitting approach that is used as the basis for SDRMS-SUM .
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The corresponding splitting is obtained as the solution to

inf
d,vPRn,B2PSn

`

trpB2q

s. t. B ` diag*
pdq ` veT ` evT “ ´B2.

(4.22)

Interestingly, a closer look on the obtained solution pd, v, B2q reveals that the correspond-
ing matrix pair p´ diag*

pdq´veT´evT , B2q does not necessarily state a positive semidefinite
matrix splitting to B. There are many QAP instances for which diag*

pdq ` veT ` evT

is indefinite. The concept of non-redundant matrix splitting is therefore not applicable,
at least not in a straightforward manner. This is where QAP reformulations come into
consideration. With the parameters d and v, it is possible to construct three different
symmetric QAP reformulations that involve individual interpretations of the splitting
scheme:

B́ “ B ` diag*
pdq ùñ B́ “

`

´ veT ´ evT
˘

´B2, (4.23a)

B́ “ B ` veT ` evT ùñ B́ “
`

´ diag*
pdq

˘

´B2, (4.23b)

B́ “ B ` diag*
pdq ` veT ` evT ùñ B́ “ 0pn,nq ´B2. (4.23c)

In general, neither p´ diag*
pdqq nor p´veT´evT q have to be positive semidefinite. For many

instances of the QAP library [18], these matrices are indefinite. The only interpretation
for which the respective splitting always complies with Definition 3.1 is the last one.

In regard to the interpretation given in (4.23c), the minimal trace one-matrix splitting
[84, Section 3.1] is non-redundant as well. The respective splitting scheme simply
corresponds to a different QAP reformulation. For B́ “ 0pn,nq ´ B2, it is moreover
apparent that p0pn,nq, B2q states the unique non-redundant positive semidefinite splitting
to B́. The compliance with the matrix pair in (3.9) is evident.

These observations lead to a new interpretation of the frameworks SDRMS-ONE and
SDRMS-SUM . The programs are specific versions of QAPms and can be derived from
SDRMS-SVD by applying the respective QAP reformulations. SDRMS-SUM is superior
to SDRMS-ONE because it utilizes a more beneficial reformulation.

The results given in Subsection 4.1.1 suggest an even greater benefit from the re-
formulation defined in (4.20). Though this does not account to every QAP instance,
numerical results reinforce this suggestion. Nevertheless, it should also be mentioned
that the optimal combination of a QAP reformulation and a positive semidefinite matrix
splitting scheme depends on many more factors. The consideration of the eigenvalue
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distribution of the reformulated parameter matrix A is a good start. However, the update
of A is more an initial guess than an optimized reformulation that considers the mutual
correlation between the updates for both matrices A and B. How the reformulated
coefficient matrix C affects relaxation results has not been taken into account at all.
Hence, the presented reformulation approach still leaves room for improvement.

4.1.3. Commutation of data matrices

The concept of reformulating quadratic assignment problems is not limited to what we
called QAP reformulations in the last subsections. Another possibility to reformulate a
problem instance pA,B,Cq would be a counterbalanced scaling of the parameter matrices
A and B, i.e. pÀ, B̀, C̀q “ pαA, α´1B,Cq for some α P R‰0. This kind of reformulation
is not considered in this section because the objective values of the corresponding SDP
relaxations are not affected by scaling. In a different context, we will come back to this
reformulation, demonstrating its value for resolving numerical difficulties that occur in
the solution procedure.

This subsection is about a very basic reformulation approach, which - as elementary
as it is - often has a significant influence on the obtained bounds. We mean the
commutation of the coefficient matrices A and B. It is very easy to see that the instance
pÀ, B̀, C̀q “ pB,A,CT q describes an equivalent problem to the actual QAP. The only
necessary adaptation is that any optimal assignment X̂ is transposed to an optimal
permutation matrix of the reformulated problem instance, and vice versa.

Once again, the vector lifting approach demonstrates its strength. Neither the QAP
reformulations defined in (4.2) nor the commutation of A and B affect the lower bounds
computed via VL0. On the other hand, the permutation of the data matrices often has a
significant influence on the results of the other SDP relaxations.

The most obvious and safest method to decide whether A and B shall be exchanged
or not is the numerical test of both formulations. In most cases, however, solving the SDP
relaxation two times for each problem instance is not necessary. Different measurements
for the natural advantage of a certain data matrix commutation can be evaluated with
significantly smaller computational costs. A useful indicator for the tightness of our SDP
relaxations is the relative distance to the norm-wise closest sum-matrix:

δsumpBq :“ min
"

} offpB ` veT ` evT q}
} offpBq}

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

v P Rn

*

. (4.24)
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An explicit formula for the vector v̂ that minimizes this norm fraction can be derived by
applying (4.9) and (4.12):

v̂ “
1

n´ 2

ˆ

Be´
xB,Ey

2pn´ 1qe
˙

.

If δsumpAq ă δsumpBq, it is typically beneficial to interchange the matrices A and B,
otherwise it seems to be favorable to keep the original problem formulation. This
statement is reasoned by the observation that the diagonal elements as well as the
sum-matrix part of the respective parameter matrix can be linearized. The difficult part
is the quadratic remainder.

A significant drawback of the relative distance defined by (4.24) is the dependency
on the formulation. It is possible to reformulate the QAP beforehand using the formula
for v̂ and its adaptation for the reformulation of A, such that δsumpAq “ δsumpBq “ 1. A
suitable assumption for the applicability of this indicator is that the minimal off-diagonal
elements of the corresponding matrices are equal to zero.

Another possibility to overcome this issue is to use a second indicator that exploits
different norms on a fixed QAP reformulation:

δ21pBq :“ } offpB ` v̂eT ` ev̂T q}2
} offpB ` v̂eT ` ev̂T q}1

. (4.25)

Whenever δ21pAq is considerably smaller than δ21pBq, we swap the data matrices. Only
for the instances where these values are close to each other, i.e. δ21pAq « δ21pBq, we
still test both formulations and choose the one that delivers stronger bounds. This
commutation rule has already been used for the numerical results in Table 3.1.

4.2. Reduced relaxation frameworks

A closer examination of the level-0 relaxations considered in Section 3.1 reveals some
redundancies. We use this subsection to point out how the number of equality constraints
can be reduced by replacing them with a smaller number of equivalent conditions.

In [24], Klerk and Sotirov showed that the equality

trpΥ q ´ 2xe, xy “ ´n, (4.26)
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together with the positive semidefiniteness condition in (3.3b) and the Gangster equations
(3.3g), (3.3f), imply the validity of (3.3c), (3.3d), and (3.3e). The single condition (4.26)
replaces n3 ` n2 ` 2n equality constraints of the corresponding formulation QAPVL0 .

For the reduction of the other SDP frameworks, we consider the following result.
Lemma 4.8. The replacement of (3.5d) and (3.10d) with

xE,Z y “ xE,B2
y, (4.27)

and

xE , Y` ` Y´y “ xE , B` `B´y, (4.28)

respectively, does not affect the feasible set of the corresponding relaxation frameworks.
Furthermore, in accordance to the feasible set described by ES0, the equality constraints
in (3.11d) are redundant.

Proof. For the discussion of the first replacement, let pX ,Y ,Z q denote an arbitrary
feasible point to the respective instance of QAPml0 . The conditions X P D and (3.5d)
imply

xE,Z y “ eTZe “ eTXB2e “ eTB2e “ xE,B2
y.

Any feasible point to problem (3.5) therefore also satisfies (4.27).

In order to prove the other direction, let pX ,Y ,Z q denote an arbitrary feasible point
to the respective instance of ML with the replaced equality constraint (4.27) instead of
(3.5d). Define by

ry :“ Y e´ XBe and rz :“ Ze´ XB2e

the residuals to the replaced equations in (3.5d). The SDP constraint in (3.5b) requires

ϑypαq :“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

αe

´αe

ry

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

T »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

αe

´αe

ry

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚
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to be nonnegative for any choice of α P R. By positive semidefiniteness of Z and the
diagonal equalities in (3.5c), we additionally have

xry,Zryy ď ~Z~2 }ry}
2
ď trpZ q }ry}

2
“ trpB2

q }ry}
2 .

Since

0 ď ϑypαq “ 2α2n´ 2α2eTXe`
`

2αXBe´ 2αY e` Zry
˘T
ry

“
`

´ 2αry ` Zry
˘T
ry

ď
`

´ 2α ` trpB2
q
˘

}ry}
2

holds true for arbitrarily large values of α, the norm of ry needs to be equal to zero. This,
in turn, implies the compliance with the original constraint Y e “ XBe.

In the same way, we derive

0 ď

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

αBe

~0

rz ´ αe

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

T »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

αBe

~0

rz ´ αe

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

ď ´α2eTB2e` α2eTZe`
`

´ 2α ` trpB2
q
˘

}rz}
2

“
`

´ 2α ` trpB2
q
˘

}rz}
2 ,

where the validity of the latter equality is due to (4.27). The immediate consequence of
this observation is the compliance with the vector constraint Ze “ XB2e.

A very similar approach can be used to account the substitution (4.28) for (3.10d).
The general idea is to exploit the non-negativity of

ÿ

˛Pt̀ ,́ u

¨

˝

αe

ry˛ ´ αe

˛

‚

T »

–

B˛ B˛XT

XB˛ Y˛

fi

fl

¨

˝

αe

ry˛ ´ αe

˛

‚.

The remaining assertions follow the arguments used for the first replacement.

By the same operandi, it is possible to prove the redundancy of (3.11d). To this end,
define

rqi
:“ Qie´ XqiqTi e for i “ 1, . . . , n,
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as well as

ϑqpαq :“
n
ÿ

i“1

¨

˝

αpqTi eq

rqi
´ αe

˛

‚

T »

–

1 qTi XT

Xqi Qi

fi

fl

¨

˝

αpqTi eq

rqi
´ αe

˛

‚.

Together with the equality constraints (3.11c), (3.11e) and the requirement X P D, the
semidefiniteness condition in (3.11b) implies

0 ď ϑqpαq

ď

n
ÿ

i“1

´

´ α2eT qiq
T
i e` α

2eTQie`
`

´ 2α ` trpQiq
˘
›

›rqi

›

›

2
¯

“ p´2α ` 1q
n
ÿ

i“1
}rqi

}
2,

which validates the compliance with (3.11d).

4.3. Level-1 relaxations

We conclude this chapter about reformulation techniques with a small summary of
the discussed modifications. For this purpose, we present the level-1 versions of the
corresponding frameworks and evaluate their applicability on the basis of a few numerical
examples. The notation follows the one used in Subsection 4.1.1; in particular, pA,B,Cq
refers to the reformulated problem instances given in (4.20). This notation is also
transfered to the spectral value decomposition of the respective parameter matrices, i.e.
A “

řn
i“1 µipip

T
i and B “

řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i .

We have already shown that the considered adaptations do not effect the feasible set
of relaxation programs which are based on vector lifting. The level-1 version of QAPvl is
therefore equivalent to the level-0 version given in (3.3). Nevertheless, there are some
significant changes to this relaxation, making it worth to present the framework VL1:
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inf
XPMn, YPSn, ΥPSn2

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (4.29a)

s. t.
»

–

1 vecpXqT

vecpXq Υ

fi

fl P S`, (4.29b)

trpΥ q “ xE,Xy “ n, (4.29c)
`

I b pE ´ Iq ` pE ´ Iq b I
˘

˝ Υ “ 0, (4.29d)

peb IqT
`

Υ ˝ pB b Eq
˘

peb Iq “ Y . (4.29e)

For improved convergence in the solving procedure, here we are applying the two equalities
in (4.29c) instead of the single equality condition (4.26). Constraint (4.29e) is deduced
from the identity

XBXT
“ peb IqT

“

pvecpXq vecpXqT q ˝ pB b Eq
‰

peb Iq. (4.30)

Except for QAPml, the optimization variable Y is not required for the actual implemen-
tation of the individual programming problem. For reasons of clarity, we nevertheless
make use of the same variables X and Y in all four relaxation programs. A positive side
effect of this procedure is that the objective functions as well as several constraints which
will be discussed in Section 6.1 have the same form in all considered relaxations. It is
therefore sufficient to describe the related adaptations only once.

The level-1 versions of the other SDP relaxations are listed below. Firstly, the
framework ML1:

inf
XPDn, Y ,ZPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (4.31a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P S`, (4.31b)

diagpY q “ X diagpBq, diagpZ q “ X diagpB2
q, (4.31c)

xE,Z y “ 0. (4.31d)
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Secondly, the relaxation based on matrix splitting:

inf
XPDn, Y ,Ỳ ,Ý PSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (4.32a)

s. t.
»

–

Ipn˛q LT˛ XT

XL˛ Y˛

fi

fl P S`, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (4.32b)

diagpY˛q “ X diagpB˛q, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (4.32c)

xE,Y`y “ 0, xE,Y´y “ 0, (4.32d)

Y` ´ Y´ “ Y , (4.32e)

where the matrices L˛ PMn,n˛ are obtained via some compact decomposition B˛ “ L˛L
T
˛ .

And finally, the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation:

inf
XPDn, Q1,...,Qn,YPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (4.33a)

s. t.
»

–

1 qTi XT

Xqi Qi

fi

fl P S`, i P t1, . . . , nu, (4.33b)

diagpQiq “ X diagpqiqTi q, i P t1, . . . , nu, (4.33c)
n
ÿ

i“1
Qi “ I,

n
ÿ

i“1
λiQi “ Y . (4.33d)

The constraints in (4.31d) and (4.32d) emerge from the reformulation property
xE,By “ xE,B`y “ xE,B´y “ 0 and replace the corresponding vector equalities. If
other QAP reformulations with different properties shall be used, the right-hand sides of
these equality constraints have to be adapted accordingly. Apart from the introduction of
the variable Y in all considered relaxation frameworks and the realization of the reduction
approach from (4.14), the only noteworthy difference to their level-0 counterparts is
the utilization of the discussed reformulation approach. The fact that this is the sole
modification with an actual influence on the bounding quality is reflected in the selected
numerical examples given in Table 4.1.

The bounds computed via VL1 are, as expected, the same as the ones obtained via
the corresponding level-0 version. On the other hand, the QAP reformulation from
(4.20) helps to improve the bounds obtained by the other relaxations. The largest
improvement is attained on the bounds that are computed via QAPms. In particular, the
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Table 4.1.: Selected bounds for comparison of level-1 relax-
ations [Rgap in (%)]

Problem VL1 ML1 MS1 ES1

Chr12a 150.68 230.74 312.34 195.71

Esc16b 5.48 10.15 5.65 5.48

Had14 0.56 7.35 3.53 1.56

LiPa20a 0.72 1.70 3.62 1.35

Nug12 8.42 18.21 17.80 10.11

Scr20 24.26 70.59 39.93 28.46

Tai17a 10.27 15.16 24.11 12.92

instances Esc16b and Scr20 demonstrate the high benefit for this relaxation framework.
In anticipation of the expected further improvements, these results are already quite
promising. Nevertheless, for many QAP instances, the obtained bounds are still far away
from being of practical use. Moreover, there are a few instances for which the bounds
obtained via the respective level-1 relaxations are not improved in comparison to their
level-0 counterparts.



Chapter 5.

New Relaxation Frameworks

5.1. New relaxation approaches

In the previous sections, we revisited four different SDP relaxations for the quadratic
assignment problem. Though Theorem 3.2 exhibits correlations between these frameworks,
the respective programs originate from considerable different relaxations strategies. This
is reflected in the strongly differing computational expenses as well as the obtained lower
bounds.

Due to their great number of variables, relaxations based on vector lifting techniques
are usually too expensive for practical usage. Though the complexity of ES is a good
deal smaller than the one of VL - about a factor n in the number of variables as well as in
the number of equality constraints - the same statement also applies to the “eigenspace”
SDP relaxation. The latter optimizes over a still large number of Opn3q variables.
On the other hand, regarding their tightness, the gap between the high-dimensional
and the low-dimensional frameworks is all but not negligible. For a better efficiency,
we either reduce the computational expense of the high-dimensional frameworks or
increase the bounding quality of the low-dimensional ones. In Subsection 5.1.1, we
provide approximation approaches to increase the efficiency of the relaxations discussed
in Section 3.1. Subsequently, we introduce new SDP frameworks which extend the already
presented relaxation techniques.

59
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5.1.1. Reduction via approximation

In numerical tests, we observed that the applied QAP reformulation scheme often induces
strongly differing traces of the positive and negative semidefinite parts of the reformulated
B. In cases where the norm of one of these matrices B˛ P tB`, B´u falls below some
relative threshold, i.e. ~B˛~2 ď ε~B~2, we suggest a reduction of the matrix splitting
based framework by removing the associated variable Y˛. Due to its insignificant spectral
norm, Y˛ plays only a minor role for the quality of the relaxation framework, whereas its
elimination strongly reduces the accompanied computational costs.

The removal of the corresponding matrix variable can be realized by exploiting a
different QAP reformulation which is based on the minimal trace sum-matrix splitting
introduced in [84]. The connection between QAP reformulations and this specific splitting
approach has already been discussed in Subsection 4.1.2.

For a threshold ε ! 1, suppose that ~B`~2 ď ε~B~2. In this case, instead of deriving
the reformulation parameters by solving problem (4.13), one may utilize the solution
pd̂b, v̂bq to the following maximization problem

sup
db,vbPRn

xe, db ` 2vby

s. t. ´ B̊ ´ diag*
pdbq ´ vbe

T
´ evTb P S`.

(5.1)

Any non-redundant positive semidefinite matrix splitting of the reformulated data matrix
B́ “ B̊`diag*

pd̂bq` v̂be
T ` ev̂Tb leads to B́` “ 0pn,nq and B́´ “ B́. The variable Y` as well

as the related constraints thus become irrelevant. The elimination of these accompanies
a drastic improvement of the efficiency and is, in the same manner, also applicable for
the case ~B´~2 ď ε~B~2.

Since the reduction approach from above is beneficial only in the presence of the
described circumstances and only in combination with the frameworks based on positive
semidefinite matrix splitting, we need to find other reduction strategies with more general
applicability. An alternative approximation approach is given by Peng, Mittelmann,
and Li [83]. In the reduced version of their matrix splitting based SDP relaxation, they
replaced the semidefiniteness condition in (3.10b) by the plain conditions Y`,Y´ P S`.
They observed that this substitution decreases the computing times significantly, whereas
the the computed bounds are decreasing marginally. We follow this realization and
construct similar constraint approximations for the discussed relaxation frameworks.
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If we think of the matrices B` and B´ as linear operators, we may interpret the
constraint reduction from (3.10b) to (4.14) in respect of a projection onto the images of
these operators. For all matrices V˛ PMn,n˛ whose column vectors span a superset of
the image of the respective operator, i.e. RpV˛q Ě RpB˛q, the semidefiniteness conditions

»

–

V˛ 0

0 I

fi

fl

T »

–

B˛ B˛XT

XB˛ Y˛

fi

fl

»

–

V˛ 0

0 I

fi

fl P S` (5.2)

are equivalent. Naturally, the inclusion RpV˛q Ě RpB˛q requires the dimension n˛ to be at
least as large as the rank of the corresponding matrix B˛. And of course, it is possible to
find matrices V˛ that have exactly n˛ “ rankpB˛q columns and still satisfy the condition
on their column spaces. The constraints in (4.14), for instance, are realized using the
transformation matrices V˛ “ pL:˛qT for ˛ P t̀ ,´u. The identity of the column spaces
RpL˛q and RpB˛q validates the compliance with the demanded inclusion RpV˛q Ě RpB˛q.

In the attempt to reduce the dimensions even further, we are looking for low-rank
approximations Ṽ˛ P Mn,ñ˛ , where ñ˛ ă rankpB˛q and RpV˛q Ă RpB˛q. Appropriate
choices for Ṽ˛ can be found by inspecting the corresponding Schur complement conditions:

Y˛ ľ XB˛Ṽ˛pṼ T
˛ B˛Ṽ˛q

:Ṽ T
˛ B˛XT for ˛ P t̀ ,´u.

For a good trade-off between speed and quality, the matrices Ṽ˛ shall have low dimensions
ñ˛ and - in respect of some unitarily invariant matrix norm - involve small residuals

~B˛ ´B˛Ṽ˛pṼ
T
˛ B˛Ṽ˛q

:Ṽ T
˛ B˛~ ď ε~B~ for ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (5.3)

where ε denotes a bound for the relative approximation error.

In consideration of this demand, we make use of the spectral decomposition of the
respective parameter matrices. More specifically, we utilize Theorem 2.4. Although it
is possible to adjust the following procedure for arbitrary choices of unitarily invariant
matrix norms, for reasons of simplicity, let us assume that the inequalities in (5.3) are
interpreted with respect of the spectral norm. For the set of eigenvalues of B, define the
index sets

Ωε
` :“ ti | λi ą ε~B~2u, Ωε

´ :“ ti | λi ă ´ε~B~2u (5.4a)
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as well as their union and its complement

Ωε :“ ti | |λi| ą ε~B~2u, fε :“ ti | |λi| ď ε~B~2u. (5.4b)

Furthermore, for some index set Ω “ tω1, ω2, . . . , ωku, additionally define

QΩ :“ rqω1 , . . . , qωk
s and ΛΩ :“ diag*

prλω1 , . . . , λωk
sq. (5.5)

In the actual implementation, a minimal rank reduction that complies with (5.3) is
realized by applying Ṽ˛ “ QΩε

˛
Λ´1

Ωε
˛
, from which we derive the SDP constraints

»

–

Λ´1
Ωε
˛

QT
Ωε
˛
XT

XQΩε
˛

Y˛

fi

fl P Sn`|Ω
ε
˛|

` for ˛ P t̀ ,´u. (5.6)

For ε “ 0, the conditions in (5.6) are equivalent to (4.14) as well as (3.10b), whereas
these constraints reduce to Y`,Y´ P S` for any ε ě 1. In this respect, (5.6) replaces
the original SDP conditions of MS0 and provides an additional threshold parameter for
weighting quality versus speed.

By a similar procedure, it is also possible to decrease the dimension of the SDP
constraint of relaxation ML0. We follow the example of (5.2) and reduce the constraint
in (3.5b) by using some matrix Ṽ PMn,ñ:

diag*
pṼ , I, IqT

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

diag*
pṼ , I, Iq P S2n`ñ

` . (5.7)

A suitable choice for Ṽ can be constructed by concatenation of Ṽ` and Ṽ´ from above,
i.e. Ṽ “

“

Ṽ` Ṽ´
‰

.

Here it is worth mentioning that for ñ ă n the reduction via (5.7) usually results in
an approximation of the original constraint. In contrast to the semidefinite substitutes
in (5.2), this observation is independent from the relation between RpṼ q and RpBq. For
the construction of an equivalent to (3.5b) one needs to apply the stricter requirement
RpṼ q Ě RpBqYRpXBq, which - except for the trivial case that all elements B are equal
to zero - necessitates dimensions ñ ě n´ 1. Even the slight reduction from S3n

` to S3n´1
`

is attainable only if e lies in the kernel of B. In different numerical tests, we further
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observed that the approximation of condition (3.5b) does not work as efficient as the
substitution (5.2) in framework MS . Nevertheless, depending on the circumstances, one
may benefit from the use of (5.7) as a substitute for (4.31b).

After having seen two different examples for approximation strategies that may be
used to construct more efficient relaxation frameworks, we pay our attention to the key
aspect of this subsection: the reduction of the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation. A beneficial
way to exploit a possibly reduced rank of the reformulated parameter matrix B is the
unification of the nullspace. Assume that the index sets Ωε and fε satisfy the definitions
in (5.4b). For ε “ 0, the constraints

»

–

1 qTi XT

Xqi Qi

fi

fl P Sn`1
` for i P Ωε, (5.8a)

»

—

–

Ip|fε|q QT
fεXT

XQfε I ´
ř

iPΩε

Qi

fi

ffi

fl

P Sn`|f
ε|

` (5.8b)

describe a moderate relaxation of the original conditions in (3.11b).

For many instances from the QAP library [18], the unification of the nullspace reduces
the number of variables significantly. On the other hand, the effect on the respective
optimal values is negligible for all tested problems. This observation suggests a further
reduction of the SDP constraints via increasing the approximation tolerance. The direct
utilization of (5.8) for ε ą 0, however, introduces an approximation error that requires
special consideration. It is possible to estimate the introduced error by applying another
bounding procedure to the remainder QAP. Alternatively, one may incorporate the
respective error term by introducing additional programming variables. Either way, in
the authors opinion, the effort is scarcely beneficial. Usually, the approximation error
increases too fast against the descent of the number of semidefinite conditions.

The unification of SDP constraints for every cluster of eigenvalues seems to be
a significantly better approach for the reduction of ES1. For many instances of the
parameter matrix B, it is possible to construct tight approximates B̃ that have very
few different eigenvalues. This, in turn, allows a significant reduction of the considered
relaxation framework. Let the reformulated data matrix B be split into an approximate
B̃ and a residual R. For the relaxation of the remainder term trpAXRXT q, we follow the
matrix splitting approach and denote by R` and R´ the positive and negative semidefinite
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part of R, respectively, such that

B “ B̃ `R` ´R´, R`, R´ P S`. (5.9)

In the following, we assume that B̃ has k distinct eigenvalues. We denote the set of
these values by tλ̃1‹, . . . , λ̃k‹u and - in respect of the corresponding multiset tλ̃1, . . . , λ̃nu

- define the index sets

Φi :“ tj | λ̃j “ λ̃i‹u for clusters i “ 1, . . . , k. (5.10)

Finally, we combine the relaxation approaches of QAPes and QAPms to construct the
“eigenspace cluster” SDP relaxation, referred to as QAPesc or simply ESC :

inf
XPDn, F̀ ,F́ ,U1,...,Uk,YPSn

xA, Y y ` xC,Xy (5.11a)

s. t. »

–

Ip|Φi|q
Q̃T

Φi
XT

XQ̃Φi
Ui

fi

fl P S`, 1 ď i ď k, (5.11b)

»

–

Ipn˛q LTr˛XT

XLr˛ F˛

fi

fl P S`, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (5.11c)

diagpUiq “ X diagpQ̃Φi
Q̃T

Φi
q, 1 ď i ď k,

diagpF˛q “ X diagpR˛q, ˛ P t̀ ,´u,
(5.11d)

xE,F` ` F´y “ xE,R` `R´y, (5.11e)
k
ÿ

i“1
Ui “ I,

k
ÿ

i“1
λ̃i‹Ui ` F` ´ F´ “ Y , (5.11f)

where Q̃ :“ rq̃1, . . . , q̃ns denotes an orthogonal matrix consisting of a possible set of
eigenvectors of B̃, and Lr˛ PMn,n˛ are derived via some compact decomposition of the
residual matrices: R˛ “ Lr˛L

T
r˛ .

In order to obtain a suitable approximate B̃, we apply a k-median clustering algo-
rithm [51] to the eigenvalues tλiu of the parameter matrix B. The approximate B̃ is
then constructed by replacing all eigenvalues of B with the computed centers of the
corresponding clusters. The number of clusters is chosen just large enough to satisfy

~B ´ B̃~2 ď ε~B~2. (5.12)
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Once more, ε is not only the bound for the relative approximation error but also serves
as a threshold parameter for weighting quality versus speed. As a side effect of the
applied approximation procedure, all four matrices B, B̃, R`, R´ are simultaneously
diagonalizable. Other splitting schemes, that do not comply with this characteristic
or require different reformulation approaches, may lead to better relaxation results.
Nevertheless, for reasons of simplicity, here we stick with the described approximation
scheme.

5.1.2. Matrix lifting revisited

In the last subsection, we described reduction schemes that serve the reduction of the
dimension of SDP constraints. For this purpose, we exploited our knowledge about the
eigenspace of B and tried to obtain more beneficial sets of eigenvalues tλ̃1, . . . , λ̃nu via
approximations of the original parameter matrices. In consideration of the matrix lifting
strategy, it is possible to exploit a low rank of B in quite the opposite way. In the
following, we will describe a possibility to utilize the presence of a non-trivial nullspace
of B, not for a reduction but for a tightening of the respective semidefiniteness condition.

We follow the index set definitions from the last subsection and utilize the compact
eigenvalue decomposition B “ QΩ0ΛΩ0QT

Ω0 to establish the following identity:

»

—

—

—

–

Ip|Ω0|q QT
Ω0XT QT

Ω0BXT

XQΩ0 XQΩ0QT
Ω0XT XBXT

XBQΩ0 XBXT XB2XT

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

–

Ip|Ω0|q

XQΩ0

XBQΩ0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

Ip|Ω0|q

XQΩ0

XBQΩ0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

.

The semidefiniteness property of the left-hand side serves as a basis for a new relaxation
framework. In this context, we first investigate the usability of the conditions

»

—

—

—

–

Ip|Ω0|q QT
Ω0XT QT

Ω0BXT

XQΩ0 G Y

XBQΩ0 Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P S2n`|Ω0|
` (5.13a)
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and
»

–

Ip|f0|q QT
f0XT

XQf0 I ´ G

fi

fl P Sn`|f
0|

` , (5.13b)

as a replacement for the SDP constraint of ML1.

If the rank of B is a good deal smaller than n, this substitution has only a slight
effect on the overall computational effort. In rare cases, the reduced dimension of the
matrix in (5.13a) can actually speed up the solving procedure. The more important
matter is how this modification affects the quality of the matrix lifting based relaxation
framework. The matrix variable G in (5.13a) and (5.13b) is used to relax the quadratic
term XQΩ0QT

Ω0XT . With the following result, we show that the presented substitution
tightens the relaxation.
Lemma 5.1. Any quadruple of matrices pG,X ,Y ,Z q that satisfies the semidefiniteness
conditions in (5.13a) and (5.13b) also complies with constraint (3.5b).

Proof. Define the two block-diagonal matrices Dyz :“ diag*
pQΩ0 , Ip2nqq and Dg :“

diag*
pQf0 , Ip2n,nqq. It is easy to check that the expression

Dyz

»

—

—

—

–

Ip|Ω0|q QT
Ω0XT QT

Ω0BXT

XQΩ0 G Y

XBQΩ0 Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

DT
yz `Dg

»

–

Ip|f0|q QT
f0XT

XQf0 I ´ G

fi

flDT
g

is identical to the matrix in (3.5b). The positive definiteness of this matrix is a direct
consequence of (5.13a) and (5.13b).

Apparently, a smaller rank of matrix B decreases the trace of variable G. An
decreased trace leads to a stronger SDP constraint which thereby improves the quality of
the relaxation. For QAP instances with low-rank parameter matrices B, the improvement
can be immense and is absolutely worth the slightly increased computational effort
accompanied by the replacement of (4.31b) with (5.13).

One way to exploit this correlation beyond the already mentioned modifications is the
utilization of a low-rank approximation B̃ “ QΩεΛΩεQΩε . Similarly to the approach used
for QAPesc, however, the corresponding residual R “ B´ B̃ requires a special treatment.
This includes the possible drawbacks accompanied by the selected approach. Although
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the tighter bound for the significant term trpAX B̃XT q usually outweighs the possibly
weaker relaxation of the remainder term, the improvements turn out to be relatively
small, whereas the computational effort increases significantly. For now, we therefore
dismiss the idea of constraint splittings based on low-rank approximation.

It is important to realize that the conclusion from above does by no means apply to
the general idea of matrix splitting based rank reductions. By utilization of the Schur
complement inequality to the respective matrix blocks, we see that (5.13a) involves the
relation Z ľ YG:Y . This inequality indicates a strong (nearly proportional) correlation
between the expression ~G 1

4 Z 1
2 G 1

4 ´ XBXT~ and the tightness of the semidefiniteness
condition in (5.13a). By a loose interpretation of this connection, one may conclude that
smaller values of trpGq trpZ q “ ~BB:~2

f~B~
2
f indicate stronger relaxation bounds. In

this regard, we are looking for a new splitting scheme B “ B1 ` B2 with the aim of
minimizing the sum of the corresponding product terms

ř2
i“1 ~BiB

:
i~

2
f~Bi~

2
f. In order to

achieve this, we apply a reverse optimization of the respective factors. This means that
we concentrate on the minimization of the factors ~B1B

:
1~

2
f and ~B2~

2
f. In the actual

implementation, we use a splitting scheme based on the spectral value decomposition
of B. The splitting is realized in such a way that B1 contains the most significant
eigenvalues of B, but relatively few compared to the overall number of eigenvalues. The
remainder part B2, on the other hand, contains more eigenvalues with smaller absolute
values. The individual application of the semidefiniteness condition in (5.13a) to each of
these matrices results in a significant strengthening of the relaxation.

Other ideas for efficiency and quality improvements over the original relaxation
framework QAPml are based on the reformulation and reduction strategies discussed
in Section 4.1 as well as the approximation approach used in (5.6). We combine the
addressed modifications and construct an extended SDP framework based on the matrix
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lifting approach denoted QAPmlx or simply MLX :

inf
XPDn,Gi,Yi,ZiPSn

`
|i“1,2

xA,Y1 ` Y2y ` xC,Xy (5.14a)

s. t.

DT
i

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X Gi Yi
XB Yi Zi

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Di P S`, i “ 1, 2, (5.14b)

DT
0

»

–

I XT

X I ´ G1 ´ G2

fi

flD0 P S`, (5.14c)

diagpYiq “ X diagpBiq, diagpZiq “ X diagpB2
i q,

diagpGiq “ X diagpBiB
:
i q, i “ 1, 2,

(5.14d)

xE,G1 ` G2y “ xE,Z1 ` Z2y “ 0, (5.14e)

where the block-diagonal matrices tDiu are defined as D0 :“ diag*
pQf0 , Iq and Di :“

diag*
pQΩε

i
, I, Iq for i P t1, 2u. The corresponding index sets tΩε

iu are derived from the
intersection of Ωε and the respective index sets which describe the eigenvalue assignment
to the parts B1 and B2.

If the considered QAP instance requires a reduction of the computational expense,
one may decrease the approximation threshold ε and replace the semidefinite constraints
in (5.14c) by I ´G1 ´G2 P S`. The complete removal of this constraint is generally not
advisable. For many problem instances, the splitting scheme from above provides the
opportunity for a further framework reduction. The described minimization procedure
leads to a small rank of B1. Often this matrix contains only a single nonzero eigenvalue
or a single cluster of nonzero eigenvalues. If this is the case, we may replace D1 with
D̃1 :“ diag*

pQΩε
1
, Ip2n,nqq and set Y1 “

trpB1q
rankpB1q

G1. Even if there are two clusters of nonzero
eigenvalues in B1, it can be beneficial to replace the first constraint in (5.14b) with the
respective semidefiniteness conditions based on the ESC approach.

5.1.3. Interrelated matrix splitting

A particularly beautiful property of the positive semidefinite matrix splitting scheme
given in (3.9) is that the column spaces of the matrices B`, B´ are orthogonal, such
that RpB`q XRpB´q “ t0u and B`B´ “ B´B` “ 0pn,nq. As an immediate consequence,
B` and B´ are moreover simultaneously diagonalizable. It would be a great advantage
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if we could make use of these interrelations in the actual relaxation. Unfortunately, it
seems quite difficult to exploit the corresponding properties in form of beneficial SDP
constraints. For the design of new relaxation strategies, we need a different kind of
interrelation.

In this subsection, we say goodbye to the idea of redundancy-free positive semidefinite
matrix splitting pairs pB`, B´q and present a new splitting scheme:

B “ BM ´BO with additional conditions on pBM, BOq. (5.15)

By the introduction of specific redundancies, we induce artificial correlations between
the respective splitting parts. These interrelations shall be used to construct new types
of constraints which are applicable in the corresponding SDP relaxation. To distinguish
this new splitting from the non-redundant positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix splitting
pair pB`, B´q, we use the different notation in (5.15).

The possibilities of contrivable interrelations between BM and BO are virtually endless.
This, however, does by no means amount to a large number of properties that are suitable
for our particular purpose. One of the few beneficial interrelation properties the author
discovered in his research is the inverse semidefiniteness relation

BM ľ B´1
O ľ 0. (5.16)

The existence of the inverse B´1
O implies the regularity of BO and thereby also the

regularity of BM. By the matrix equality

BO ´B
´1
M “ B´1

M pBM ´B
´1
O

loooomoooon

ľ0

qB´1
M ` pI ´B´1

O B´1
M q

T BO
loomoon

ľ0

pI ´B´1
O B´1

M q,

it is furthermore evident that (5.16) implies the validity of

BO ľ B´1
M ľ 0 (5.17)

Indeed, the conditions (5.16) and (5.17) are obviously equivalent.

The discussed interrelation property can be exploited by transferring the same to
the relaxation variables for the quadratic terms YM “ XBMX

T and YO “ XBOX
T . The
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orthogonality of permutation matrices X P Π gives

XB´1
O XT

“ pXBOX
T
q
´1.

Relation (5.16) therefore requires XBMX
T ľ pXBOX

T q´1 ľ 0, which provides the basis
for the constraint YM ľ Y´1

O ľ 0. The latter condition can be realized by using the Schur
complement inequality given in Theorem 2.1:

»

–

YM I

I YO

fi

fl P S2n
` . (5.18)

Before we can apply this constraint, we need to spend some thoughts on how to
obtain a suitable matrix splitting pair pBM, BOq satisfying the requirements from above.
In the attempt of designing tight SDP relaxations, we are looking for matrix splitting
pairs that accompany minimal norms.
Lemma 5.2. For a symmetric n ˆ n matrix B P Sn and nonnegative coefficients
w1, w2 P R` satisfying w1 ` w2 ą 0, consider the minimization problem

inf
BM,BOPSn

w1~BM~ ` w2~BO~

s. t. BM ľ B´1
O ľ 0,

BM ´ BO “ B.

(5.19)

A solution to this program is given by the matrix pair pB̂M, B̂Oq defined as

B̂M :“ 1
2

´

B `
?
B2 ` 4I

¯

, B̂O :“ B̂M ´B. (5.20)

This pair satisfies the identity B̂M “ B̂´1
O , and it is unique whenever the considered

unitarily invariant matrix norms are strictly monotone.

Proof. The multiplication of both matrices gives

B̂MB̂O “
1
2

´

B `
?
B2 ` 4I

¯ 1
2

´?
B2 ` 4I ´B

¯

“
1
4
`

B2
` 4I ´B2˘

“ I

and proves B̂M “ B̂´1
O . It is also straightforward to check that pB̂M, B̂Oq satisfies the

constraints of problem (5.19). By regularity of BM,BO and the corresponding Schur
complement inequality, we see that the semidefiniteness condition BM ľ B´1

O ľ 0 is
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equivalent to
»

–

BM I

I BO

fi

fl P S2n
` .

Each solution vector pBM,BOq to (5.19) therefore corresponds to a matrix pair pG,Hq “
pI,BMq that states a feasible point to the following programming problem

inf
G,HPSn

w1~H~ ` w2~H ´B~

s. t.
»

–

H G

G H ´B

fi

fl P S2n
` ,

qTi Gqi “ 1 for i P tk | λk ‰ 0u,

Gqi “ qi for i P tk | λk “ 0u.

Any optimal point to this problem, which, conversely, relates to a matrix pair that
is feasible in respect of problem (5.19), necessarily describes a solution to both. The
remainder of the proof follows by Lemma 2.16.

For the solution given in Corollary 5.2, one can explicitly state the introduced
redundancy:

R “ BM ´B` “ BO ´B´ “
1
2

´?
B2 ` 4I ´

?
B2

¯

P Sn`,

with pB`, B´q taken from (3.9). The notion of redundancy defined in (3.1) is still a good
indicator for the tightness of the considered relaxation. For that reasons, we will make
use of this concept a little longer. Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that
this term is used solely to demonstrate the difference to a splitting that is suitable for
the relaxation program QAPms. It is also possible to adapt the notion of redundant and
non-redundant positive semidefinite matrix splitting in respect of (5.18). In this context,
the matrix pair pBM, BOq given in (5.20) would state a non-redundant splitting.

In Subsection 4.1.3, we claimed that none of the presented SDP relaxations is affected
by a counterbalanced scaling of the parameter matrices A and B. However, the efficiency
of (5.18) depends to a significant amount on the scaling of the data matrix B. For QAP
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instances where ~B~2 is much greater than 1, the formulas in (3.8) and (5.20) give

B̂M “
1
2pB `

?
B2 ` 4Iq « 1

2pB `
?
B2q “ B`, B̂O « B´.

Hence, in that case the splitting differs only slightly from the PSD splitting based
on the spectral value decomposition, and the effect of the inverse interrelation on the
corresponding feasible set is hardly noticeable. On the other hand, if ~B~2 ! 1, the
validity of (5.16) is purchased by introducing a relatively large redundancy:

B̂M “
1
2pB `

?
B2 ` 4Iq « I, B̂O « I ùñ ~R~2 « 1.

To counteract this behavior, we apply a linear homogeneous function τ : Mn Ñ R
and replace (5.16) with

BM ľ τpBq2B´1
O ľ 0. (5.21)

For any positive real scaling factor α, the condition

αBM ľ τpαBq2pαBOq
´1 ľ 0

is equivalent to (5.21). The equivalence is easily apparent from the linearity of τ and
demonstrates scaling invariance of this relation. In consideration of the semidefiniteness
condition and the applicable equality constraints, we suggest the trace norm of a projection
of B as a suitable base for τ . In the actual implementation, we use the renormalization
function τ defined as

τpBq :“ 3
5n~PBP~t, (5.22)

where the orthogonal projection matrix P is defined as P :“ I ´ 1
n
E. Among the tested

matrix norms and various scalings of these, the particular choice given in (5.22) worked
best for a large range of problems.

Regarding the nullspace of B - particularly its exploitation by the respective SDP
constraints -, another striking circumstance becomes apparent. In the last two sub-
sections, we demonstrated strategies for the utilization of a possible low rank of B.
The existence of some non-trivial nullspace was used to either improve the quality or
reduce the computational costs of the corresponding relaxation frameworks. However,
in consideration of constraint (5.18), a low rank of B is rather ballast than a beneficial
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property. This issue can be resolved by replacing the inverse property in (5.16) with the
pseudoinverse relations

BM ľ B:O ľ 0 and BO ľ B:M ľ 0. (5.23)

By Lemma 2.13, it is apparent that any matrix pair pBM, BOq that complies with these
two conditions necessarily satisfies

RpBMq Ě RpB:Oq “ RpBOq Ě RpB:Mq “ RpBMq,

such that RpBMq “ RpBOq. This, in turn, demonstrates the equivalence of (5.23) and
the condition

»

–

BM G

G BO

fi

fl P S2n
` ,

where G is the orthogonal projection matrix for the space RpBMq YRpBOq.

For the actual implementation, we take the approach one step further by incorporating
the renormalization function τ and weighting the utilization of the inverse interrelation
property against the introduced redundancy. In order to achieve these objectives, we
apply the following program:

inf
BM,BO,GPSn

trpw1BM ` w2BO ´ ξGq

s. t.
»

–

BM G

G BO

fi

fl P S2n
` ,

BM ´ BO “ B,

~G~2 ď τpBq.

(5.24)

The solution to this program can be determined analytically.
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Theorem 5.3. For given B P Sn with eigenvalue decomposition B “
řn
i“1 λiqiq

T
i ,

coefficients w1, w2 P R` satisfying w1 ` w2 “ 2, and a real value ξ P r0, 2q, define

G :“
n
ÿ

i“1
mintτpBq, ξ|λi|

2
?

4´ ξ2 uqiq
T
i ,

BM :“ 1
2B `

c

1
4B

2 `G2,

BO :“ BM ´B.

(5.25)

The matrix triple pBM, BO, Gq states the unique solution to problem (5.24).

Proof. Denote by pB̂M, B̂O, Ĝq an optimal point to the considered minimization problem,
define ζ :“ rqT1 Ĝq1, . . . , q

T
n Ĝqns, and consider

inf
BM,BO,PSn

`
,GPMn

w1~BM~t ` w2~BO~t ´ ξxe, ζy

s. t.
»

–

BM G

G BO

fi

fl P S2n
` ,

qTi Gqi “ ζi for i “ 1, . . . , n,

BM ´ BO “ B.

(5.26)

Apparently, any solution to this problem is also a solution to the minimization problem
(5.24). By Lemma 2.16, it follows the existence of an optimal point pB̂M, B̂O, Ĝq with all
three matrices being diagonalizable by the same eigenvectors tqiu. In addition, Lemma
2.16 validates the explicit formula for B̂M. Inserting this formula into the objective
function gives

trpw1B̂M ` w2B̂Oq ´ ξ trpĜq “ trp2B̂M ´ w2Bq ´ ξ trpĜq

“ tr
ˆb

B2 ` 4Ĝ2
˙

` p1´ w2q trpBq ´ ξ trpĜq

“

n
ÿ

i“1
qTi

ˆb

B2 ` 4Ĝ2 ` p1´ w2qB

˙

qi ´ ξq
T
i Ĝqi

“

n
ÿ

i“1

b

λ2
i ` 4qTi Ĝ2qi ` p1´ w2qλi ´ ξq

T
i Ĝqi

“

n
ÿ

i“1

a

λ2
i ` 4ζ2

i ` p1´ w2qλi ´ ξζi “: hpζq.
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Since hpζq is a sum of univariate functions, its minimization can be done element-wise
for each summand separately. We define the anticipated minimizer as

ζ̂ :“ ξ

2
?

4´ ξ2 |λpBq|. (5.27)

From the gradient of h

∇hpζq “
˜

4ζi
a

λ2
i ` 4ζ2

i

´ ξ

¸

it is clear that this function is element-wise strictly monotonically decreasing in the
interval p´8, ζ̂q and element-wise strictly monotonically increasing in the interval pζ̂ ,8q.

Additionally, the spectral norm inequality ~Ĝ~2 ď τpBq implies the same bounds on
the variables ζi “ qTi Ĝqi ď τpBq. This leads to the following adjustment of (5.27):

ζ̂ :“ pζ̂iq with ζ̂i “ mintτpBq, ξ

2
?

4´ ξ2 |λi|u. (5.28)

Though problem (5.26) does not necessarily accompany a unique solution, the uniqueness
of ζ̂ is evident due to the continuity of h and its monotonicity properties. Since the
formula in (5.28) implies that the set ti | λi “ 0, ζ̂i ‰ 0u is empty, all requirements in
Lemma 2.16 for a unique solution are met.

The parameter ξ serves as a threshold for the introduced redundancy and, in a certain
way, also as a threshold for the effectiveness of the generalized inverse interrelation. For
the extremes ξ “ 0 and ξ ą 2, the respective semidefiniteness conditions fall back to the
SDP constraints used in the pure non-redundant matrix splitting approach from [83] and
the full normalized inverse property given in (5.21), respectively. By no means, however,
ξ is used as a trade-off between speed and quality of the respective relaxations. The best
bounding results are obtained for values in between these extremes. For the numerical
examples in the following sections, we use ξ “ 3

2 since this value works well for a large
range of problems.

Depending on the particular instance, it can be advantageous to utilize an individual
QAP reformulation that is more optimized for the discussed interrelated matrix splitting
approach. For this purpose, one simply needs to modify problem (5.24) by replacing
its equality condition with BM ´ BO “ B ` diag*

pdbq ` vbe
T ` evTb . From the solution of

this problem, one derives new reformulation parameters d̂b and v̂b which are specifically
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designed in consideration of this new type of SDP constraints. It can be shown that
the sum-matrix vector v̂b again satisfies the formula in (4.9). On the other hand, the
diagonal vector d̂b usually differs from its counterpart in (4.19). Nevertheless, since the
differences are typically relatively small and for reasons of comparability, we are using
the QAP reformulation (4.20) for all upcoming numerical examples.

The last piece in the puzzle of designing a new matrix splitting based SDP relaxation
for the QAP is the construction of the corresponding quadratic semidefiniteness conditions.
For the optimal matrix triple defined in (5.25), we have G “ B

1
2
MB

1
2
O “ B

1
2
OB

1
2
M . Together

with the conic inequality for the ε-approximate decomposition - by which we refer to
B ľ QΩεΛΩεQT

Ωε -, one obtains

»

–

BM G

G BO

fi

fl ľ

»

–

B
1
2
MQΩε

B
1
2
OQΩε

fi

fl

»

–

B
1
2
MQΩε

B
1
2
OQΩε

fi

fl

T

.

In the following relaxation framework, this condition is implemented by using the Schur
complement inequality. To that end, we further define the diagonal matrix Dτ :“ τpBqI

as well as the block diagonal matrices Dy :“ diag*
pQΩε , Ip2nqq and Dg :“ diag*

pQf1´ε
g
, Ipnqq,

where fε
g :“ ti | |λipGq| ă ε~G~2u denotes an adaptation of the index set definitions in

(5.4) for the eigenvalues of G.

Finally, we are in the position to present the level-1 version of the inverse interrelated
matrix splitting relaxation (IIMS):

inf
XPDn, G,Y ,YM,YOPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (5.29a)

s. t.

DT
y

»

—

—

—

–

I B
1
2
M XT B

1
2
O XT

XB
1
2
M YM G

XB
1
2
O G YO

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

Dy P S
2n`|Ωε|
` , (5.29b)

DT
g

»

–

´

Dτ ´B
1
2
MB

1
2
O

¯:

XT

X Dτ ´ G

fi

flDg P S
n`|f1´ε

g |
` , (5.29c)

diagpYMq “ X diagpBMq, diagpYOq “ X diagpBOq,

diagpGq “ X diagpB
1
2
MB

1
2
O q,

(5.29d)

xYM, Ey “ xBM, Ey, xYO, Ey “ xBO, Ey, (5.29e)

Y “ YM ´ YO. (5.29f)
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Table 5.1.: Selected bounds for comparison of framework modifications [Rgap “ 1 ´
Relaxation result

Upper bound in (%)]

Problem ML1 MLX 1 MS1 IIMS1 ES1 ESC 1

Esc32g 1028.26 566.67 566.67 566.67 566.67 566.67

Kra32 35.05 18.22 26.25 21.76 14.24 14.27

LiPa40a 2.27 2.20 4.20 2.37 2.10 2.10

Nug30 29.25 8.65 12.14 8.65 7.99 8.02

Ste36a 135.37 32.56 49.12 30.55 26.85 26.87

Tai35a 19.16 18.79 30.50 19.80 17.90 17.90

Tho40 53.85 13.26 14.54 12.58 11.42 11.43

Using the Schur complement inequality to obtain constraint (5.29c) has usually only a
small effect on the quality of the computed bounds. For reasons of efficiency, it may
therefore be beneficial to refrain from the incorporation of the full constraint and replace
it with the simplified semidefiniteness condition Dτ ´ G ľ 0.

5.2. Intermediate comparison of level-1 relaxations

In consonance with the general structure of this thesis, we conclude this chapter with a
small reflection on the discussed modifications. For this purpose, we compare bounds
obtained by solving the new relaxation programs MLX 1, IIMS1, and ESC 1 with the
results attained by applying their origins ML1, MS1, and ES1, respectively. Reasoned
in the circumstance that we introduced no alternative relaxation framework based on
the vector lifting technique, we omit the program VL1 from the following consideration.
The absence of this relaxation framework enables us to compute lower bounds for QAP
instances of greater sizes. For the following numerical results, the author chose different
problems with dimensions n between 30 and 40. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind,
that VL1 remains to be the strongest relaxation presented yet.

The bounds in Table 5.1 are computed using ε “ 0. The setup of all other parameters
follows the suggestions for the corresponding programming problem definitions, (4.31),
(4.32), (4.33), (5.14), (5.29), and (5.11). The numerical results demonstrate the enhance-
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Table 5.2.: Bound computations for ε “ 0.2

Prob. MLX 1 IIMS1 ESC 1

Esc32g 566.67 566.67 566.67

Kra32 18.22 21.76 14.27

LiPa40a 2.24 2.39 3.24

Nug30 8.80 8.81 9.97

Ste36a 35.08 31.96 38.70

Tai35a 18.91 19.83 24.03

Tho40 14.48 13.75 14.64

ment of the frameworks MLX and IIMS over their origins ML and MS , respectively.
Overall, the matrix lifting based relaxation performs superior in comparison to the pro-
grams based on matrix splitting, but there is still no ordering between these approaches.
Table 5.1 also demonstrates the very small effect of the “eigenspace clustering” on the
relaxation quality of ES . The parameter matrices of the QAP instances Esc32g, Kra32,
and Ste36a involve 2, 5, and 12 clusters of eigenvalues, respectively. This leads to a
significant reduction of the associated instances of ESC with a hardly noticeable effect
on the computed bounds.

Another selection of bounds, given in Table 5.2, shall be used to illustrate the influence
of constraint approximations. The bounds are computed for a relative approximation
tolerance of 20%, i.e. ε “ 0.2. Additionally, we limited the maximal number of semidefinite
matrices in the respective ESC 1 instances to 10. In the presence of the residual variables
F` and F´ this usually implies that B is approximated by B̃ with no more than 8 clusters
of eigenvalues. The problem instance Nug30 is the only one for which this limitation
leads to a slight violation of the relative approximation tolerance.

The application of the described approximation procedure has little impact on the
relaxation quality of the frameworks MLX 1 and IIMS1. The bounds are marginally
weaker than their counterparts in Table 5.1. On the other hand, the approximation
has a significant influence on the quality of ESC 1. Even in relation to the considerable
reduction of the computational effort, the weakening of ESC 1 is drastic. For the majority
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of the tested QAP instances, the “eigenspace clustering” SDP relaxation is actually
outperformed by the less expensive frameworks MLX 1 and IIMS1.

The most important observation from the presented numerical results is that the
quality of the bounds obtained via the new frameworks MLX 1 and IIMS1 is very close
to the bounding quality of the relaxation ES1. In regard to the lower computational
complexity accompanied by the former, this circumstance is very promising. Nevertheless,
the framework ES1 remains to have a superior bounding quality in comparison to the low-
dimensional relaxations. Other tests have also shown that the quality of the “eigenspace”
SDP relaxation is less sensitive to inappropriate choices of QAP relaxations.

As in Theorem 3.2, it is possible to prove similar ordering properties for the newly
introduced relaxation frameworks. The following corollary shows that the rough con-
nection between the complexity and the quality of the respective relaxation still holds
true.
Corollary 5.4. For a QAP instance pA,B,Cq, denote by %̂ml1, %̂ms1, %̂es1, %̂mlx1, %̂iims1,
and %̂esc1 the optimal objective values to the problems (4.31), (4.32), (4.33), (5.14), (5.29),
and (5.11), respectively. They satisfy the relation

%̂es1 ě maxt%̂ml1 , %̂mlx1 , %̂ms1 , %̂iims1u. (5.30a)

Moreover, if the approximation tolerance ε is set to zero, then

%̂mlx1 ě %̂ml1 (5.30b)

and

%̂es1 ě %̂esc1 ě maxt%̂ml1 , %̂ms1 , %̂iims1u. (5.30c)

Proof. We start with the argument for (5.30b) and (5.30c), thus assume ε “ 0. Inequality
(5.30b) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1 and the fact that the additional
constraints on G as well as the applied splitting procedure only tighten the relaxation.
Similarly evident is the relation %̂es1 ě %̂esc1 . For a solution vector pX̂ , Q̂1, . . . , Q̂n, Ŷ q to
problem (4.33), it is possible to construct another vector

pX ,F`,F´,U1, . . . ,Uk,Y q :“
ˆ

X̂ , 0pn,nq, 0pn,nq,
ÿ

iPΦ1

Q̂i, . . . ,
ÿ

iPΦk

Q̂i, Ŷ
˙

,

that states a feasible point to problem (5.11) and accompanies the same objective value.
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For the remainder of the first argument, let pX̂ , F̂`, F̂´, Û1, . . . , Ûk, Ŷ q denote an
optimal point to the respective instance of framework ESC 1. By ε “ 0, we have
R` “ R´ ” 0 which also necessitates F̂` “ F̂´ ” 0. The subsequent argument follows the
same approach used a number of times before. By construction, we show the existence
of feasible points of the weaker relaxations whose objective values are identical to %̂esc1 .
In consideration of the relaxations (4.32) and (4.31), these points are

pX ,Y ,Y`,Y´q :“
ˆ

X̂ , Ŷ ,
ÿ

i : λi‹ą0
λi‹Ûi,

ÿ

i : λi‹ă0
´λi‹Ûi

˙

and

pX ,Y ,Z q :“
ˆ

X̂ , Ŷ ,
k
ÿ

i“1
λ2
i‹Ûi

˙

,

respectively. The feasibility of the former is easily shown and, due to pX ,Y q “ pX̂ , Ŷ q,
the equivalence of the corresponding objective values is evident. It remains to show that
pX ,Y ,Z q satisfies the other constraints of the relaxation ML1.

Apparently, the diagonal equalities in (5.11d) necessitate the validity of the respective
equality conditions in (4.32c). By using Lemma 4.8, it is similarly straightforward to
show the validity of the constraints in (4.31d). Furthermore, the identities

řk
i“1 Ûi “

I “
řk
i“1QΦi

QT
Φi

imply the following relation:

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

k
ÿ

i“0

»

—

—

—

–

QT
Φi

0

0 I

0 λi‹I

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

–

Ip|Φi|q QT
Φi

X̂T

X̂QΦi
Ûi

fi

fl

loooooooooomoooooooooon

ľ0

»

—

—

—

–

QT
Φi

0

0 I

0 λi‹I

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

.

The nonnegative definiteness conditions in (5.11b) therefore require the compliance of
pX ,Y ,Z q with constraint (4.31b). Taken together, this validates %̂esc1 ě %̂ml1 .

In order to show %̂esc1 ě %̂iims1 , we define the functions

ggpλiq :“ mintτpBq, ξ

2
?

4´ ξ2 |λi|u,

gMpλiq :“ λi
2 `

1
2
a

λ2
i ` 4ggpλiq,

gOpλiq :“ gMpλiq ´ λi,

gτ pλiq :“ τpBq ´ ggpλiq,
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where the coefficient ξ and the function τ are the same as in problem (5.29). These
functions are used for the construction of the point

pG,X ,Y ,YM,YOq :“
ˆ k
ÿ

i“1
ggpλi‹qÛi, X̂ , Ŷ ,

k
ÿ

i“1
gMpλi‹qÛi,

k
ÿ

i“1
gOpλi‹qÛi

˙

.

Once more, the equivalence of the accompanied objective values as well as the compliance
with the equality constraints of IIMS1 are evident. The validity of the corresponding
semidefiniteness conditions is proved by observing that the sums of positive semidefinite
matrices

k
ÿ

i“1

»

—

—

—

—

–

QT
Ω0QΦi

0

0
a

gMpλi‹qI

0
a

gOpλi‹qI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

–

Ip|Φi|q QT
Φi

X̂T

X̂QΦi
Ûi

fi

fl

loooooooooomoooooooooon

ľ0

»

—

—

—

–

QT
Ω0QΦi

0

0
a

gMpλi‹qI

0
a

gOpλi‹qI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

and

k
ÿ

i“1
gτ pλi‹q:
loomoon

ě0

»

–

QT
f1QΦi

0

0 gτ pλi‹qI

fi

fl

»

–

Ip|Φi|q QT
Φi

X̂T

X̂QΦi
Ûi

fi

fl

loooooooooomoooooooooon

ľ0

»

–

QT
f1QΦi

0

0 gτ pλi‹qI

fi

fl

T

are identical to the respective matrices in (5.29b) and (5.29c).

It remains to prove the validity of the relations in (5.30a). Actually, it is sufficient to
prove the inequality %̂es1 ě %̂mlx1 since the validity of the other relations is an immediate
consequence of (5.30c) and the observation that positive approximation tolerances ε ą 0
can only weaken the relaxations whose optimal objective values are listed on the right-
hand side of (5.30c). On the other hand, the relaxation ES1 is not affected by the
parameter ε. For the proof of %̂es1 ě %̂mlx1 , we assume that pX̂ , Q̂1, . . . , Q̂n, Ŷ q denotes
an optimal point to problem (4.33). It is then possible to construct a feasible point
pG1,G2, X̂ ,Y1,Y2,Z1,Z2q to problem (5.14) that accompanies the same objective value
%̂es1 . The construction rule for this point is

pGj,Yj,Zjq :“
ˆ

ÿ

iPΩ0
j

Q̂i,
ÿ

iPΩ0
j

λiQ̂i,
ÿ

iPΩ0
j

λ2
i Q̂i

˙

for j “ 1, 2.

The compliance with the equality constraints of MLX 1 follows immediately from their
counterparts in relaxation ES1 and the definition from above.
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By the identities BjQΩ0
j
“ QΩ0

j
ΛΩ0

j
“

ř

iPΩ0
j
λiqiq

T
i QΩ0

j
and the respective equality

constraints in (4.33), it can be shown that

ÿ

iPΩ0
j

»

—

—

—

–

QT
Ω0

j
qi 0

0 I

0 λiI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

–

1 qTi X̂T

X̂qi Q̂i

fi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

QT
Ω0

j
qi 0

0 I

0 λiI

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

“

»

—

—

—

—

–

I
p|Ω0

j |q
QT

Ω0
j
XT QT

Ω0
j
BXT

XQΩ0
j

Gj Yj

XBQΩ0
j

Yj Zj

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

for each index j P t1, 2u. By elimination of the row and column vectors specified in
Ω0
jzΩε

j , we derive block matrices which match the semidefiniteness conditions in (5.14b).
The validation of the compliance with (5.14c) follows a very similar procedure.

From the proof of Corollary 5.4, it is obvious that the validity of the inequalities in
(5.30) is not limited to a particular QAP reformulation, not even a fixed reformulation
for all considered relaxations. The necessary conditions are that the parameter matrices
B,B`, BM, G are all simultaneously diagonalizable and that the eigenvalue clusters of B
with the accompanied invariant subspaces have their analogs within the matrices B`, BM,
and G.

If we assume that the matrix splitting scheme for relaxationMLX does not separate any
two eigenvalues from the same cluster of eigenvalues, then also the relation %̂esc1 ě %̂mlx1

is provably correct. The argument is similar to that one used for Theorem 3.2 and
Corollary 5.4.

Naturally, the result given in Lemma 3.3 can be extended in regard to the newly
introduced relaxation frameworks.
Corollary 5.5. For a given QAP instance, let pX̂ , . . .q denote a solution vector to one
of the relaxation problems (4.29), (4.31), (4.32), (4.33), (5.11), (5.14), or (5.29). If
the approximation tolerance ε is set to zero and X̂ P Π, then X̂ describes an optimal
assignment for the actual QAP. The corresponding optimal objective values are identical.

Proof. The proof for each SDP relaxation is similar to that of Lemma 3.3.



Chapter 6.

Cutting Strategies

6.1. Cuts

Besides the already mentioned reformulation approaches, a common instrument to tighten
a relaxation is the incorporation of additional non-redundant constraints. In the following
subsections, we elaborate a few strategies to derive such constraints.

6.1.1. Gilmore-Lawler bound constraints

The Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) [37,60] is one of the most famous bounding techniques
for the quadratic assignment problem. Its mainstream awareness is not only reasoned in
the simplicity of the GLB but also in its good performance. For an instance pA,B,Cq of
(KBQAP) the Gilmore-Lawler bound relaxation is given by the following linear assignment
problem (LAP):

min
XPΠn

xL` C,Xy, (6.1a)

where

L :“ plijq with lij “ min
XPΠn, Xij“1

pAXBqij. (6.1b)

The computation of the coefficients plijq as permuted dot products reduces the overall
complexity of the GLB to Opn3q, see [37]. Its low computational cost and the compara-
tively good bounds are stimuli for us to incorporate the GLB into the considered SDP
relaxations.

83
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By definition of L, we easily see that for each X P Πn:

AXBXT
ědiag LX

T . (6.2)

This equation provides the opportunity to incorporate n additional linear constraints
into the respective relaxation frameworks. The integration can be realized simply by
adding the inequality condition

AY ědiag LXT . (6.3)

Relaxations based on the vector lifting technique allow a deeper integration of the
GLB conditions. By pBT b Aq vecpXq “ vecpAXBq, we derive the identity

diagppBT
b Aq vecpXq vecpXqT q “ vecppAXBq ˝ Xq,

which, in turn, gives

diagppBT
b AqΥ q ě vecpL ˝ Xq. (6.4)

This vector inequality utilizes every single product of the term L˝X , whereas the identity
diagpLXT q “ pL ˝ Xqe shows that (6.3) exploits solely the sums of the respective rows.
Apparently, (6.4) implies the validity of (6.3), thus leads to tighter relaxations. Since
the additional computational costs are small compared to the overall efforts of VL1, we
suggest to use (6.4).

By incorporating the GLB based constraints into the respective SDP relaxations, we
evidently obtain stronger bounds than with the plain Gilmore-Lawler bound procedure.
More specifically, by using Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 5.5, we show the following result.
Corollary 6.1. In respect of a given QAP instance pA,B,Cq, consider any of the
previously discussed level-1 relaxations, and additionally incorporate condition (6.3). The
optimal objective value to this SDP relaxation is always greater than or equal to the
optimal objective value to problem (6.1). Moreover, if the approximation tolerance ε is
zero, the solution vector to the respective instance of problem (6.1) is unique, and the
optimal objective values to both programs are identical, then their respective solution
vectors correspond to the unique solution of the actual QAP.

Proof. The superiority of the respective SDP relaxation together with the incorporated
GLB constraint over the plain GLB linearization is evident. For the remainder of the
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proof, we assume identical objective values and uniqueness of the solution X̂ to problem
(6.1). By uniqueness of X̂, we have

@X P DnzΠn : xL` C,Xy ą xL` C, X̂y.

Moreover, (6.3) implies

@X P Dn : xA, Y y ` xC,Xy ě xL` C,Xy.

Taken together, these inequalities necessitate unequal objective values whenever the
feasible point pX , . . .q to the given SDP relaxation does not correspond to an assignment.
By assumption, it is therefore X P Πn. In this case, the validity of the conditional
statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 5.5.

For nonzero approximation thresholds ε ą 0, the respective level-1 relaxations do
not inhere the characteristic stated in Corollary 5.5. We may restore this property by
incorporating the following relaxation approach:

inf
MPMn, XPΠn

xM, Ey ` xC,Xy (6.5a)

s. t. M ě L ˝X, (6.5b)

M ě U ˝X ´ U ` AXB, (6.5c)

where L is defined as in (6.1b) and

U :“ puijq with uij “ max
XPΠ, Xij“0

pAXBqij. (6.5d)

The above linearization for the QAP was introduced by Xia and Yuan [109,111].1 They
extended the Gilmore-Lawler bounding procedure by a modified version of the Kaufman
and Broeckx’s linearization [57], and proved that it inheres the desired property stated
in Corollary 5.5, see [111, Theorem 3.7] and [109, Theorem 3].

The linearization approach by Xia and Yuan can be incorporated into the respective
SDP relaxations by implementing

diagpAY q ě Me (6.6)

1The formula for puijq given in [111, Eq. (29)] is incorrect. It was corrected by Xia in [109, Eq. (4)].
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together with the constraints (6.5b) and (6.5c). The extended integration into relaxations
based on vector lifting techniques is similarly straightforward. Additional to (6.4), one
applies the vector inequality

diagppBT
b AqΥ q ě vecpU ˝ X ´ U ` AXBq. (6.7)

Many different linearization techniques can be incorporated by a very similar procedure.
A typical approach to obtain tighter relaxations is the application of QAP reformulations.
The procedures proposed by Assad and Xu [3] as well as Carraresi and Mallucelli
[20], among many other works such as [19, 31, 35, 55, 91], demonstrate the influence
of these reformulations on the quality of the Gilmore-Lawler bound. On the basis of
numerical tests, we observed that QAP reformulations which are suitable for the discussed
SDP relaxations can be less practical for GLB based constraints. We deal with this
circumstance by implementing the corresponding conditions in consideration of a different
QAP reformulation.

Assume that the matrix Ĺ is constructed as in (6.1b), but for a specific reformulation
instance pÁ, B́, Ćq whose parameter matrices satisfy

diagpÁq ” 0 and B́ “ B ` v́be
T .

The Gilmore-Lawler bound linearizes the diagonal elements of these matrices in the
same way as the considered relaxation frameworks. Moreover, adding a sum-matrix
with constant columns to B has no effect on the bounding quality, see [34]. Hence, the
presuppositions on the reformulated data matrices Á and B́ serve just the purpose of
simplicity and do not restrict the utility of the GLB conditions. The reformulated version
of condition (6.3) is then

ÁY ` ÁX v́be
T
ědiag ĹXT . (6.8)

From the proof of Lemma 4.3, the adaptation of (6.4) is even more apparent:

diagppB́T
b ÁqΥ q ě vecpĹ ˝ Xq. (6.9)

Regarding the VL framework, there is no actual reason to choose different QAP reformu-
lations for the objective function and the GLB inequalities. The consideration of this
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case is nevertheless serviceable, because other constraints do benefit from different QAP
reformulations.

Very similar inequalities can be derived for the off-diagonal elements of the matrix
product AXBXT . These may, for instance, be constructed by utilizing a slightly modified
version of parameter L:

L :“ plijq with lij “ min
XPΠ, Xij“0

pAXBqij.

By definition, we then have AXBXT ěoff LXT , which may be used for additional
cuts in the corresponding frameworks. Unfortunately, numerical tests have shown
that the improvement of the resulting bounds is negligible, whereas the impact on the
computational effort is strongly apparent. The picture for the corresponding extension to
the vector lifting based frameworks is even worse. The introduction of n4 ´ n2 additional
inequality constraints penalizes the computation times significantly and the bounding
improvement seems to dissolve within the accuracy of the used SDP solver. With regard
to the efficiency of the relaxation program, we therefore limit our concern on the presented
diagonal element inequalities.

Another possibility to acquire more constraints out of the Gilmore-Lawler bound is
to split the corresponding inequalities in the manner of the discussed matrix-splitting
schemes. By [62, Theorem 3.2], however, it is clear that the deduction of additional GLB
inequalities via matrix splitting is generally not recommendable.

6.1.2. Eigenvalue related cuts

The possibility to construct additional constraints based on the Gilmore-Lawler bound
procedure suggests the use of another well-known bounding technique, that is the
eigenvalue based approach by Finke, Burkard, and Rendl [34].

We follow the notation in [34] and denote by xv, wy` and xv, wy´ ordered dot products
of real vectors v, w P Rn:

xv, wy` :“ xvÓ, wÓy “ max
XPΠn

xv,Xwy, xv, wy´ :“ xvÓ, wÒy “ min
XPΠn

xv,Xwy, (6.10)

where wÓ and wÒ denote the vectors to w whose elements are rearranged in non-ascending
and non-descending order, respectively. The eigenvalue bound (EVB) is based on the
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fact that

@X P Πn :
@

λpAq, λpBq
D

´
ď
@

A,XBXT
D

ď
@

λpAq, λpBq
D

`
, (6.11)

see [34, Theorem 3].

For the following discussion about eigenvalue related cuts, assume the eigenvalues
of A “

řn
i“1 µipip

T
i to be sorted in non-ascending order, and in non-descending order

denote by λ1 ď λ2 ď . . . ď λn the eigenvalues of B. In [27, Chapter 2.2.2], Ding and
Wolkowicz proposed a smart implementation for incorporating EVB into their matrix
lifting based relaxation framework. They strengthened their relaxation by applying the
cuts

0 ď
l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y piy ´ λi for l P t1, . . . , n´ 1u. (6.12)

From the proof of [27, Lemma 2.1], it is clear that (6.12) describes a sensible integration
of EVB based conditions.

The incorporation into the respective SDP relaxations is straightforward. However,
this does not mean that the presented procedure is similarly reasonable for all regarded
relaxations frameworks. To illustrate this circumstance, consider the following result.
Lemma 6.2. Let the QAP instance pA,B,Cq be given and assume that the approximation
tolerance ε is zero. For any feasible point pX ,F`,F´,U1, . . . ,Uk,Y q to problem (5.11),
the majorization relation

λpY q ă λpBq (6.13)

holds valid.

Proof. Let λ‹ :“ rλ1‹, . . . , λk‹s
T denote the vector consisting of the distinct eigenvalues

tλi‹u of B, and let tw1, . . . , wnu be a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of Y , such that
Ywi “ λipY qwi for 1 ď i ď n. Furthermore, define the n ˆ k matrix Š :“ pšijq with
elements šij “ xwi,Ujwiy. Then,

@i P t1, . . . , nu : xwi,Ywiy “
k
ÿ

i“j

λj‹xwiUjwiy “
k
ÿ

j“1
λi‹šij

reveals the identity λpY q “ Šλ‹.
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The equality constraints in (5.11d) and (5.11f) imply

@i P t1, . . . , nu :
k
ÿ

j“1
šij “ xwi,

k
ÿ

i“1
Ujwiy “ xwi, Iwiy “ 1

and

@j P t1, . . . , ku :
n
ÿ

i“1
šij “ trprw1, . . . , wns

TUjrw1, . . . , wnsq “ trpUjq “ |Φj|.

Moreover, due to the positive semidefiniteness of the variables tUju, it follows Š ě 0.
We complete the argument with the simple observation that the j-th column vector of
Š can be written as the sum of |Φj| vectors whose elements are nonnegative and sum
up to 1. The latter statement is valid for each column of Š and implies the existence of
a doubly stochastic matrix S that satisfies Šλ‹ “ SλpBq. This, in turn, validates the
identity λpY q “ SλpBq for some S P Dn.

For an arbitrary set of orthonormal basis vectors tw1, . . . , wnu spanning Rn, define
the orthogonal matrix W :“ rw1, . . . , wns. By Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 6.2, we then
derive the majorization relation

diagpW TYW q ă λpW TYW q “ λpY q ă λpBq.

Thus, the observation that the eigenvalues of any feasible matrix variable Y to problem
(5.11) are majorized by the eigenvalues of B implies the compliance of Y with the
inequalities

l
ÿ

i“1
xwi,Ywiy ě trpY q ´

n
ÿ

j“l`1
diagÓjpW TYW q ě trpY q ´

n
ÿ

j“l`1
λÓjpBq “

l
ÿ

i“1
λi,

where diagÓjp¨q denotes the j-th largest diagonal element of the corresponding matrix.
Since this relation holds valid for arbitrary choices of orthonormal bases spanning Rn,
this naturally includes the set of eigenvectors of A. In this respect, the integration of
EVB based constraints such as (6.12) into ESC is redundant. By the arguments for
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 5.4, we further derive the same conclusion for ES and VL.

Even for the SDP relaxation with the smallest dimension, QAPms, it is sufficient to
incorporate only a subset of the inequalities in (6.12). The distribution of the positive
and negative eigenvalues of B provides the opportunity to construct a stronger and
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more efficient version of (6.12). For relaxation frameworks that utilize the PSD splitting
defined in (3.9), we show the following result.
Lemma 6.3. For the parameter matrix B of a given QAP instance pA,B,Cq, let pB`, B´q
denote the PSD splitting defined in (3.9). Additionally, let r̀ and ŕ denote the ranks of
the matrices B` and B´, respectively. If incorporated into the corresponding instance of
relaxation (4.32), then

´

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y´piy ě

l
ÿ

i“1
λi, 1 ď l ă ŕ , (6.14a)

together with
l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y`piy ě

l
ÿ

i“n´r̀

λi, n´ r̀ ă l ă n, (6.14b)

imply the validity of all inequalities in (6.12).

Proof. Regarding the first ŕ ´ 1 inequalities, 1 ď l ă ŕ , the positive semidefiniteness of
Y` “ Y ` Y´ and (6.14a) require

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y piy ě ´

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y´piy ě

l
ÿ

i“1
λi.

Furthermore, the orthogonality of the eigenvectors tpiu implies

@l P t1, . . . , nu :
l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y piy ě ´xpi,Y´piy ě ´ trpY´q “ ´ trpB´q. (6.15)

By definition, we have λ1 ď . . . ď λŕ ă 0 “ λŕ `1 “ . . . “ λn´r̀ ă λn´r̀ `1 ď . . . ď λn.
Therefore (6.15) validates

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y piy ě ´ trpB´q “

l
ÿ

i“1
λi for ŕ ď l ď n´ r̀ .

Finally, adding (6.15) and (6.14b) yields

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y piy “

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y`piy ´

l
ÿ

i“1
xpi,Y´piy ě

l
ÿ

i“n´r̀

λi ´ trpB´q “
l
ÿ

i“1
λi

for n´ r̀ ă l ă n, which finishes the argument.
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By using (6.14a) and (6.14b), we realize a tighter version of the discussed bounding
technique necessitating only rankpBq ´ 2 inequality constraints instead of the original
n ´ 1 conditions. At a first glance, the reduction of the framework by not more than
n´rankpBq`1 linear inequality constraints may be hardly worth the effort of elaborating
the specific implementation details. Nevertheless, the influence on the solving procedure
should not be underestimated. Each of these inequalities introduces n2 or

`

n`1
2

˘

coefficients
to the actual SDP data, respectively. In regard to the memory management of the applied
solver, the number of coefficients can be quite important for the performance of the
solving procedure.

For the actual implementation of the discussed EVB cuts, there are more details
that deserve our attention. As already described for GLB based constraints, also EVB
based ones like (6.12) can be modified for different reformulations of the actual quadratic
assignment problem. Reduction rules to derive appropriate reformulations have been
elaborated, for example, in [34,44,88]. In the final version of their matrix lifting based
SDP relaxation [27, MSDR3], Ding and Wolkowicz applied their EVB based constraints
to a projected reformulation of the QAP. By [27, Lemma 2.2], it was moreover shown
that the corresponding relaxation incorporates the projection bound (PB) introduced
in [44].

Hadley, Rendl, and Wolkowicz demonstrated in [44] that PB outperforms EVB1 for all
tested QAP instances. In consideration of the interaction between the actual eigenvalue
bound and the respective SDP relaxation in which this bound shall be incorporated,
numerical tests for a wider range of problems taken from the QAP library [18] showed a
slightly different picture. As a suitable integration in the respective SDP frameworks
the author suggests the straightforward utilization of the reformulated QAP instance
defined in (4.20). Actually, maybe not completely straightforward. The effect of the
inequality conditions in (6.12) can be improved by a slight modification to our initial
presuppositions on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A and B. For this purpose, we
exploit our knowledge about the presence of the particular eigenvector 1?

n
e. Since this

vector is unaffected by permutations and the corresponding eigenvalue is equal to zero, it
is possible to remove it from the EVB based inequalities. Let the index to this specific
eigenvalue-eigenvector pair be fixed to i “ 1, and let all other eigenvalue-eigenvector
pairs satisfy the general presuppositions for this Subsection. In this context, A and B
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may be written as

A “
n
ÿ

i“2
µipip

T
i , µ2 ě µ3 ě . . . ě µn, xe, piy “ 0|2ďiďn (6.16a)

and

B “
n
ÿ

i“2
λiqiq

T
i , λ2 ď λ3 ď . . . ď λn, xe, qiy “ 0|2ďiďn, (6.16b)

where µ1 “ λ1 “ 0 and p1 “ q1 “
1?
n
e. If we apply these adjusted index assignments,

then

0 ď
l
ÿ

i“2
pTi Y pi ´ λi for l P t2, . . . , n´ 1u, (6.17)

states a tighter and more economic version of (6.12).

For constraints of the form

0 ď
l
ÿ

i“1
wTi Ywi ´ λi for l P t1, . . . , n´ 1u,

it is evident that the choice of the basis vectors tw1, . . . , wnu has a significant influence
on the bounding quality. Considering the objective function xA,Y y ` xC,Xy, the choice
of the eigenvectors of A is reasonable since it incorporates the corresponding eigenvalue
bound. Nevertheless, this choice may not necessarily be the best possible one. A very
similar argument as the one we used to explain the choice of the reformulation vector db

given in (4.20) is also applicable to a reformulation of the matrix A.

The reformulation vectors da and va defined in (4.20) are designed to minimize the
Frobenius norm of the reformulated data matrix A. For a strong eigenvalue bound this
approach is reasonable but can be improved. The last statement is evident from superior
performance of the bounding techniques PB [44] and EVB2 [88] compared to EVB1 [88].
Instead of simply taking over one of these approaches, we exploit the idea of weighted
positive and negative semidefinite parts of A. More specifically, we utilize a splitting
approach for A which is weighted in regard to the eigenvalue distribution of B. The
corresponding adaptation of problem (4.18) is given by

inf
da,vaPRn, A1,A2PSn

`

~α1A1 ` α2A2~f

s. t. A` diag*
pdaq ` vae

T
` evTa “ A1 ´ A2,

(6.18)
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where the weighting coefficients α1 and α2 are defined in respect of the eigenvalues of B:

α1 :“
d

ÿ

i : λiă0
λ2
i and α2 :“

d

ÿ

i : λią0
λ2
i .

By solving problem (6.18), we obtain new reformulation vectors da and va. Since the
eigenspace of the corresponding reformulation of A is often more advantageous to compute
tight eigenvalue bounds, we utilize the eigenvalue decomposition of

Á “ A` diag*
pdaq ` vae

T
` evTa “

n
ÿ

i“1
µ́iṕiṕ

T
i (6.19)

to obtain the basis vectors pw1, . . . , wnq “ pṕ1, . . . , ṕnq. For these vectors, we assume that
the ordering of the eigenvalues tµ́iu satisfies our presuppositions in (6.16).

If the respective SDP relaxation is used within a branch-&-bound algorithm, it is
possible to attain more beneficial sets of basis vectors tw1, . . . , wnu in a significantly more
efficient way. The approach is as follows: suppose that the respective SDP relaxation
has already been computed for different subproblems of the considered QAP. From
the pool of already solved SDP relaxations, choose the instance which is most similar
to the problem that needs to be solved in the current bounding step. Instead of the
eigenvectors of the (possibly reformulated) coefficient matrix A, utilize the eigenvalue
decomposition of the matrix Ŷ obtained from the solution vector to the chosen problem
instance. Order the eigenvectors with respect to the accompanied eigenvalues of Ŷ and
apply the necessary adaptations for the applicability to the current relaxation instance.
The latter step may involve the transformation into another space.

By allowing higher efforts on the implementation as well as the computations, it is
possible to strengthen the EVB based cuts. In that context, let us consider the convex
quadratic programming framework SOCPB introduced in [110]. For the construction of
this relaxation, Xia uses the identity

trpAXBXT
q “ tr

˜

n
ÿ

i“1
µipip

T
i

´
n
ÿ

j“1
λjXqiqiX

T
¯

¸

“

n
ÿ

i“1

n
ÿ

j“1
µiλj trppipTi XqiqiXT

q

“

n
ÿ

i“1

n
ÿ

j“1
µiλjxpi, Xqjy

2.

(6.20)
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He defines a matrix S :“ psijq with sij “ xpi, Xqjy
2 for 1 ď i, j ď n, and describes a

relaxation of the corresponding quadratic equalities via

sij ě xpi,Xqjy2, 1 ď i, j ď n, (6.21)

together with the equality constraints that realize S P En. The latter condition is an
immediate consequence of the orthogonality of tpiu and tqju, yielding

@X P Πn, j P t1, . . . , nu :
n
ÿ

i“1
xpi, Xqjy

2
“ }rp1, . . . , pns

TXqj}
2
“ }qj}

2
“ 1

and

@X P Πn, i P t1, . . . , nu :
n
ÿ

j“1
xpi, Xqjy

2
“ }pTi Xrq1, . . . , qns}

2
“ }pi}

2
“ 1.

For the integration into the respective SDP relaxation, we introduce the same matrix
variable S, add the corresponding equality constraints for S P En together with the
inequalities in (6.21), and exploit the identities

pTi XBXTpi “ pTi X
˜

n
ÿ

j“1
λjqjq

T
j

¸

XTpi “
n
ÿ

j“1
λjxpi,Xqjy2, 1 ď i, j ď n,

to link the variables Y and S via the following equality conditions

pTi Y pi “
n
ÿ

j“1
λjsij, 1 ď i, j ď n. (6.22)

From the proof of Lemma 6.2, it is clear that the incorporation of these conditions
into ESC , ES , or VL is redundant, at least if we assume ε “ 0. Additional upper bound
constraints on the variables tsiju can change this. In order to attain a further tightening
of the framework SOCPB, Xia utilizes the following linear upper bounds

@i, j P t1, . . . , nu : plij ` uijqp
T
i Xqj ´ lijuij ě sij, (6.23)

where lij :“ xpi, qjy´ and uij :“ xpi, qjy` define lower and upper bounds of the corre-
sponding linear terms tpTi Xqju, respectively.
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We derive similar upper bounds as in (6.23) by exploiting the following identities

@X P Πn, i, j P t1, . . . , nu : pTi Xqj “
n
ÿ

k“1
pTi eke

T
kXqj

“

n
ÿ

k“1
´|pTi eke

T
kXqj| ` 2 maxtpTi ekeTkXqj, 0u

“ ´|pi|
TX|qi| ` 2

n
ÿ

k“1
maxtpTi ekeTkXqj, 0u,

and

@X P Πn, i, j P t1, . . . , nu : pTi Xqj “ |pi|
TX|qi| ` 2

n
ÿ

k“1
mintpTi ekeTkXqj, 0u.

Together with the limits of the respective sum terms

δlij :“ min
XPΠn

#

2
n
ÿ

k“1
maxtpTi ekeTkXqj, 0u

+

,

δuij :“ max
XPΠn

#

2
n
ÿ

k“1
mintpTi ekeTkXqj, 0u

+

,

(6.24)

we obtain new linear bounding constraints:

maxtuij,´liju |pi|TX |qi| `maxtuijδuij, lijδliju ě sij, 1 ď i, j,ď n. (6.25)

In this context, it is worth mentioning that the necessary computations for the values
defined in (6.24) can be realized very efficiently via

δlij “ xp
Ó
i , q

Ò
j y ` x|p

Ó
i |, |q

Ò
j |y and δuij “ xp

Ó
i , q

Ó
j y ´ x|p

Ó
i |, |q

Ó
j |y.

Moreover, by introducing intermediate variables for the terms tX |qj|u (alternatively
t|pi|

TXu), it is possible to reduce the number of nonzero coefficients that are necessary
for the implementation of (6.25) to about 2n3.

Although (6.25) does not imply the validity of (6.23) - meaning that (6.25) is not
strictly tighter than (6.23) - the former performs in general significantly better. This
statement is particularly true if the respective constraints are incorporated into one of
the discussed SDP frameworks.
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If the computational costs are of minor importance, it is possible to use the even
stronger upper bounds:

xM̄ij,Xy `maxtδ̄uij, δ̄liju ě sij, 1 ď i, j ď n, (6.26)

where M̄ij :“ maxplijpiqTj , uijpiqTj q are defined as the element-wise maxima of the corre-
sponding rank-1 parameter matrices, and

δ̄lij :“ max
XPΠn

xlijpiq
T
j ´ M̄ij, Xy, δ̄uij :“ max

XPΠn
xuijpiq

T
j ´ M̄ij, Xy

define the corresponding adaptations to the offset corrections in (6.24). The respective
coefficient matrices still have low ranks, providing similar opportunities for the reduction
of the computational costs like the ones we indicated for the implementation of (6.25).
Nevertheless, due to the absence of reiterations in the corresponding computations, the
author has not been able to reduce the computational complexity below Opn3 log nq. In
respect of the small influence on the tightness of the considered SDP relaxations and the
significantly greater computational effort, the constraints in (6.25) seem preferable to
the ones in (6.26).

If we are concerned with larger QAP instances, even the constraints in (6.23) and
(6.25) seem rather impractical. Though it is possible to realize a deep integration into
ES and VL, the additional effort does not pay off in the same way for other relaxations
frameworks. By combining the approach in (6.17) with some of the bounds in (6.25), it
is possible to obtain a very efficient integration of the eigenvalue bound. Let ts̄iju denote
upper bounds for the respective quadratic terms txpi,Xqjy2u. For the eigenvector p2 of
A, it is easy to see that

pT2 XBXTp2 ě λ2xp2,Xq2y
2
` λ3

`

1´ xp2,Xq2y
2˘
ě λ2s̄22 ` λ3p1´ s̄22q.

With s̄2:3 :“ mints̄22, s̄33u, we educe the inequality for the sum over the first two terms:

3
ÿ

i“2
pTi XBXTpi ě λ2s̄2:3 ` λ3p1´ s̄2:3q ` λ2p1´ s̄2:3q ` λ3s̄2:3 “ λ2 ` λ3.
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This matches the second inequality in (6.17). The third condition may then again be
improved:

4
ÿ

i“2
pTi XBXTpi ě λ2 ` λ3 ` λ4s44 ` λ5p1´ s44q.

It is therefore recommendable to replace every second inequality in (6.17) by

pλl`1 ´ λlqp1´ s̄llq ď
l
ÿ

i“2
pTi Y pi ´ λi for l “ 2, 4, 6, . . . . (6.27)

Appropriate terms for s̄ll can be taken from (6.23), (6.25), or even (6.26). For a minimal
computational costs, one may simply use s̄ll “ maxtu2

ll, l
2
llu.

6.1.3. Linear bound constraints

For many relaxations instances, it is possible to attain a significant improvement of the
bounding quality by applying additional bounds to its optimization variables. In [73]
and [83], Mittelmann, Peng, and Li introduced new inequality constraints based on
symmetric functions [70].
Definition 6.4. A function fpvq : Rn Ñ R is said to be symmetric if for any permutation
matrix X P Πn, the relation fpvq “ fpXvq holds.

One of these functions, namely the additive function fpvq “ xe, vy, has already been
used for the constraints (3.3e), (3.5d), (3.10d), and (3.11d). Other symmetric functions,
that are useful for the construction of valid constraints, are the minimum and the
maximum function as well as p-norms:

@v P Rn : minpvq “ min
1ďiďn

vi, maxpvq “ max
1ďiďn

vi, }v}p “

˜

n
ÿ

i“1
|vi|

p

¸
1
p

.

If these operators are applied to a matrix M PMm,n, they act along the rows of the
respective matrix, i.e.

minpMq “
`

minpeT1Mq, minpeT2Mq, . . . , minpeTmMq
˘T
.

In [73], [83], [84], and also [25], the minimum and maximum functions are used to obtain
linear bounds for several optimization variables and linear combinations of these. The
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corresponding constraints on the matrix variable Y have the form

pX minpBqqi ď pY qij ď pX maxpBqqi, 1 ď i, j ď n. (6.28)

For a further tightening of the respective relaxations, Peng, Mittelmann, and Li [83]
applied the same kind of constraints to each matrix variable Y` and Y´ as well as their
sum. When it comes to the relaxations ES and ESC , it is possible to exploit this approach
to the extreme by using all of their matrix variables and various linear combinations
of these. In this subsection, however, we are not so much interested in applying these
inequalities to different linear combinations of the respective matrix variables. We
are mainly concerned with investigating possible improvements of the corresponding
constraints.

Denote the vectors consisting of the minimal and maximal row elements of B by
vmin :“ minpBq and vmax :“ maxpBq, respectively. Condition (6.28) may also be stated
in the following form:

Xvmine
T
ď Y ď Xvmaxe

T .

By the nonnegativity of X , clearly vmine
T ď B ď vmaxe

T implies

Xvmine
T
“ Xvmine

TXT
ď XBXT

ď Xvmaxe
TXT

“ Xvmaxe
T ,

and thus yields (6.28). The last observation motivates a further exploitation of sum-matrix
inequalities to obtain tighter constraints. Define, for instance,

wmin :“ minpBT
´ evTminq and wmax :“ maxpBT

´ evTmaxq.

By definition, we have vmine
T`ewTmin ď B ď vmaxe

T`ewTmax, which leads to the inequality
constraints

Xvmine
T
` ewTminXT

ď Y ď Xvmaxe
T
` ewTmaxXT .

Since wmin ě 0 and wmax ď 0, it is apparent that these bounds are at least as good as
the ones in (6.28).

For the linear inequalities based on the minimum or the maximum function, Mittel-
mann and Peng [73] pointed out that - since the diagonal elements of Y` and Y´ are
already described by the corresponding equality constraints - it is sufficient to consider
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solely the off-diagonal variables. We further observe that, due to the symmetry of B, the
symmetric parts of the respective sum-matrices satisfy the same bounding conditions, i.e.

veT ` ewT ďoff B ùñ 1
2pv ` wqe

T
` 1

2epv ` wq
T
ďoff B. (6.29)

Let the gap between a sum-matrix veT ` ewT and an arbitrary real matrix B “ pbijq
of the same dimension be defined as

δgappB, v, wq :“
ÿ

i,j
i‰j

|bij ´ vi ´ wj| “ xEoff , |B ´ ve
T
´ ewT |y. (6.30)

A suitable approach to obtain tight sum-matrix inequalities is the minimization of the
respective gaps. By δgappB, v, wq “ δgappB,

1
2pv ` wq, 1

2pv ` wqq and the implication in
(6.29), it is apparently sufficient to concentrate on the strictly lower triangular elements
of symmetric sum-matrices. The following linear programming problem can be used to
compute lower and upper symmetric sum-matrix bounds for B that accompany minimal
gaps:

inf
vl,vuPRn

xe, vu ´ vly

s. t. vleT ` evTl ďtri B ďtri vueT ` evTu .
(6.31)

Symmetric sum-matrix bounds have a big advantage over their non-symmetric equiv-
alents. Due to the symmetry, they require only half as many LP inequalities. Indeed,
quite often there exists no sum-matrix bound that is not symmetric and involves the
same optimal gap as the solution to problem (6.31). On the other hand, sum-matrix
bounds with the same symmetric part but noticeable skew-symmetric components yield
tighter inclusions.

A significant skew symmetric part requires the computation of dissimilar parameter
vectors v and w. Unfortunately, the maximization of some p-norm difference between these
vectors leads to a concave optimization problem. For this reason, it seems advantageous
to switch to other optimization criteria. Here, we utilize the following program

inf
vl,wl,vu,wuPRn

xv̂l, vly ` xv̂u, vuy

s. t. vleT ` ewT
l ďoff B ďoff vueT ` ewT

u ,

xe, vly “ xe,wly “ xe, v̂ly, xe, vuy “ xe,wuy “ xe, v̂uy,

(6.32)
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where the vector coefficients v̂l and v̂u are obtained by solving problem (6.31). The
computed parameter vectors vl, wl, vu, and wu can then be used to construct non-
symmetric sum-matrix inequalities of the form

XvleT ` ewTl XT
ďoff Y ďoff XvueT ` ewTuXT . (6.33)

Obviously, there is nothing to gain by applying adapted sum-matrix bounds to
reformulated versions of the same problem instance. Suitable approaches for a further
tightening of these bounds are the application of multiple varying sum-matrix inequalities
or the construction of the same type of bounds for linear combinations of the respective
matrix variables. In consideration of the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation, for example, it is
possible to create linear bounds for each matrix variable Qi. The number of applicable
bounds is virtually endless if we consider arbitrary linear combinations of these.

In a very similar way, one can derive linear bounds for the lifted variable Υ in problem
(3.3). For some X P Πn and the corresponding rank-1 matrix Υ “ vecpXq vecpXqT , we
have

Υ “ pI bXqT vecpIq vecpIqT pI bXq with I bX P Πn2
.

The lower sum-matrix bound for vecpIq vecpIqT that accompanies the smallest possible
gap is obtained for vl “ wl “ 0pn2q. By utilizing these vectors for the respective sum-
matrix bound, we derive the inequality condition

Υ ě pI b XqTvleTpn2q ` epn2qw
T
l pI bXq ” 0. (6.34)

The same approach may be used to construct upper bounds on the variable Υ . For those,
however, it can be shown that they are redundant.

Though the way how (6.34) was established is rather uncommon, we used this
explication because it is consistent to the previous explanations. A more natural deduction
of the element-wise inequality Υ ě 0 is the inheritance of this property from its factors:
X P N n ùñ Υ P N n2 . As a consequence of this natural deduction, the particular
relaxation design VL0 supplemented by the constraint Υ ě 0 has been investigated in
many different research papers. In [116], for instance, the respective relaxation is referred
to as QAPR3 .
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Due to nearly 1
2n

4 non-redundant inequality conditions, the incorporation of (6.34) is
very expensive. On the other hand, in comparison to its low-dimensional counterparts,
(6.34) is clearly superior. In order to show this, let us recall the connection between the
variable Υ and corresponding subsets of feasible points to the other presented relaxation
frameworks. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we generated feasible instances for the variables
tQiu used in problem (3.11) out of a matrix Υ that satisfies the constraints of problem
(3.3). This was done by using the identities

Q̌i “ pqi b Iq
TΥ pqi b Iq “ peb Iq

T
`

Υ ˝ pqiq
T
i b Eq

˘

peb Iq, 1 ď i ď n.

In Subsection 4.3, we proceeded similarly to introduce the variable Y into relaxation
VL1, see (4.30) and the corresponding equality constraints in (4.29e). By the proofs of
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 5.4, it is clear that any feasible Y in problem (4.29) can be
used to generate feasible variables to the other level-1 relaxations. The same procedure
can be applied in order to construct feasible points for all SDP frameworks that have
been considered until this point.

Consider, for instance, a lower sum-matrix bound to variable YM used in IIMS :

XvMeT ` ewTM XT
ď YM.

The relation vMeT ` ewTM ď BM and the nonnegativity of Υ implies

XvMeT ` ewTM XT
“ peb IqT

`

Υ ˝
`

pvMe
T
` ewTM q b E

˘˘

peb Iq

ď peb IqT pΥ ˝ pBM b Eqq peb Iq “: Y̌M,

where Y̌M denotes the generated instance for the variable YM, thereby satisfies all constraints
of problem (5.29). By the same argument, we conclude the compliance with all other
sum-matrix bounds.

6.1.4. Cuts based on p-norm conditions

The third type of constraints that can be derived from symmetric functions are norm
conditions on the rows and columns of the respective matrix variables. In [83], [84],
and [25], the introduced SDP relaxations are tightened via additional norm constraints
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of the form

L2pY q ď X L2pBq, (6.35)

where LppBq denotes the column vector whose components are the p-norms of the
corresponding rows of B,2 i.e.

LppBq “
`

}eT1B}p, }e
T
2B}p, . . . , }e

T
mB}p

˘T
. (6.36)

In our attempt to enhance these norm conditions, we made three discoveries. Firstly,
the semidefiniteness condition in (3.5b) necessitates the validity of the vector inequality
diagpZ q ě diagpY 2q, such that

L2pY q ˝ L2pY q “ diagpY 2
q ď diagpZ q “ X diagpB2

q “ X pL2pBq ˝ L2pBqq . (6.37)

The inequality in (6.37) implies ~Y~f ď ~B~f and may be interpreted as a squared
version of (6.35). Though this does not imply the redundancy of the constraint in (6.35),
it is a good indication for a moderate effect on the feasible set. This connection is
mirrored in different numerical examples. Naturally, this statement is also true for all
SDP relaxation which are provably tighter than ML. This includes all versions of MLX ,
ESC , ES , and VL.

Our second discovery concerns the effect of the applied reformulation approach. A
suitable idea to tighten the respective norm cuts is based on the construction of a
reformulated matrix B ` vpeT ` ewTp which accompanies minimal p-norm values for each
of its rows. This may be realized via

inf
vp,wpPRn

@

e,LpppB ` vpeT ` ewT
p qoffq

D

.

The reformulated version of the respective norm constraints is then given by

LpppY ` XvpeT ` ewTp XT
qoffq ď X LpppB ` vpeT ` ewTp qoffq. (6.38)

In the absence of other constraints, the application of this procedure usually improves
the bounding quality of the corresponding relaxation. However, incorporated into the
full relaxation frameworks together with the other applicable constraints, the influence is

2This notion is taken over from the cited papers. It should not be confused with Lebesgue spaces.
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marginal and the effect often reversed. For this reason, we advice against using additional
QAP reformulations.

The final observation is based on numerical tests for different p-norm conditions.
Amongst the tested p-norm conditions, the strongest bounds were usually obtained
for p “ 1. Compared to many other p-norm conditions, it is furthermore possible to
implement 1-norm inequalities quite efficiently. They are therefore well suited for the
incorporation into the respective SDP relaxation. On the other hand, if the applied solver
has direct support for second order cone programming constraints, 2-norm conditions
are handled even more efficiently.

In order to achieve tight relaxations, we combine both types of norm constraints.
However, instead of a straightforward implementation of

L1pY q ď X L1pBq and L2pY q ď X L2pBq, (6.39)

we design constraints that accompany a stronger interrelation between these constraints.

Let Bplus define the matrix that is obtained from B by setting its diagonal elements
as well as all negative entries to zero, i.e. Bplus :“ pmaxtbij, 0uqoff . In the actual imple-
mentation, we introduce a symmetric matrix Yplus P Sn X N n with only nonnegative
entries. Additionally, we assume that the diagonal elements of Yplus are equal to zero,
which means that Yplus is characterized by

`

n
2

˘

nonnegative variables. This matrix is used
to relax the quadratic term XBplusXT , thereby complies with the conditions

Yplus ětri Y and Ypluse “ XBpluse. (6.40)

Instead of applying the 2-norm conditions directly to the rows of Y , we use the introduced
matrix variable Yplus to generate the following constraints:

L2pYplusq ď X L2pBplusq and L2ppYplus ´ Y qoffq ď X L2ppBplus ´Bqoffq. (6.41)

The following result shows that the new constraints in (6.40) and (6.41) are superior
to the conditions in (6.39).
Lemma 6.5. Consider a matrix triple pX ,Y ,Yplusq P DnˆSnˆtSnXN nu, and assume
that the matrices Y and Yplus satisfy the equalities

diagpY q “ X diagpBq, Y e “ XBe, diagpYplusq ” 0. (6.42)
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Then (6.40) implies the validity of the vector constraint L1pY q ď X L1pBq. Furthermore,
(6.40) and (6.41) together necessitate the compliance with the 2-norm inequalities L2pY q ď
X L2pBq.

Proof. By Yplus ětri Y and Yplus ě 0, it follows 2Yplus ´ Yoff ě |Yoff |. Together with the
identity |B| “ 2Bplus ´Boff ` |Bdiag|, this yields

L1pY q “ |Yoff |e` | diagpY q|
ď p2Yplus ´ Yoffqe` | diagpY q|
“ Xp2Bplus ´Boffqe` |X diagpBq|

ď Xp2Bplus ´Boff ` |Bdiag|qe

“ X L1pBq

and verifies the first statement.

For the proof of the second statement, we use Lemma 2.10 and the convexity of norm
functions. Together with the nonnegativity of Yplus ˝ pYplus ´ Yoffq and the identities
Yplus ˝ Ydiag “ Yoff ˝ Ydiag ” 0, we get

L2pY q ď L2prYplus Yplus ´ Yoff Ydiagsq

“ L2prL2pYplusq L2pYplus ´ Yoffq L2pYdiagqsq

ď L2pX rL2pBplusq L2pBplus ´Boffq L2pBdiagqsq

ď X L2prL2pBplusq L2pBplus ´Boffq L2pBdiagqsq.

The last inequality is due to the convexity of L2 and the circumstance that X is doubly
stochastic. Every row of X therefore describes a different convex combination of the rows
of the matrix rL2pBplusq L2pBplus ´ Boffq L2pBdiagqs. Finally, Bplus ˝ pBplus ´ Boffq ” 0
and Bplus ˝Bdiag “ Boff ˝Bdiag ” 0 give the identity

L2prL2pBplusq L2pBplus ´Boffq L2pBdiagqsq “ L2pBq,

which completes the proof.
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6.2. Level-2 relaxations

With all the previously discussed constraints in our repertoire, we are now in the position
to finalize the considered relaxation frameworks. This section serves the purpose of giving
appropriate selections of constraints for the different types of relaxation frameworks. The
following choice of cuts is driven by a trade-off between relaxation quality and efficiency.

We investigate the suitability of the respective constraints in the reversed order
they were introduced, starting with the norm cuts presented in the last subsection
and finishing with the GLB based cuts discussed in the first part of this section. Via
numerical tests, it is easily shown that none of the presented norm constraints is redundant
in any of the relaxations. Our improved version defined in (6.40) and (6.41) still
gives a good trade-off between computational complexity and tightening effect on the
relaxations. The application of the corresponding norm cuts in the level-2 versions of
the respective relaxation is therefore strongly recommended. For the incorporation of
these cuts, we introduce

`

n
2

˘

nonnegative variables to characterize a matrix variable
Yplus P tM P Sn XN n | diagpMq ” 0u and add the constraints

Ypluse “ XBpluse,

Y ďtri Yplus,

L2pYplusq ď X L2pBplusq,

L2ppYplus ´ Y qoffq ď X L2ppBplus ´Bqoffq.

(6.43)

The described procedure is the same for each relaxation framework. For reasons of
efficiency, it is advisable to omit the corresponding second order cone inequalities in
(6.43) whenever the applied solver has no explicit support for the SOCP constraints.3

Naturally, the relative tightening effect of the constraints in (6.43) depends on the
quality of the relaxation which they have been added to. Independent of the considered
relaxation framework and independent of the constellation of the other cuts, we made
the following observation: except for a small number of QAP instances with very special
coefficient structures, the conditions in (6.43) typically tighten the respective relaxations
noticeably.

The second type of cuts that unites all these favorable properties is the class of
sum-matrix bounds discussed in Subsection 6.1.3. In order to obtain strong cuts, we

3Since it is possible to formulate SOCP constraints via semidefinite conditions, every SDP solver has
implicit support for this cone.
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solve the auxiliary LP problem (6.32). From the computed solution vector, we obtain
parameter vectors vl, wl, vu, and wu for the implementation of the following inequality
constraints

XvleT ` ewTl XT
ďoff Y ďoff XvueT ` ewTuXT . (6.44)

Using (6.44) often leads to a significant improvement of the relaxation quality. On top
of this, the involved increase of computational costs is fairly moderate. In the context of
these beneficial properties, it is clear that we apply (6.44) to the level-2 versions of each
relaxation framework.

It is true that the nonnegativity condition Υ ě 0 can result in significantly tighter
relaxation instances of VL2. Nevertheless, we refrain from the integration of these
conditions, since their use limits the practical applicability drastically. For dimensions
n ą 30, even in the absence of these constraints, VL based relaxations involve extremely
high computational costs. With these inequalities being applied, it becomes very difficult
to compute bounds even for problems of dimension n ě 20. The situation is significantly
better if the used solver handles the cone S` XN efficiently. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, SDPNAL` by Yang, Sun, and Toh [113] is the only solver that is capable of
this. However, even in conjunction with this solver, vector lifting relaxations for QAPs
of dimensions n ą 35 become extremely expensive. On the contrary, it may be beneficial
to reduce the (possibly) non-symmetric sum-matrix bounds in (6.44) to their symmetric
counterparts if the computational cost plays a very critical role.

By Lemma 6.2, it is clear that the integration of EVB based cuts into the frameworks
ESC , ES , or VL is typically redundant. This circumstance can be changed via a different
QAP reformulation or the incorporation of upper bounds such as (6.25) and (6.26). Both
types of modifications involve a significant increase of the computational costs and usually
accompany hardly noticeable quality improvements of the respective relaxation. For this
reason, we only consider the integration of EVB based cuts into the relaxations ML,
MLX , MS , and IIMS . Under the assumptions that the QAP reformulation defined in
(4.20) was applied a priori, it follows the existence of a specific eigenvalue-eigenvector
pair pµ1, p1q “ pλ1, q1q “ p0, 1?

n
eq. For the remaining eigenvalues of A, we assume that

they are indexed in non-ascending order µ2 ě µ3 ě . . . ě µn. Reversely, the eigenvalues
of B shall be denoted in non-descending order λ2 ď λ3 ď . . . ď λn. These are the same
presuppositions we made in (6.16). The incorporation of the EVB based cuts is realized
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by adding the constraints

0 ď
l
ÿ

i“3
pTi Y pi ´ λi for l “ 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2

Yn

2

]

´ 1,

pλl`1 ´ λlqp1´ s̄llq ď
l
ÿ

i“2
pTi Y pi ´ λi for l “ 2, 4, 6, . . . , 2

Z

n´ 1
2

^

,

(6.45)

where s̄ll is used as a replacement character for the linear term

s̄ll :“ maxtull,´lllu |pl|TX |ql| `maxtullδull, lllδlllu

with

lll “ xp
Ó

l , q
Ò

l y, δlll “ lll ` x|p
Ó

l |, |q
Ò

l |y, ull “ xp
Ó

l , q
Ó

l y, δull “ ull ´ x|p
Ó

l |, |q
Ó

l |y.

For the integration into framework MS2, we additionally exploit the observation made in
Lemma 6.3. This means that we split and reduce the constraints in (6.45) by the same
approach that was used for (6.14).

In the author’s opinion, the incorporation of GLB based cuts is worth to be discussed.
The addition of (6.8) or (6.9), respectively, is not redundant and affects the overall
computational complexity only slightly. However, numerical tests have shown that - in
the presence of the other discussed constraints - the influence of GLB based cuts on the
bounding quality of the respective relaxation is even smaller than their slight effect on
the computing times; typically, there is no effect at all. Another issue is the computation
of suitable reformulation parameters. Of course it is possible to apply the reformulation
procedures proposed by Assad and Xu [3] or Carraresi and Mallucelli [20] to improve the
quality of the Gilmore-Lawler bound, which also strengthens the incorporated constraints.
This, however, increases the computational costs significantly.

In the absence of the constraints (6.44) the application of GLB based cuts is still
strongly recommended. Nevertheless, for the numerical examples presented in Section
7.4, we refrain from using these constraints and stay with the constellation of cuts given
in (6.43), (6.44), and (6.45).
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Chapter 7.

Implementation and Numerical
Results

7.1. Motivation

In the previous chapters, we described different SDP relaxations for the QAP. We also
discussed a range of applicable constraints in terms of their effect on the bounding quality
and the accompanied computational costs. The former part has been emphasized to some
extent by giving a few numerical examples. Regarding the latter part, however, the author
clearly avoided the presentation or any further discussion of computing times. This
section shall be used to give reason for this circumstance. To be more specific, the object
of this section is to demonstrate the significant influence of different implementation
strategies on the computing times as well as the numerical stability of the corresponding
SDP frameworks.

In his research, the author had to realize that details about the actual implementation
and their influence on the performance of the respective programming instances receive
very little or no consideration in the majority of cited works that are concerned with convex
relaxations of the QAP. Besides the typical distinction between the mathematical model
and the technical realization, there is another important reason for this. In addition to
high-level modeling languages for mathematical programming, such as AIMMS, AMPL,
GAMS, or OPL, there exists a wide range of user-friendly interfaces to various conic
optimization solvers for many different programming languages. The packages CVX [41],
YALMIP [64], ROME [39], Convex.jl [104], and CVXPY [26] picture just a small
selection of actively developed modeling tools for the programming languages MATLAB,
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Julia, and Python. The recent improvements in stability and efficiency, as well as the
continuously improving reformulation automatisms that have been incorporated into the
listed modeling tools, allow the implementers to neglect various implementation details.

Despite the tremendous advances in the development of solvers and modeling languages,
the consideration of certain implementation questions is still of importance for the design
of numerically stable, memory efficient, and practically solvable programming problems.
This circumstance shall be demonstrated via the numerical results presented in Table 7.1.

The accuracy of the computed approximations is measured by relative duality gaps.
Let %̂ be the optimal objective value to a given SDP problem with a finite solution and
zero duality gap.1 The relative duality gap for an approximation is then defined as

drel “
%̃prim ´ %̃dual

|%̂|
, (7.1)

where %̃prim and %̃dual are the computed primal and dual optimal objective values, re-
spectively. In Table 7.1, we consider two different implementations I1 and I2. The
measurements that are labeled by the superscript I1 correspond to a straightforward
implementation of the corresponding relaxation instances, whereas the superscript I2

refers to numerical results computed with an alternative implementation whose realization
details are discussed in the following sections. The considered relaxation frameworks are
problem (3.5) and problem (3.10), alternatively referred to as ML0 and MS0, respectively.
The relations between the corresponding computing times are displayed in the fourth and
seventh column of Table 7.1. Both implementations are realized using YALMIP [64].
The applied solver is SDPT3 [102] and the script language Octave [29].

Since I1 and I2 are just different realizations of the same relaxation, it is possible to
reconstruct the same optimal points pX̂ , Ŷ , . . .q from the solution vectors to each imple-
mentation. The described feasible sets are indeed completely identical. In that context,
it is surprising how much the displayed results differ between these two implementation
strategies. The examples for I2 perform considerably better than their I1 counterparts.
Particularly interesting are the QAP instances Kra32, Tai35a, and Tho40. For the I1
implementations of the corresponding ML0 instances, SDPT3 fails to compute feasible
points (hence the large gaps). It is also quite difficult to evaluate the numerical accuracy
of the other instances of I1 since most of the computed objective values have negative
duality gaps. The latter statement implies that the approximate primal or dual solution

1It can be shown that this is the case for every presented SDP relaxation.
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Table 7.1.: Relative gaps and timings for different implementations and selected QAPs

ML0 MS0

Problem dI1
rel dI2

rel tI1{tI2 dI1
rel dI2

rel tI1{tI2

Esc32g ´2.27 ¨ 10´9 7.02 ¨ 10´8 4.82 ´1.66 ¨ 10´9 2.66 ¨ 10´8 5.79

Kra32 ´6.34 ¨ 10`3 5.94 ¨ 10´6 16.88 1.65 ¨ 10´7 1.07 ¨ 10´7 4.48

LiPa40a ´3.37 ¨ 10´4 2.23 ¨ 10´6 8.05 ´8.64 ¨ 10´8 5.44 ¨ 10´8 4.92

Nug30 ´1.79 ¨ 10´9 5.43 ¨ 10´6 2.78 ´1.15 ¨ 10´9 8.33 ¨ 10´6 3.66

Ste36a ´5.51 ¨ 10´5 1.66 ¨ 10´3 7.67 5.18 ¨ 10´8 8.82 ¨ 10´7 5.18

Tai35a ´2.22 ¨ 10`3 5.51 ¨ 10´7 9.80 ´1.07 ¨ 10´6 1.44 ¨ 10´7 5.79

Tho40 ´8.06 ¨ 10`4 7.69 ¨ 10´6 15.44 ´2.06 ¨ 10´8 4.77 ¨ 10´6 4.78

violates certain constraints. On top of this, the computing times for the corresponding
I2 implementations are significantly shorter than the times required for solving their I1
counterparts.

Similar numerical issues were observed in [83] by Peng, Mittelmann, and Li. The
authors of [83] attacked this problem using a procedure described in [54]. Here the issue
is resolved by applying the reformulation technique that will be described in the next
section. Jansson’s procedure for the computation of rigorous lower bounds [53,54] is of
course still applicable.

7.2. Numerical difficulties

Alongside the conic solvers SeDuMi [101], SDPT3 [102,103], SDPA [112], SDPNAL`
[113, 117], and SCS [77], there are many more solvers which are capable of handling
semidefinite programming problems. The use of such a solver reduces the implementation
effort to the task of reformulating the given problem instance for compliance with the
corresponding input format. The most important aspect of each input format is the
underlying standard form. Fortunately, for almost all of these solvers, the required
formulation can be traced back to the same SDP form. The primal standard form is
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given as

inf
XPSn

`

xC, Xy

s. t. xAi, Xy “ bi for i “ 1, . . . ,m,
(PSDP)

with its dual

sup
yPRm

bTy

s. t. C´
m
ÿ

i“1
yiAi P Sn`,

(DSDP)

where b “ pb1, . . . , bmqT P Rm and A1, . . . ,Am,C P Sn.

If we attempt to use one of the listed solvers for computing the optima to our relaxation
programs, it is reasonable to discuss numerical stability issues and implementation details
in consideration of (PSDP) and (DSDP). Many of the following explanations will
therefore refer to these standard forms.

Another important background for the following discussion is the notion of ill-posedness
(well-posedness) in the context of semidefinite programming problems. To the best of
the author’s knowledge there are two definitions for condition measures of a linear
programming problem. The first one was introduced by Mangasarian [71]. His definition
of a condition number for a system of linear inequalities and equalities is related to the
error bounds introduced by Robinson [90]. Robinson’s results, in turn, are based on a
well-known theorem by Hoffman [47]. For more recent results on this topic, see [8, 115]
and the references therein. The second definition is due to Renegar [89], who approaches
this topic from a slightly different perspective. He defines a condition measure with
regard to the decision problem about the consistency of a system of constraints. Both
types of condition measures lead to a very similar but not identical notion of ill-posedness.
In the following, we consider the notion of ill-posedness in regard to its decision problem
which was given by Renegar [89].

A problem instance in primal standard form is called ill-posed in regard to its decision
problem if it lies in the intersection of the closure of feasible and infeasible problems of
(PSDP). This is the case if at least one of the following three statements applies:

• The equality constraints on X are linearly dependent.

• The problem is weakly feasible, or
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• weakly infeasible.

In the following, whenever a problem is characterized as ill-posed, the term is meant
in regard to the decision problem about its consistency. The complement to the set of
ill-posed problem instances is the set of well-posed ones. This includes not only strongly
feasible problems whose linear map defined by tAiu is onto, but also strongly infeasible
optimization problems.

7.2.1. Ill-posed programming problems

The ill-posedness of an SDP problem accompanies a list of undesirable properties. The
presence of redundant variables and constraints has a negative effect on the computational
costs and the stability of the corresponding problem instance. Even more problematic are
the cases for which Slater’s condition [99] is not satisfied. The absence of interior feasible
points can have a significant impact on the convergence rate in the solving procedure.
Both circumstances are also major obstacles for the computation of verified bounds.

Fortunately, in the context of the discussed semidefinite programming relaxations, it
is not necessary to consider weak infeasibility. The boundedness of each optimization
variable implies the absence of weak infeasibility (c.f. [68, Proposition 3]). On the other
hand, weak feasibility as well as linearly dependent equality constraints actually occur.
Theorem 7.1. If the corresponding approximation tolerance ε is set to zero, every
possible instance of any relaxation framework given in Chapter 3 - 5 is ill-posed.

Proof. By construction and the nature of the underlying QAP, all discussed SDP relax-
ations necessarily state feasible programming problems. For the proof of Theorem 7.1, it
is therefore sufficient to validate the absence of interior feasible solutions.

In the first part of the argument, we consider the basic relaxations presented in
Section 3.1. The equality constraints (3.3c) and (3.3e) of the relaxation VL0 imply the
identity

»

–

1 xT

x Υ

fi

fl

»

–

´eT ´eT

I b e eb I

fi

fl ” 0 (7.2)
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for every feasible point px , Υ q to problem (3.3). By the same operandi, we use (3.5d),
(3.10d), and (3.11d) to verify

»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

Be e

0 ´e

´e 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

” 0, (7.3)

»

–

B˛ B˛XT

XB˛ Y˛

fi

fl

¨

˝

e

´e

˛

‚” 0 for ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (7.4)

and
»

–

1 qTi XT

Xqi Qi

fi

fl

¨

˝

qTi e

´e

˛

‚” 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n, (7.5)

respectively. Due to the rank deficiency within the accounted SDP constraints there
are no feasible solutions that satisfy strict positive definiteness. The corresponding
programs are weakly feasible because all feasible points lie on the boundary of the cone
of semidefinite matrices.

For the remainder of the proof, we notice that any feasible programming problem
which contains conditions implying the positive semidefiniteness of a variable Z P Sn

together with an equality constraint of the form

xE,Z y “ 0 ðñ eTZe “ 0 (7.6)

is necessarily ill-posed. The validity of this statement is an immediate consequence
of the fact that arbitrary small negative perturbations of the right-hand side of (7.6)
render this problem infeasible. Apparently, this argument is applicable to all level-1
and level-2 relaxations. The considered variables are Gj,Qi,Ui‹,Y`,Y´,YM,YO, and Z ,
respectively.

The fact reported in Theorem 7.1 seems to be in stark contrast to statements about
generic properties of SDP problems in [2, 28, 82]. Alizadeh, Haeberly, and Overton
[2] showed that primal and dual nondegeneracy are generic properties of semidefinite
programs. In [82], Pataki and Tunçel proved the corresponding generalization for conic
linear programming problems. Recently, Dür, Jargalsaikhan, and Still [28] surveyed
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different genericity results for this kind of programming problems. They showed that
strong duality holds generically in a stronger sense. By taking these results into account,
it is straightforward to show that well-posedness is a generic property of (PSDP) and
(DSDP). Roughly speaking, this means that almost all linear semidefinite programming
problems are well-posed.

The last statement about the genericity of well-posedness provokes an interesting
question: How is it explainable that all derived relaxation programs are ill-posed, although
the underlying relaxation techniques differ in various ways? This matter is particularly
interesting considering the fact that the ill-posedness property is not limited to some
specific implementation. The applied QAP reformulation introduces a constant nullspace
(Be ” 0) which is present in all previously considered relaxation frameworks. Nevertheless,
even if we remove any nullspace from the reformulated matrix B, the corresponding
relaxation instance remains ill-posed.

Actually, the answer to the question above is quite simple: the design of relaxation
frameworks is not haphazard. Our desire to model tight SDP relaxations often introduces
redundancies and produces ill-posed programming problems. Indeed, the situation is very
similar for a wide range of problems occurring in practice. The results in [2, 28, 82] hold
for programming problems with specific conic structures but without consideration of any
sparsity structure. They are therefore not applicable to the limited set of SDP problems
that occur in practice. A good demonstration for the coherence of this statement is
due to Ordóñez and Freund who found that 71% of the LP problem instances from the
Netlib test suite [76] have infinite condition measure. Numerical difficulties associated
with the ill-posedness of these problems were investigated, for instance, by Keil and
Jansson [58].

7.2.2. Regularization

An appropriate way to deal with ill-posed or strongly ill-conditioned problems is the ap-
plication of regularization techniques. Subsequently, we will explain a possible procedure
for the regularization of an ill-posed primal semidefinite programming problem. For this
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purpose, consider the following modification of (PSDP):

inf
XPSn, ρPR`

xC, Xy

s. t. xAi, Xy “ bi for i “ 1, . . . ,m,

X ` ρI P Sn`.

(7.7)

Under the assumption that the linear map described via the coefficient matrices tAiu

is onto, the primal of the modified programming problem is evidently well-posed. How-
ever, without any further constraints on ρ or a penalization of nonzero values, the
semidefiniteness condition on X is effectively nullified.

The general idea for the presented regularization approach follows the concept of
penalty methods. Instead of requiring strict compliance with all initial constraints, we
allow arbitrarily large perturbations to certain ones. The constraint violations are kept
small for the respective optimal points by incorporating a penalization term into the
objective function. In the standard form, a possible relaxation of (PSDP) may look like

inf
X̃PSn`1

`

C

»

–

C 0pn,1q
0 Tpn,1q cρ ´ trpCq

fi

fl , X̃

G

s. t.
C

»

–

Ai 0pn,1q
0 Tpn,1q ´ trpAiq

fi

fl , X̃

G

“ bi for i “ 1, . . . ,m,

(7.8)

where cρ is an appropriate penalization coefficient and X̃ can be interpreted as a substitute
for diag*

pX ` ρI, ρq.

In the process of designing an SDP relaxation framework, the redundancy of certain
equality constraints may not always be apparent. Consider, for instance, the condition
X P Dn. In [25, 73, 83, 84] and many other papers, this condition is realized via n2

nonnegative variables and 2n equalities: X P N n and Xe “ XT e “ e. It is straightforward
to show that one of the corresponding equality constraints is redundant. The lack of
attention to this simple detail is already enough to render the problem ill-posed. In
contrast to the given example, there are other redundancies whose detection and validation
can be a comparably difficult task. The following relaxation deals with this by allowing
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a perturbation of the right-hand side of the equality constraints:

inf
XPSn

`
, pPRm

xC, Xy ` cp}p}

s. t. xAi, Xy “ bi ` pi for i “ 1, . . . ,m.
(7.9)

For reasons of clarity, we skip the formulation of problem (7.9) in standard form. The
same applies to the treatment of ill-posed dual problems. The general regularization
strategy is very similar to the one for the primal SDP problem.

A closer look at the presented approaches reveals their connection to typical regular-
ization techniques from which they inherit some very beneficial properties. In exchange
for inexact results, we derive a well-posed relaxation that requires only marginal changes
to the structure of the base model. The modifications increase the problem dimension
only slightly and retain the sparsity structure of the coefficient matrices. They thereby
have a relatively small footprint on the computational costs of the solving procedure.
On top of that, the described approaches are applicable without knowledge about the
constraints which cause the ill-posedness of the considered problem.

7.2.3. Minimal face representation

The regularization procedure is a good technique for the construction of well-posed
approximations of the original programming problem. It can be realized straightforwardly
and has many beneficial properties. Nevertheless, the procedure is not suitable as a
general approach. Though the constructed approximation can be very strong, it is still
just that, an approximation. It is therefore not applicable if we attempt to evaluate
certain properties of the original relaxation program. It can also not be used to compute
verified upper bounds or to determine infeasibility. The latter situation may be an issue
if the relaxation is embedded in a branch-&-bound procedure. A sensible approach
that resolves the ill-posedness but pertains the addressed properties requires certain
reformulations.

Several years ago, in [44], Hadley, Rendl, and Wolkowicz proposed a relaxation model
for the QAP which implicitly incorporates the requirement X P E by a reformulation via
projection. Although their stimulus was different from our current one, the considered
procedure is exactly what is needed to encounter the issue shown in Theorem 7.1. The
reformulation via projection implements a suggestion of Boyd who pointed out that:
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[. . .] any feasible nonstrict LMI can be reduced to an equivalent LMI that is
strictly feasible, by eliminating implicit equality constraints and then reducing
the resulting LMI by removing any constant nullspace. [12, Chapter 2.5.1]

Regarding the discussed relaxations for the quadratic assignment problem the culprit is
easily found. The presence of a constant nullspace is originated in the condition X P E .
To be more precise, the ill-posedness is caused by the constant subspace defined via
the vector equality XT e “ e and the quadratic nature of the respective semidefiniteness
conditions.

A possible approach to address this issue is the reduction of the corresponding
programming variables to a smaller subspace. By providing a tractable representation
of the linear manifold spanned by E , one can eliminate the explicit equality constraints
Xe “ XT e “ e and resolve the accompanied ill-posedness. A good example of this
procedure is given in [27]. Though Theorem 7.1 validates the existence of a constant
nonempty nullspace in the feasible sets of MSDR1 instances, this issue is resolved in the
final version of this framework which is referred to as MSDR3. In order to obtain stronger
bounds, the authors of [27] apply their relaxation to a projected version of the quadratic
assignment problem based on a reformulation by Hadley, Rendl, and Wolkowicz [44]:

inf
X̃PQn´1

@

V TAV X̃V TBV ` V T
pC ` 2

n
AEBqV, X̃

D

`
@

C ` 1
n
AEB, 1

n
E
D

s. t. V X̃V T
ě ´ 1

n
E,

(PQAP)

where V is a real nˆpn´1q matrix that satisfies V TV “ Ipn´1q and V T e ” 0. It is straight-
forward to show that (PQAP) is indeed equivalent to (KBQAP). The corresponding
optimization variables are related via

X “ V X̃V T
` 1

n
E.

By applying their framework to the reformulated version (PQAP), Ding and Wolkowicz
[27] not only tighten the relaxation, they also decrease the number of equality constraints
and reduce the dimension of the semidefiniteness condition. A positive side effect of this
reformulation procedure is the resolution of ill-posedness. After a closer look on the other
presented relaxation frameworks, it becomes apparent that the same idea can be used to
construct well-posed equivalents to all presented relaxations for the QAP.

The process of reducing an arbitrary SDP problem with no strict interior feasible
points to an equivalent program in smaller space satisfying Slater’s condition is called
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minimal face reduction.2 The development of this procedure goes back to the early 80’s
when Borwein and Wolkowicz worked on a Lagrange multiplier theorem which holds
without any constraint qualification [10, 11]. For more recent developments on this topic,
see [22,23,67,81,106] and the references therein. In the context of the presented relaxation
programs, it should also be mentioned that a detailed explanation about the design of a
minimal face representation for the framework VL is given in [116] by Zhao, Karisch,
Rendl, and Wolkowicz. The described procedure was also adopted in [87] by Rendl and
Sotirov to ensure the existence of interior feasible solutions.

For a brief recap of the general reformulation procedure, consider the SDP problem
given in primal standard form. Denote by F the feasible set to the considered instance
of (PSDP). The corresponding nullspace - which Boyd is referring to in [12, Subsection
2.5.1] - can be defined as

nullpFq :“ tv P Rn
| @X P F : Xv ” 0u. (7.10)

Let nr be the dimension of the orthogonal complement of nullpFq, i.e. nr :“
dimpnullpFqKq. Furthermore, define a matrix W PMnr,n that satisfies

@v P nullpFq, w P nullpFqKzt0 u : Wv “ 0 ‰ Ww. (7.11)

Apparently, W has full rank and its row vectors state a basis of nullpFqK. As an
immediate consequence of (7.10) and (7.11), we have

@X P F : XW :W “ X “ W :WX “ pW :W qTX.

For every X P F , there exists an ñˆñ symmetric positive semidefinite matrix X̃ satisfying
the two identities X̃ “ W :TXW : and X “ W T X̃W . The latter identity is used to
reformulate (PSDP) in the following form:

inf
X̃PSñ

`

@

WCW T , X̃
D

s. t.
@

WAiW
T , X̃

D

“ bi for i “ 1, . . . ,m.
(7.12)

By (7.10) and (7.11), we deduce the existence of some strictly interior feasible X̃ P Sk``
and validate the conformance with Slater’s condition. The final step of the reformulation

2This description actually refers only to a specific version of minimal face reduction procedures. The
generalization of this reduction scheme can be applied to arbitrary conic linear programming problems.
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procedure requires the elimination of all redundant equality constraints. We therefore
reduce the coefficient matrices tWAiW

T u to a linearly independent base.

For reasons of comprehensibility, let us discuss an actual example for the minimal face
reduction of MS0. The different LP and SDP constraints of problem (3.10) result in a
block-diagonal form of the optimization variables of the corresponding (PSDP) instance.
One can exploit this block-diagonal structure by regarding the respective nullspace
for each block separately. In the case of problem (3.10), it is sufficient to limit our
consideration to the SDP constraints in (3.10b). The relevant, parameter independent
parts of the nullspaces have already been used in (7.4) for the proof of Theorem 7.1.
Additionally, the nullspaces depend on the kernel of B` and B´, respectively. We denote
the feasible sets for each SDP block individually by F` and F´. The accompanied
nullspaces are

nullpF˛q “

$

&

%

¨

˝

v ´ αe

αe

˛

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

α P R, v P Rn, B˛v ” 0

,

.

-

for ˛ P t̀ ,´u.

We define the corresponding transformation matrices for the minimal face reduction in
regard to a matrix V P tM P Qn,n´1 |MT e ” 0u:

W˛ :“

»

–

QΩ0
˛

0pn,n´1q

1
n
EQΩ0

˛
V

fi

fl

T

for ˛ P t̀ ,´u,

where the index set definitions for Ω0
`, Ω0

´ are taken from (5.4). The usage of these index
set subscripts is described in (5.5). By the compliance with all equality constraints of
problem (3.10), one can easily validate that

@˛ P t̀ ,´u : W :
˛

T

»

–

B˛ B˛XT

XB˛ Y˛

fi

flW :
˛ “

»

—

–

ΛΩ0
˛

QT
Ω0
˛
B˛XTV

V TXB˛QΩ0
˛

V TY˛V

fi

ffi

fl

.
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We exploit these identities to construct the following reformulation of MS0:

inf
XPDn, Ỹ̀ ,Ỹ́ PSn´1

xA,YpX , Ỹ` ´ Ỹ´, Bqy ` xC,Xy (7.13a)

s. t.
»

–

ΛΩ0
˛

QT
Ω0
˛
B˛XTV

V TXB˛QΩ0
˛

Ỹ˛

fi

fl P S`, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (7.13b)

diagpYpX , Ỹ˛, B˛qq “ X diagpB˛q, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (7.13c)

where tỸ˛u are used as substitutes for tV TY˛V u, and the transformation Y : DnˆSn´1ˆ

Sn Ñ Sn is given by

YpX , Ỹ˛, B˛q “ V Ỹ˛V T
`

1
n

`

EB˛XT
` V V TXB˛E

˘

. (7.14)

Since YpX , Ỹ˛, B˛qe “ XB˛e holds valid for every X P Dn, the explicit incorporation of
these equality constraints is redundant.

If one of the matrices B`, B´ is representable as a sum-matrix, then the respective
semidefiniteness condition is irrelevant. In all other cases, problem (7.13) contains interior
feasible points, such as

`

X , Ỹ`, Ỹ´
˘

“

ˆ

1
n
E,

xB`, V V
T y

n´ 1 Ipn´1q,
xB´, V V

T y

n´ 1 Ipn´1q

˙

.

The problem is well-posed if the accompanied equality constraints are linearly independent.
In order to satisfy this requirement, the condition X P En has to be implemented via
2n ´ 1 linearly independent equalities. These can be obtained as a subset of equality
constraints from Xe “ XT e “ e.

7.2.4. Remarks on applicability of regularizing procedures

Regarding their practical applicability, both the regularization approach presented in
Subsection 7.2.2 and the minimal face reformulation given in Subsection 7.2.3 have their
pitfalls. A beneficial utilization of the described techniques requires a good portion of
cautiousness since a straightforward implementation of these may result in semidefinite
programming problems which are even more difficult to solve with the available SDP
solvers.
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Two major drawbacks of the presented regularization approach have already been
pointed out in the last subsection. The initial qualification as an “appropriate way to deal
with ill-posedness” is indeed a strong exaggeration for this technique. Its application leads
to a well-posed approximation with a slightly weaker bound. Properties like boundedness
or infeasibility are not preserved. In that context, the regularization approach seems
to be hardly appropriate for the computation of verified bounds or the application in a
branch-&-bound procedure. In addition to these limitations, the regularization techniques
involve the difficult task of finding appropriate penalty coefficients. Too small values
cause weak bounds, whereas unnecessary large ones produce ill-conditioned objective
functions. The former situation renders the relaxation unusable, the latter has a negative
effect on the convergence rate and the overall numerical stability.

Fortunately, in the context of the discussed relaxation programs, we can overcome most
of these issues. For the QAP, it is possible to implement a branch-&-bound algorithm in
such a way that every branching node contains feasible solutions. The boundedness of
all variables can be recovered by setting explicit bounds for the introduced constraint
violations, i.e. ρ ď const. Reasoned in our detailed knowledge about the respective
problem structures, we are in the position to compute good estimations for appropriate
penalty coefficients and reduce the constraint modifications to the necessary minimum.

The last statements shall be exemplified by the following redesign of ML1:

inf
XPDn, Ỹ ,Z̃PSn, pPR2

xA, Ỹ y ` xC,Xy ` xcp, py (7.15a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I ` p1I Ỹ

XB Ỹ Z̃

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P S`, (7.15b)

diagpỸ q “ X diagpBq, diagpZ̃ q “ X diagpB2
q ` p2e, (7.15c)

xI ´ E, Z̃ y “ xI ´ E,B2
y, (7.15d)

p1 ď 1, p2 ď }B}
2. (7.15e)

This relaxation is derived from problem (4.31) by incorporating the defects piI into the
respective optimization variables. Positive defects are penalized in the objective function
multiplied by the coefficients in vector cp P R2. In order to restore the boundedness of all
variables, we added the inequalities in (7.15e). Negative coordinates in p are not feasible:
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the semidefiniteness condition implies Z̃ ľ XB2XT and thereby

trpZ̃ q “ eT Z̃e` xI ´ E, Z̃ y ě eTXB2XT e` xI ´ E, Z̃ y “ trpB2
q.

Together with (7.15c), this necessitates p2 ě 0. By a very similar argument, I`p1I ľ XXT

implies the nonnegativity of p1.

There are some details where the applied modifications in problem (7.15) deviate
from the standard approach described in Subsection 7.2.2. The diagonal defect is
subdivided into partitions to allow individual penalization of differently scaled matrix
blocks. Defects are incorporated solely into the critical part of the semidefiniteness
condition. Furthermore, by removing the redundant coefficients on the diagonal elements
of Ỹ in (7.15d), we avoided unnecessary entries of perturbation variables pi, which would
have been present in the straightforward design: xE, Z̃ y ´ np2 “ xE,B

2y.

For the determination of appropriate penalization coefficients in cp, we first need
to analyze the relation between the respective diagonal perturbations and possible
perturbations ∆Y of variable Y . Constraint (7.15b) implies

p1` p1qZ̃ ľ Ỹ 2
“ pY `∆Y q2 “ Y 2

` p∆Y Y ` Y ∆Y `∆Y 2
q. (7.16)

This relation gives a rough indication for the relative disposition of the respective optimal
points: perturbations of Y involve perturbations of the left-hand side of (7.16) which are
scaled by 2~Y~2 « 2~B~2. For small values of p1, this implies

p2 « ~Z̃ ´ Z~2 Ç ~Z̃ ´ Y 2
~2 Ç 2~Y~2 ~∆Y~2 « 2~B~2 ~∆Y~2.

Moreover, (7.16) and the assumption ~Z̃~2 « ~B~
2
2 give

p1 Ç ~B~
´1
2 ~∆Y~2.

The final ingredient used to obtain appropriate penalization coefficients is the estimate

|xA,∆Y y| ď ~A~t ~∆Y~2.

For the goal of keeping the optimal objective value to the regularized problem very close
to the original optimal objective value, it is necessary to request xA,∆Y y ` xcp, py Ç 0.
Based on this and the estimates above, we educe the following suggestions for the vector
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of penalization coefficients:

cp “ κ~A~t

¨

˝

2~B~2

~B~´1
2

˛

‚ (7.17)

for some κ in the interval
“

1, 50
‰

.

The applied modifications are fixing most of the discussed issues of the regularization
approach from Subsection 7.2.2. Its applicability is nevertheless strongly limited. For
feasibility tests and the computation of rigorous upper bounds, the approach is generally
not applicable. On top of this, the partitioning of the introduced defect and the com-
putation of suitable penalization coefficients require knowledge about specific modeling
details of the considered problem.

The difficulties with the minimal face reduction approach are of different nature
but existent nevertheless. In particular, this refers to the knowledge of the constant
nullspace. It is possible to automatize the minimal face reduction procedure by solving
stable auxiliary subproblems which serve the computation of (dual) recessing directions
or a similar type of reduction directions. Corresponding algorithms are described
in [23,81] and [67]. However, the construction of a minimal face presentation by iterative
computations of reduction directions can be very expensive. In the presence of rounding
errors, it is moreover not possible to guarantee the equivalence of the computationally
obtained presentations and the programs they originated from.

Even if the nullspace is given - which means that the minimal face reduction is
easily applicable -, the reformulation may not help to resolve the numerical difficulties
accompanied by the original SDP problem. It is actually possible that the obtained
minimal face representation is more difficult to solve. An important factor in this
context is the increased fill-in of the coefficient matrices. For an illustration, consider
the diagonal equality constraints in (3.10c) and their counterparts for the reformulated
relaxation framework given in (7.13c). Each of the original equality constraints described
by the vector identities diagpY˛q “ X diagpB˛q necessitates n` 1 nonzero coefficients in
the actual implementation. The number of coefficients that is necessary to implement
(7.13c) depends on the choice of the matrix V . The application of the simple but dense
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representative used in [44],

V “

»

–

´βeTpn´1q

Ipn´1q ´ αEpn´1q

fi

fl with α “
1

n`
?
n
, β “

1
?
n
,

leads to the introduction of 2n2´ 2n` 1 additional nonzero coefficients for each of the 2n
equality constraints. If we replace the term V V TXB˛E in (7.14) with XB˛E ´ 1

n
EB˛E,

this number reduces to n2 ´ n ` 1 coefficients per equality. The additional fill-in is
nevertheless immense.

In modern SDP solvers the sparsity structure of the coefficient matrices influences the
computing times and the numerical stability. Roughly speaking, an increased number
of nonzero coefficients due to constraints requiring linear transformations such as (7.14)
may nullify the advantages of the reformulation approach described in Subsection 7.2.3.
With the additional LP and SOCP constraints presented in Section 6.1 the situation
becomes even worse. The heavily increased fill-in leads to poor convergence properties
and higher computational costs.

In order to overcome this issue, one may search for sparser choices of V , as given by
the following recursive definition:

V “ Vpnq :“

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

»

–

Vpn1q γepn1q 0pn1,n2´1q

0pn2,n1´1q δepn2q Vpn2q

fi

fl if n ą 1,

“ ‰

else,

(7.18)

where n1 “
P

n
2

T

, n2 “ n ´ n1, γ “
a

n2
nn1

, and δ “ ´
a

n1
nn2

. This representative of V
contains only about n log2 n nonzero elements, which decreases the average fill-in per
equality constraint to Opn log2 nq.

For a given subspace, it can be very difficult to construct a sparse orthogonal basis.
It is, for instance, not possible to give a construction rule for the matrix V such that the
number of its nonzero elements is bounded by Opnq. Fortunately, there is no substantial
necessity for orthogonality. For a good reason, the transformation matrixW used in (7.11)
is not required to have orthogonal row vectors. The essential requirement on W is that
its rows span the orthogonal complement of the respective nullspace. If the dimension of
this nullspace is significantly smaller than the dimension of its orthogonal complement,
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then it is possible to construct transformation matrices W with very beneficial sparsity
structures.

Let us once again consider the framework ML1. The nullspace accompanied by the
feasible set to the semidefinite block matrix in (4.31b) is already indicated in (7.3).
The corresponding set of feasible semidefinite matrices shall be denoted by F . The
accompanied nullspace is given by

nullpFq “ tUTv | v P R2
u “ RpUT

q with U “

»

—

—

—

–

e 0

´e 0

0 ´e

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

. (7.19)

We are thus looking for a matrix W PM3n´2,3n that has full rank and satisfies WUT ” 0.
In addition, we demand a high sparsity level of W . For the construction of this matrix,
it is sufficient to find an index set for a regular basis of column vectors of U . Let
Ψ :“ t2n, 3nu be this index set, and denote by Ψ1 the complement to Ψ in t1, . . . , 3nu,
such that

UΨ “

»

–

´1 0

0 ´1

fi

fl and UΨ1 “

»

—

—

—

–

epnq 0pnq
´epn´1q 0pn´1q

0pn´1q ´epn´1q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

T

.

The index sets Ψ and Ψ1 can then be used to construct a sparse representative for W :

W PM3n´2,3n : WΨ “ p´U
´1
Ψ UΨ1 q

T , WΨ1 “ Ip3n´2q. (7.20)

Evidently, the matrix defined via (7.20) satisfies the basic condition WUT ” 0 as well as
the full rank requirement. On top of this, the specific sparsity structure of W has the
beneficial side effect that the reduced SDP constraint in the corresponding minimal face
representation is derived from the original semidefiniteness condition simply by removing
the row and column vectors specified in Ψ. The sparsity structure is thus kept unaltered
for all components of matrix variables that are not positioned on the respective rows
and/or columns.
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Based on these observations, we design the following minimal face representative for
ML1:

inf
X̃PN n´1,n, Ỹ ,Z̃PSn´1

xA,YpỸ qy ` xC,XpX̃qy (7.21a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

Ipnq X̃T BX̃T

X̃ Ipn´1q Ỹ

X̃B Ỹ Z̃

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

P S3n´2
` , (7.21b)

diagpỸ q “ X̃ diagpBq, trpYpỸ qq “ trpBq,
diagpZ̃ q “ X̃ diagpB2

q, trpYpZ̃ qq “ trpB2
q,

(7.21c)

X̃epnq ” 1, X̃T epn´1q ď epnq, (7.21d)

where the corresponding transformations are given as

XpX̃q “

»

–

X̃

eTpnq ´ e
T
pn´1qX̃

fi

fl and YpỸ q “

»

–

Ỹ ´Ỹ epn´1q

´eTpn´1qỸ xE, Ỹ y

fi

fl . (7.21e)

The matrix variables X , Y , and Z have been modified with respect to the eliminated
row and column vectors. For a further reduction of the number of nonzero coefficient
entries, we replaced the equality constraints on the last elements of the diagonal vectors
diagpYpỸ qq and diagpYpZ̃ qq with the respective trace equalities in (7.21c). The mutual
implication of the replaced constraints follows immediately from the remaining diagonal
equalities.

Numerical tests suggest that the described procedure is applicable in a practical
manner and more favorable than the original problem formulation. There are still
matters of detail that require individual treatment, such as the handling of eliminated
variables which remain to be used implicitly, or the proper dealing with a possibly high
condition measure of the reduced problem instance. Nevertheless, since these issues seem
to be easily fixable for the individual problem instance, the author is convinced that
the described version of the minimal face reduction is preferable to the regularization
approach described in Subsection 7.2.2.

Considering the many additional constraints discussed in Section 6.1 that involve
the use of XpX̃q and YpỸ q, it can be advantageous to spent additional variables for the
components that are not contained in the respective matrix variables X̃ and Ỹ . This
approach requires one additional equality constraint for each of the removed components.
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On the other hand, the reduction of the overall fill-in of the coefficient matrices caused by
the implicit use of the eliminated coordinates often lead to improved computing times.

Our final remark in this subsection concerns the condition measure of the respective
problem instance. For a given SDP problem, the described minimal face reduction
approach can be used to construct an equivalent problem which is well-posed and therefore
suitable for the application of an interior point algorithm. By no means, however, does
the exploitation of this procedure induce the creation of a well-conditioned programming
problem. An unbalanced scaling of the respective programming variables can cause a bad
convergence behavior and noticeable numerical problems. For the relaxation programs
based on matrix lifting, the correlation ~Z~2 « ~B~2~Y~2 « ~B

2~2~X~2 indicates a
particular sensitivity to the scaling of the respective QAP instance. To overcome the
accompanied numerical difficulties, we normalize the parameter matrix B in such a way
that the trace of B2 is equal to its rank. To be precise, we determine the corresponding
scaling factor

α :“

d

~B~2
f

rankpBq . (7.22)

and apply a counterbalanced scaling to the parameter matrices A and B, which creates
a reformulated QAP instance pαA, α´1B,Cq.

7.2.5. Rigorous bounds via verification methods

The awareness about the presence of numerical instabilities leads us to the reasonable
question whether it is possible to compute rigorous bounds for the true optimum of the
respective relaxation framework. The answer to this question is “yes”, albeit with minor
restrictions.

In 2004, Jansson introduced a new method to compute rigorous upper and lower
bounds for the optimal objective values of linear programming problems [52]. The
proposed procedure works much more efficient than previous approaches and is applicable
even in the degenerated case. A short time later, the procedure was adapted for
more general convex conic programming problems [53, 54] and implemented in the
MATLAB software package VSDP [46]. In this subsection, we discuss an appropriate
way to compute verified bounds for the optimal objective values to the respective QAP
relaxations using the software package VSDP.
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For the use of VSDP, it is required to install two further software packages: an
SDP solver for computing approximate solutions to the given problem instances and the
interval package INTLAB by Rump [93]. The latter is used mainly for the computation
of rigorous inclusions of solutions to the accompanied linear systems [92,94,95]. Other
important features of the package INTLAB that are relevant in this context are the
support of interval input data in VSDP as well as the possibility to handle rounding
errors in the computations which are required for the preparation of the respective
relaxation instances.

In the software package VSDP, different post-processing routines are implemented
for the result verification of semidefinite programming problems. Given the correct input
data (see below) of an SDP program, rigorous bounds for the true optimal objective
value can be computed. All rounding errors due to floating point arithmetic are taken
into account. Since the necessary post-processing and the result verification is done
within VSDP - and thereby do not require additional involvement of the user -, here we
concentrate on the necessary preparation steps.

In order to obtain verified bounds for the optimal objective value to the original
relaxation program, we must make sure that the input data for VSDP are correct. This
means that the (interval) input data must contain the original problem. There are various
ways to ensure this inclusion requirement; the choice depends on the specific relaxation
model and the available verification tools. Though the use of INTLAB simplifies the
implementation of the required computations significantly, a straightforward application of
the available verification techniques is not recommended. This begins with the validation
of the applied QAP reformulation defined in (4.20). The attempt to compute rigorous
interval inclusions for the reformulation parameters in (4.19) seems quite naive. Firstly,
with todays verification methods this attempt is difficult to realize for the solution to
problem (4.18) and may fail due to degeneracy. Secondly, the early introduction of an
interval matrix B results in additional data dependencies. These, in turn, lead to larger
interval expansions. It is an important principle of verification methods to avoid such
data dependencies, see [94, Utilize Input Data Principle (5.13)].

Another obstacle for the straightforward application of interval arithmetic is that most
of the discussed SDP relaxations require an eigenvalue decomposition of the parameter
matrix B. By exploitation of the symmetry of B and an appropriate application of
Weyl’s eigenvalue inequality [107], it is possible to compute rigorous inclusions for the
eigenvalues of B very efficiently. On the other hand, the determination of rigorous
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inclusions for all eigenvectors of B is more difficult, involves greater computational costs,
and results in noticeable interval expansions.

Many practical verification methods make use of floating-point approximations and
compute rigorous inclusions via implementation of a backward directed error handling.
For this purpose, they often exploit suitable results from perturbation theory. Here we
are following the same approach. Let Q̃Λ̃Q̃T denote an approximation of the eigenvalue
decomposition of B, hence

B « Q̃Λ̃Q̃T
« B̊ ` diag*

pd̃bq ` ṽbe
T
` eṽTb ,

where d̃b and ṽb are approximate reformulation vectors computed numerically by im-
plementing (4.19). Instead of the exact B with eigenvalue decomposition B “ QΛQT ,
we only have the original input matrix B̊ as well as the approximates d̃b, ṽb, Λ̃, and
Q̃. Since Q̃ is a floating point matrix, we cannot expect orthogonality. For reasons
of simplicity, the following explanation is limited to problem (4.32) and it is assumed
that da “ va “ 0 . If one places great emphasis on computing rigorous lower and upper
bounds for the original definition of this framework, it is necessary to compute rigorous
inclusions for db and vb as well as an approximate Q̃ which satisfies Q̃T

Ω0
`
Q̃Ω0

´
” 0. In

practice, the validation of these presuppositions is of minor significance; we therefore
skip the discussion of the corresponding details. We just suppose that d̃b, ṽb describe the
applied QAP reformulation and that

`

Q̃Ω0
`

Λ̃Ω0
`
Q̃T

Ω0
`
, Q̃Ω0

´
Λ̃Ω0

´
Q̃T

Ω0
´

˘

states the used positive
semidefinite matrix splitting of Q̃Λ̃Q̃T .

The general idea is to assume that the approximates Q̃ and Λ̃ define the actual param-
eter matrix B. Rigorous bounds for the original problem are obtained by incorporating
the quadratic residual term xA,XpB̊ ´ Q̃Λ̃Q̃T qXT y into the linear term xC,Xy of the
objective function. Besides the easily transformable sum-matrix part introduced by the
applied QAP reformulation, this concerns in particular the handling of the remainder

R “ B̊ ` diag*
pd̃bq ` ṽbe

T
` eṽTb ´ Q̃Λ̃Q̃T . (7.23)

The open question is how to deal with the corresponding quadratic term xA,XRXT y in
the objective of the original QAP.

Usually, we will not be able to increase the computational accuracy to the point that
R vanishes. On the other hand, it is possible to utilize algorithms for the computation of
accurate dot products to obtain very tight inclusions for the actual remainder term given
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on the right-hand side of (7.23). Efficient algorithms for these accurate computations
are explained in [61, 78,79, 118] and the references therein. The (interval) inclusion of
(7.23) may be used to compute rigorous norm bounds for R. Together with appropriate
estimates, such as

@X P Dn : |xA,XRXT
y| ď mint~A~f~R~f, ~A~t~R~2u,

we may obtain efficient bounds for the considered residual term xA,XRXT y. For tighter
inclusions of this residual term, it is expedient to apply one of the discussed bounding
techniques. The author suggests to use the Gilmore-Lawler bound procedure [37,60] in
order to obtain matrices Lr and Ur that satisfy

@X P Πn : xLr, Xy ď xA,XRXT
y ď xUr, Xy.

The final preparation step is the construction of interval matrices B`, B´, and C

satisfying

B` Q Q̃Ω0
`

Λ̃Ω0
`
Q̃T

Ω0
`
, B´ Q Q̃Ω0

´
Λ̃Ω0

´
Q̃T

Ω0
´
, and C Ě C̊ ´ 2AeṽTb ` rLr, Urs.

The corresponding interval data pA,B` ´ B´,Cq contains a nonempty set of QAP
instances with the same optima as the original problem pÅ, B̊, C̊q. With all these
preparations done, we are finally in the position to present an interval SDP problem that
is suitable for the post-processing process implemented in VSDP. The corresponding
interval programming problem

P :“
!

PpA, B̆`, B̆´, C̆, Q̃, Λ̃q
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
B̆` P B`, B̆´ P B´, C̆ P C

)

(7.24)

specifies a family of SDP problems PpA, B̆`, B̆´, C̆, Q̃, Λ̃q defined via

inf
XPDn, Ỳ ,Ý PSn

xA,Y` ´ Y´y ` xC̆,Xy (7.25a)

s. t.
»

–

Λ̃´1
Ω0
˛

Q̃T
Ω0
˛
XT

XQ̃Ω0
˛

Y˛

fi

fl P S`, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (7.25b)

diagpY˛q “ X diagpB̆˛q, ˛ P t̀ ,´u, (7.25c)

Y`e “ X B̆`e, Y´e “ X B̆´e. (7.25d)
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Table 7.2.: Rigorous bounds for ill-posed MS1 instances

Problem drel tl{t d˚rel t˚l {t

Esc32g 9.37 ¨ 10´8 0.623 1.45 ¨ 10´7 3.63 ¨ 10´4

Kra32 2.43 ¨ 10´7 0.009 3.15 ¨ 10´7 2.63 ¨ 10´4

LiPa40a 7.38 ¨ 10´10 1.020 7.80 ¨ 10´10 2.64 ¨ 10´4

Nug30 1.27 ¨ 10´8 4.034 9.19 ¨ 10´8 3.42 ¨ 10´4

Ste36a 2.10 ¨ 10´6 0.015 2.10 ¨ 10´6 2.72 ¨ 10´4

Tai35a 5.37 ¨ 10´8 1.030 5.38 ¨ 10´8 3.37 ¨ 10´4

Tho40 1.41 ¨ 10´6 1.015 1.41 ¨ 10´6 2.92 ¨ 10´4

Obviously, the minimal face reduction has not yet been applied to problem (7.25).
Since the respective interval problems contain ill-posed programming instances, they
typically also enclose infeasible programs. For this reason, it is not possible to compute
upper bounds for these instances, and VSDP naturally fails to do so. On the other hand,
VSDP is able to compute rigorous tight lower bounds. In Table 7.2, we present these
bounds for selected instances of the interval problem (7.24). The quality of the computed
lower bounds is measured in form of relative duality gaps defined as in (7.1). Due to
the absence of rigorous upper bounds, drel and d˚rel describe relative gaps between the
computed rigorous lower bounds and the corresponding approximate upper bounds. We
use drel to denote the gaps for rigorous lower bounds computed without any additional or
non-default options in VSDP. The asterisk in d˚rel refers to the computation of rigorous
lower bounds with additional consideration of the boundedness of each optimization
variable. This means that the respective VSDP function is called with the boundedness
informations obtained a priori from the relaxation model. The relations between the
computing time t for the approximation and the times tl and t˚l for the respective verified
lower bound computations are displayed in the third and the fifth column of Table 7.2,
respectively.

The rigorous bounds displayed in the fourth column of Table 7.2 are slightly worse than
the bounds obtained via VSDP’s post-processing. On the other hand, the accompanied
computational costs are hardly perceptible. It is therefore beneficial to use the fast
bounding procedure if possible. The numerical results given in Table 7.2 exemplify the
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Table 7.3.: Rigorous bounds for well-posed MS1 instances

Problem drel tu{t tl{t d˚rel t˚l {t

Esc32g 5.69 ¨ 10´4 1.097 1.238 3.58 ¨ 10´5 4.50 ¨ 10´4

Kra32 4.89 ¨ 10´5 5.615 1.202 2.12 ¨ 10´6 3.41 ¨ 10´4

LiPa40a 5.75 ¨ 10´5 2.036 1.042 1.56 ¨ 10´8 2.57 ¨ 10´4

Nug30 1.35 ¨ 10´5 4.638 1.035 4.45 ¨ 10´8 3.92 ¨ 10´4

Ste36a 4.02 ¨ 10´4 3.011 1.175 4.74 ¨ 10´5 3.29 ¨ 10´4

Tai35a 1.45 ¨ 10´4 1.017 1.045 1.08 ¨ 10´7 3.92 ¨ 10´4

Tho40 4.87 ¨ 10´4 2.007 0.992 4.33 ¨ 10´6 3.03 ¨ 10´4

possibility to compute rigorous lower bounds for the discussed relaxation frameworks
with very low additional efforts. This is possible even without applying a minimal face
reduction approach, and thereby without knowledge about the accompanied nullspace.

For the computation of verified upper bounds, it is necessary to apply the minimal face
reduction described in Subsection 7.2.3. In the context of problem (7.25), it is sufficient
to remove the last row and column from the block matrices in (7.25b). Considering the
applicable cuts and their effect on the sparsity structure of the coefficient matrices, the
elimination of the corresponding variables as demonstrated in Subsection 7.2.3 and 7.2.4
is not recommended since the transformation into implicit variables introduces additional
intervals with larger radius, resulting in weaker inclusions.

In Table 7.3, we use a notation that is consistent with the one used in Table 7.2. The
difference is that the presented relative gaps describe the quality of actual inclusions of
the respective true optimal objective values because the upper bounds are computed
rigorously as well. The computing time for obtaining verified upper bounds is denoted
by tu.

7.3. Implementation details

The inspection of implementation issues shall be completed by some final remarks on the
exploitation of intrinsic problem structures. This comprises not only general properties
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of the respective relaxation programs, such as the type and number of variables or the
distribution of equality versus inequality constraints, but also the presence of low-rank
and/or sparsity structures in the corresponding coefficient matrices.

7.3.1. Formulation in dual or primal standard form

A wide range of LP solvers, including IBM ILOG CPLEX [49],GLPK [38],Gurobi [43],
and lp_solve [4], accept as input LP problems of the following form:

inf
xPRn

xc, xy

s. t. Ax § b,

l ď x ď u,

(7.26)

where A PMm,n, b P Rm, § P t“,ě,ďum, and l, u P tRYt˘8uun. Indeed, most of these
solvers support even more general formulations of the respective LP instance. Obviously,
problem (7.26) covers both the primal standard form

inf
xPRn

xc, xy

s. t. Ax “ b,

x ě 0,

as well as its dual

sup
yPRm

xb, yy

s. t. ATy ď c.

The greater flexibility of formulation (7.26) allows a good exploitation of the individual
problem structure. For a wide range of LP instances, this provides the possibility to
construct quite efficient implementations, more efficient than it would have been possible
in one of the two standard forms. This improved efficiency comprises the simplicity of
bringing a given LP model into formulation (7.26), a reduced memory usage, and usually
also a faster solution procedure.
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Consider, for instance, the minimization problem

inf
xPR2

2x1 ´ x2

s. t. x1 ` x2 “ ´2,

0 ď x2 ď 3.

Though this problem is trivial, it suffices for demonstrating the benefit of formulation
(7.26). The transformation of this problem into primal standard form requires four
variables and two equality conditions. For a formulation in dual standard form, only two
variables but four inequality constraints are needed. Formulation (7.26) allows the most
efficient implementation, since only two variables (with lower and upper bounds) and
one equality condition are required. If a primal-dual approach is used to solve the LP
problem, it is also important to consider the number of variables and constraints in the
corresponding dual problem. Even in this context, the general advantage of formulation
(7.26) can be shown.

Unfortunately, solvers that support the cone of semidefinite matrices are usually
requiring rather restricted formulations for their input format. In contrast to pure SDP
solvers - which typically allow the exploitation of block-diagonal structures but are
otherwise limited to semidefiniteness conditions -, conic solvers support the optimization
over direct products of different convex cones, such as semidefinite cones, second-order
cones and nonnegative orthants. Solvers like CSDP [9] or SDPA [112] fall into the first
category; SeDuMi [101], SDPT3 [102,103], MOSEK [75], and SCS [77], for example,
belong to the class of conic solvers. All these solvers require that the considered problem
is given in some format which is an extension to either (PSDP) or (DSDP), but does
not cover both formulations. This is typically caused by the underlying algorithms that
require one of these standard formulations.

For reasons of simplicity, let us assume that LP variables can be treated efficiently
in form of 1 ˆ 1 semidefinite matrices and that second-order cone variables are not
present. In this context, it is sufficient to consider the formulations (PSDP) and (DSDP)
with an underlying block-diagonal structure. The input format for the applied solver
shall be designed for problems given either in the form (PSDP) or (DSDP). Since these
formulations are dual to each other, it is possible to choose the form that is more suitable
for the respective relaxation.
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In order to demonstrate the benefit in considering both standard forms, we will
evaluate the corresponding formulations for a relaxation based on the matrix lifting
approach:

inf
XPN n, Y ,ZPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (7.27a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

ľ 0, (7.27b)

diagpY q “ X diagpBq, diagpZ q “ X diagpB2
q, (7.27c)

xE,Z y “ xE,B2
y, (7.27d)

Xe “ XT e “ e, (7.27e)

XvleT ` ewTl XT
ďoff Y ďoff XvueT ` ewTuXT . (7.27f)

Problem (7.27) is described via 2n2 ` n variables (of different type), a semidefiniteness
condition in S3n, 2n2 ´ 2n linear inequalities and 4n equality constraints (not counting
the single redundant equality in (7.27e)). Although there is still room for improvements,
this formulation states already a quite efficient realization of the corresponding relaxation
program.

Let us now consider a reformulation in primal standard form. In this formulation,
inequalities are implemented by introducing adequate conic variables. The links to already
introduced variables are established via additional equality constraints. To formulate an
equivalent problem to (7.27) in primal standard form, we introduce a matrix variable
H P S3n

` that is used to realize the semidefiniteness condition in (7.27b). Moreover, we
introduce two nonnegative matrix variables Y ,Y P N n to implement the linear inequality
constraints in (7.27f). For a better link to the variables X , Y , and Z in problem (7.27),
we handle H as a block matrix arranged as

H “

»

—

—

—

–

H11 H12 H13

H21 H22 H23

H31 H32 H33

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,
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where all matrix blocks tHiju are of dimension nˆn. By taking all these things together,
we obtain the following formulation:

inf
HPS3n

`
, X ,Y ,YPN n

xA,H32y ` xC,Xy (7.28a)

s. t. H11 “ H22 “ I, H21 “ X , H31 “ XB, H32 “ HT
32, (7.28b)

diagpH31q “ X diagpBq, diagpH33q “ X diagpB2
q, (7.28c)

xE,H33y “ xE,B
2
y, (7.28d)

Xe “ XT e “ e, (7.28e)

Y “off H32 ´ XvleT ´ ewTl XT ,

Y “off XvueT ` ewTuXT
´H32.

(7.28f)

The corresponding equality constraints are in one-to-one correspondence to the respective
conditions in problem (7.27). The semidefiniteness condition is now incorporated into
the variable H. However, the interrelations between its components and the link to X
has to be reestablished via the equality conditions in (7.28b). We even need constraints
to reestablish the symmetry of the matrix block H32 which corresponds to the variable
Y . Taking the symmetry of H into account, (7.28b) describes 7

2n
2 ` 1

2n non-redundant
equality constraints. In total, problem (7.28) requires 15

2 n
2 ´ 1

2n variables (not counting
the diagonal elements of Y , Y ) and 11

2 n
2 ` 5

2n equality constraints.

The construction of an equivalent reformulation that complies with the dual standard
form is more straightforward. Equality constraints can be implemented via two oppositely
directed inequalities.3 Conic properties of the respective variables have to be realized via

3A way to circumvent the accompanied numerical problems will be described in the next subsection.
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additional conditions.4 The respective formulation is given by

inf
XPMn, Y ,ZPSn

xA,Y y ` xC,Xy (7.29a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Y

XB Y Z

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

ľ 0, (7.29b)

X diagpBq ď diagpY q ď X diagpBq,
X diagpB2

q ď diagpZ q ď X diagpB2
q,

(7.29c)

xE,B2
y ď xE,Z y ď xE,B2

y, (7.29d)

X ě 0, e ď Xe ď e ď XT e ď e, (7.29e)

XvleT ` ewTl XT
ďoff Y ďoff XvueT ` ewTuXT . (7.29f)

Formulation (7.29) is described via 2n2 ` n free variables, a semidefiniteness condition in
S3n, and 3n2 ` 6n linear inequality constraints. For a meaningful comparison of problem
(7.28) and (7.29), it is important to consider the same form, that is either the primal
of (7.28) with the dual of (7.29) or the other way around. Let us consider the first
case. The dual problem of (7.29) involves 15

2 pn
2 ` nq variables and 2n2 ` n equality

constraints. In comparison to the primal problem of (7.28) which is realized via 15
2 n

2` 1
2n

variables and 11
2 n

2 ` 5
2n equality constraints, the number of variables is slightly higher

whereas the number of equalities is significantly smaller. In the view of this situation,
formulation (7.29) is definitely the preferable choice for the actual implementation of
problem (7.27).

Let us conclude the discussion of possible formulations of the presented SDP frame-
works. Due to restrictions in the input format of the respective solvers, it is usually
necessary to use a formulation that conforms to either the standard primal or the standard
dual form. As seen exemplary for problem (7.27), the choice of this form can have a
significant influence on the number of accompanied equality constraints in the primal
standard form (= number of variables in its dual). For relaxation frameworks based on
matrix lifting, such as problem (7.27), the dual form is more beneficial. On the other
hand, the “eigenspace” SDP relaxation involves significantly fewer equality constraints
when implemented in the standard primal form. It is therefore important to ask, which
formulation is more suitable for a given SDP problem. The choice depends on the
structure of the corresponding conic inequalities. If the number of variables (counting

4They are transfered into dual slack variables.
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each component) that are necessary to describe these inequalities is small compared to the
number of inequality constraints (again counting every component), then a formulation
that complies with the dual standard form is preferable. On the other hand, if there are
relatively few interrelations within and/or between the respective inequality conditions,
a formulation in primal standard form often results in a more efficient implementation.
In this context, it is apparent that we implement the vector lifting based relaxation
programs as well as the “eigenspace” SDP relaxations in compliance with the primal
standard form. Conversely, the frameworks based on the matrix splitting or the matrix
lifting technique are implemented in respect of the dual standard form. At this point, we
should mention that the compared frameworks in Table 7.1 have all been formulated in
compliance with the same standard form, there the dual one. The intentional choice of
the inappropriate primal standard formulation would have given even worse results for
the original frameworks.

7.3.2. Further implementation details and low-rank coefficient
structures

It is worth mentioning that the reformulation procedure discussed in the previous subsec-
tion as well as its dualization can be automated, see [40, 41] and [64,65]. Nevertheless, a
manual reformulation of the respective relaxation framework may still be advantageous
because it gives a better control about implementation details that are relevant for the
running times of the corresponding solving processes.

As an example, consider problem (7.29) from the last subsection. If the input format
of the used solver covers the primal standard form but in addition also supports free
variables, then the corresponding dual also allows a direct implementation of equality
constraints. This results in realizations without the necessity of tricks such as the use
of oppositely directed inequalities. The default solvers used by CVX [41], including
SeDuMi [101] and SDPT3 [102,103], support free variables in their primal form. The
CVX package makes use of this capability and avoids the implementation of equality
constraints via inequalities. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that - though the
mentioned solvers support free variables - they do not handle them very well. Internally,
these solvers do similar transformations from free variables to conic ones. For this reason,
we try to reduce the number of explicit equalities.
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The diagonal elements of the matrix variables Y and Z are used only once in (7.29b).
It is therefore beneficial to avoid the explicit use of these variables. The corresponding
constraints in (7.29c) can be removed if we replace (7.29d) with xEoff ,Z y ď xEoff , B

2y

and substitute
»

—

—

—

–

I XT BXT

X I Yoff ` diag*
pX diagpBqq

XB Yoff ` diag*
pX diagpBqq Zoff ` diag*

pX diagpB2qq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

ľ 0

for (7.29b). As a result of these substitutions, the diagonal components of Y and Z have
no coefficients in any of the constraints or the objective function. The corresponding
variables may therefore be removed.

Moreover, by the same procedure as the one we have already used for the minimal face
reduction of the respective problems, we can eliminate the constraints which implement
the condition X P En. In the style of (7.21e), define the transformation X : Mn´1 ÑMn

as follows:

XpX̃q “

»

–

X̃ pI ´ X̃qe

eT pI ´ X̃q eT pX̃ ´ Iqe

fi

fl . (7.30)

It is then possible to replace the variable X PMn in problem (7.29) with X̃ PMn´1 and
substitute XpX̃q for every other occurrence of X . For the compliance with the conditions
in (7.29e), it is sufficient to require XpX̃q ě 0.

Very similar reduction strategies are applicable to the respective formulations of other
relaxation frameworks. For the design of the actual implementations, we combine these
strategies with the facial reduction procedure discussed in the previous section.

Before we finally get to the numerical results and the conclusion of this work, let us
complete the inspection of implementation details with two further examples of possible
improvements. We begin with a beneficial utilization of intermediate variables. In the first
part of this subsection, we reviewed a simple strategy to reduce the number of equality
constraints via elimination of variables. This approach works well for formulation (7.29)
because the removed variables are involved in very few other constraints. In many other
cases, the elimination of variables would be counterproductive. The reason for this is that
the elimination of variables typically destroys the sparsity structure of the corresponding
coefficient matrices. By introducing additional variables for intermediate calculations,
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we aim for the opposite effect: more variables in exchange for a more beneficial sparsity
structure of the coefficient matrices.

A good example for a beneficial use of additional variables that keep results of
intermediate computations has already been emphasized in Subsection 6.1.2. Without
further modifications, the upper bound constraints in (6.25) involve n4 ` 2n2 coefficients
(n2`2 coefficients for each inequality). By the introduction of n2 additional variables, this
number can be reduced to 2n3 ` 2n2. It usually makes a huge difference for the applied
solving method whether an SDP problem involves Opn4q or Opn3q nonzero coefficients.
Beyond such extreme cases, the introduction of additional variables for intermediate
results can also be sensible for less expensive constraints such as (7.29f). In the actual
implementation, we introduce 4n additional variables in form of four n-component vectors
vlx,wlx, vux,wux P Rn and substitute

Xvl ď vlx, Xwl ď wlx, vux ď Xvu, wux ď Xwu, (7.31a)

vlxeT ` ewT
lx ďoff Y ďoff vuxeT ` ewT

ux (7.31b)

for (7.29f). Since problem (7.29) is formulated with respect to the dual standard form,
it is recommended to avoid the introduction of unnecessary equality constraints. The
utilization of the inequalities in (7.31a) is more practical than the incorporation of their
equality counterparts and the cutting effect on the matrix variable Y is the same.

In certain cases, it can be beneficial to use the variables which are introduced to keep
the results of intermediate computations as substitutes for original variables. Consider,
for instance, the relaxation based on the inverse interrelated matrix splitting approach.
The block matrix for the semidefiniteness condition in (5.29b) contains the two matrix
blocks XB

1
2
M and XB

1
2
O . Actually, after the multiplication with the block-diagonal matrix

Dy, the corresponding blocks are XB
1
2
MQΩε and XB

1
2
OQΩε , respectively. For reasons of

simplicity, assume that B is of full rank and that the approximation threshold ε is set to
zero. Under these assumptions, we have

XB
1
2
˛ QΩε “ XB

1
2
˛ Q “ XQΛ

1
2
˛ for ˛ P tM,Ou,

where BM “ QΛMQ
T and BO “ QΛOQ

T denote the spectral decompositions of the
corresponding matrices. By introducing a new matrix variable Xq PMn for the term
XQ and substituting XqQ

T for the original variable X , we reformulate problem (5.29)
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and obtain

inf
XqPMn, G,Y ,YM,YOPSn

xA,Y y ` xCQ,XQy (7.32a)

s. t. »

—

—

—

–

I Λ
1
2
MXT

q Λ
1
2
OXT

q

XqΛ
1
2
M YM G

XqΛ
1
2
O G YO

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

ľ 0, (7.32b)

»

–

ITf1
g

´

Dτ ´ Λ
1
2
MΛ

1
2
O

¯:

If1
g

ITf1
g
XT

q

XqIf1
g

Dτ ´ G

fi

fl ľ 0, (7.32c)

diagpY˛q “ Xq
`

QT diagpB˛q
˘

for ˛ P tM,Ou,

diagpGq “ Xq
`

QT diagpB
1
2
MB

1
2
O q

˘

,
(7.32d)

xYM, Ey “ xBM, Ey, xYO, Ey “ xBO, Ey, (7.32e)

Y “ YM ´ YO, (7.32f)

XqQ
T
ě 0, XqpQ

T eq “ e, XT
q e “ QT e, (7.32g)

where the index set f1
g :“ ti | |λipB

1
2
MB

1
2
O q| ă ~B

1
2
MB

1
2
O ~2u and the diagonal matrix

Dτ :“ τpBqI comply with their definitions in Subsection 5.1.3.

The orthogonal matrix Q typically contains very few zero components. Under the
assumption that Q is full or at least almost full and that the dimension is not too small
(n ą 16), the implementation of problem (7.3.2) requires only about half as many nonzero
coefficients as the realization of the original formulation (5.29). Moreover, numerical tests
have shown that the described modification accelerates the solving procedure noticeably.

Our final remark concerns the capability of some conic solvers to exploit low-rank
structures in coefficient matrices. The tools SDPlr [13, 14], SDPT3 [102, 103], LMI
LAB [36], as well as modified versions of CSDP [50] cover just a small selection of
SDP solvers which support low-rank input data. In the view of the discussed relaxation
frameworks, making use of this possibility is particularly beneficial for the implementation
of EVB related inequalities.

To be more precise, here we consider the constraints in (6.17). A rewrite of these
constraints for compliance with the dual standard form gives

B

Y ,
l
ÿ

i“2
pip

T
i

F

ě

l
ÿ

i“2
λi for l P t2, . . . , n´ 1u. (7.33)
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Apparently, the rank of the corresponding coefficient matrices depends on the summation
limit l. However, with a very similar trick as before - which is referring to the introduction
of variables for intermediate calculations -, it is possible to reformulate (7.33) in such a
way that only rank-one coefficient matrices are present. For this purpose, one needs to
incorporate n´ 2 additional variables r P Rn´2 and replace (7.33) with

r ě 0, r1 ď
@

Y , p2p
T
2
D

´ λ2,

rl´1 ´ rl´2 ď
@

Y , plpTl
D

´ λl for l P t2, . . . , n´ 2u.
(7.34)

If the low-rank structure in (7.34) is also accounted in the process of generating the input
data for the respective solver, then the SDP problem is handled more efficiently.

The counterpart formulation to (7.34) for compliance with the primal standard form
can be realized even more straightforwardly. On top of this, the respective formulation
is more efficient since it does not require the introduction of additional variables. The
modification for the actual used EVB constraints given in (6.45) follows the same
approach.

7.4. Numerical results

After having specified the final model of constraints for the respective level-2 relaxations
in Section 6.2 and after having given the necessary explanations for their actual imple-
mentation in the last two sections, it is time to discuss the practical applicability of
these relaxations on the basis of numerical tests. Since this section serves the purpose of
evaluating the quality and applicability of the finalized versions of our SDP frameworks,
the numerical results are significantly more extensive than in the previous chapters. Here
we give bounds for all symmetric problem instances from the QAP library [18] up to
dimension n “ 99.

As already mentioned in Subsection 7.3.1, the implementation of VL2, ES2, and ESC 2

is done in compliance with the primal standard form (PSDP). The low-dimensional
relaxations ML2, MLX 2, MS2, and IIMS2 are implemented with regard to the dual
standard form (DSDP). The practical realization of the minimal face reduction described
in Subsection 7.2.4 is applied to all these frameworks. For the implementation of the SDP
relaxations which are formulated in dual standard form, also the strategies described
in Subsection 7.3.2 are exploited. This comprises the ideas to reduce the number of
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equality constraints as well as the substitution of the matrix variable Xq for XQ. The
reformulation of the additional LP constraints via (7.31) is again used on all relaxations.
However, the author refrained from using reformulation techniques whose exploitation
requires specific capabilities of the applied solver. This includes the substitute (7.34) for
the conditions in (7.33).

The computational costs for solving ML2 are usually less than the ones for computing
the solution to the respective MLX 2 instances; indeed the measured computing times
were very similar to the ones for IIMS2. However, ML2 clearly falls behind its successor
MLX 2 when it comes to bounding quality. The framework ML2 is therefore omitted from
the subsequent evaluation.

The numerical results are presented following the style in [83]. As before, the bounds
are given in form of relative gaps

Rgap :“ 1´ Lower bound computed via relaxation
Best known upper bound or optimal value .

Under the ’CPU’ columns, the corresponding computing times are listed in seconds. The
labels in the column ’Problem’ consists of three or four letters indicating the names of
the authors or contributors of the respective QAP instance, together with a number that
gives their dimension. If the authors provided multiple problem instances for the same
dimension, the respective instance is indicated by another letter at the end of the name.
For more information on the naming scheme and the individual applications, see [18].

Our testing software sdprQAP is written in MATLAB and utilizes the modeling
language YALMIP [64] in many parts of the code. For the computation of the bounds
presented in Table 7.4 and 7.5, we used the solver SDPT3 [102] that implements an
infeasible primal-dual path-following interior-point algorithm. The interpretation of the
code of sdprQAP is done by Octave [29].

Table 7.4.: Numerical results for instances with size n ă 30

VL2 ES2 ESC 2
**

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Chr12a 4.85 193 10.16 110 10.64 103

Chr12b Fail ´ 16.20 113 16.34 84

continued . . .
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VL2 ES2 ESC 2
**

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Chr12c 6.78 118 10.68 161 11.14 99

Chr15a 11.40 253 19.71 231 21.53 152

Chr15b 18.93 287 30.71 196 33.95 145

Chr15c 0.25 288 5.89 228 8.80 190

Chr18a 8.44* 380 14.18 295 15.95 210

Chr18b 0.00 297 0.00 309 0.00 168

Chr20a 1.58 632 1.64 467 1.64 351

Chr20b 2.07 582 2.53 433 2.72 271

Chr20c 11.66* 686 18.48 401 18.95 221

Chr22a 1.01 1049 2.73 479 3.03 319

Chr22b 1.07 1075 2.35 507 2.73 338

Chr25a 6.49 1811 13.73 549 15.89 444

Els19 2.00* 977 Fail ´ Fail ´

Esc16a 14.71 251 17.14 179 17.14 55

Esc16b 2.74 204 2.74 226 2.74 48

Esc16c 12.50 265 16.10 255 16.10 102

Esc16d 34.37 222 80.23 197 80.23 59

Esc16e 33.12 232 37.11 206 37.11 65

Esc16f 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0

Esc16g 30.56 445 30.56 174 30.56 53

Esc16h 2.04 218 2.07 200 2.07 92

Esc16i 18.78 229 100.00 164 100.00 121

Esc16j 11.13 208 89.21 174 89.21 60

Had12 0.46 117 1.30 111 2.03 73

Had14 0.47 193 1.26 171 1.50 138

continued . . .
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VL2 ES2 ESC 2
**

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Had16 1.02 275 1.97 223 2.31 165

Had18 1.16 379 2.06 299 2.42 205

Had20 0.87 641 1.69 350 2.15 219

LiPa20a 0.12 557 0.38 373 0.48 224

LiPa20b 0.00 609 0.00 441 0.02 355

Nug12 7.06 136 8.18 105 11.94 110

Nug14 4.56 234 6.73 134 9.07 127

Nug15 5.58 298 6.73 177 8.13 139

Nug16a 4.75 372 5.80 210 7.73 140

Nug16b 7.45 371 8.55 200 13.27 131

Nug17 6.03 487 8.34 218 10.21 152

Nug18 6.43 553 7.90 229 9.92 180

Nug20 6.88 877 7.76 304 8.94 219

Nug21 6.51 1181 7.67 318 9.38 247

Nug22 5.17 1530 6.88 354 8.86 321

Nug24 6.77 2360 7.54 423 7.86 295

Nug25 6.92 2875 7.68 439 7.77 386

Nug27 5.13 3128 6.50 511 7.12 487

Nug28 6.52 3973 7.45 574 8.80 570

Rou12 5.90 157 8.79 109 10.89 111

Rou15 8.58 298 11.21 152 13.78 164

Rou20 11.34 1032 13.89 289 16.29 276

Scr12 5.54 148 7.04 118 10.07 119

Scr15 10.10 319 18.96 181 20.13 164

Scr20 12.80 1007 14.38 376 16.92 295

continued . . .
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VL2 ES2 ESC 2
**

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Tai12a 3.65 164 6.79 115 9.00 117

Tai12b 3.75 257 Fail ´ Fail ´

Tai15a 9.73 302 12.29 162 14.11 175

Tai15b Fail ´ 0.47 113 0.55 124

Tai17a 10.11 374 12.52 253 14.64 196

Tai20a 11.93 716 14.65 376 16.54 273

Tai20b Fail ´ 20.12 380 Fail ´

Tai25a 13.28 3016 15.39 536 17.34 453

* solved with numerical problems, accuracy below 5 decimal digits
** approximation tolerance ε “ 0.1

Table 7.5.: Numerical results for instances with size n ă 100

MLX 2 MS2 IIMS2

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Chr12a 10.76 3 11.41 2 11.12 8

Chr12b 15.15 3 15.40 2 15.34 8

Chr12c 11.37 3 11.83 2 11.16 9

Chr15a 20.67 6 22.21 3 21.55 4

Chr15b 31.32 5 32.56 3 32.10 4

Chr15c 7.51 5 8.79 3 7.85 4

Chr18a 15.31 9 16.32 4 15.63 6

Chr18b 0.00 7 0.00 4 0.00 5

Chr20a 1.64 14 1.64 7 1.64 10

Chr20b 2.58 14 2.74 7 2.66 10

continued . . .
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MLX 2 MS2 IIMS2

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Chr20c 19.89 13 19.08 7 18.90 9

Chr22a 3.04 23 3.28 9 3.09 13

Chr22b 2.58 23 2.84 10 2.66 13

Chr25a Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Els19 Fail ´ 13.09 7 Fail ´

Esc16a 24.02 4 24.02 3 19.82 4

Esc16b 4.83 4 4.83 3 3.96 5

Esc16c 23.70 4 23.88 3 21.12 5

Esc16d 75.00 4 75.00 3 75.00 4

Esc16e 49.84 5 49.84 3 45.80 5

Esc16f 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.0 0

Esc16g 40.55 5 35.41 3 32.84 6

Esc16h 3.64 4 2.07 3 2.82 4

Esc16i 100.00 4 100.00 2 100.00 3

Esc16j 75.01 4 75.02 3 75.01 4

Esc32e 100.00 60 100.00 17 100.00 36

Esc32g 100.00 53 100.00 17 100.00 39

Had12 1.51 2 1.78 2 1.71 9

Had14 1.76 3 2.26 3 2.13 3

Had16 2.30 4 3.01 3 2.90 4

Had18 2.77 7 2.88 4 2.78 6

Had20 2.46 9 2.33 6 2.31 8

Kra30a 13.40 54 18.01 17 16.56 45

Kra30b 14.48 57 18.93 17 17.58 43

Kra32 15.34 79 20.49 22 19.06 54

continued . . .
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MLX 2 MS2 IIMS2

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

LiPa20a 0.33 12 0.39 6 0.36 8

LiPa20b 0.00 17 0.01 7 0.00 11

LiPa30a 0.42 71 0.44 31 0.43 40

LiPa30b 0.00 92 0.01 27 0.00 58

LiPa40a 0.30 270 0.30 82 0.30 142

LiPa40b 0.00 357 0.03 83 0.01 170

LiPa50a 0.24 795 0.24 516 0.24 975

LiPa50b 0.00 1622 0.05 504 0.03 950

LiPa60a 0.22 2832 0.22 979 0.22 1498

LiPa60b 0.01* 2385 0.03* 764 0.03* 1101

LiPa70a 0.16 4046 0.17 1144 0.17 1974

LiPa70b 0.01* 4721 0.05 1123 0.03* 2200

LiPa80a 0.12 7890 0.12 2039 0.12 3389

LiPa80b 0.02 9149 0.06 1947 0.05 4848

LiPa90a 0.10 19 356 0.10 4721 0.10 8209

LiPa90b 0.03 17 545 0.06 3696 0.05 6660

Nug12 9.59 2 11.83 2 11.59 2

Nug14 8.45 4 7.61 3 7.54 4

Nug15 8.52 4 7.78 3 7.64 4

Nug16a 6.45 5 6.93 4 6.59 4

Nug16b 9.36 4 9.14 4 9.23 4

Nug17 Fail ´ 9.35 4 8.93 5

Nug18 8.82 7 9.32 4 8.69 7

Nug20 8.00 11 8.76 4 8.32 8

Nug21 Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

continued . . .
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MLX 2 MS2 IIMS2

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Nug22 10.51 13 10.21 9 9.96 12

Nug24 7.94 22 8.82 7 8.16 16

Nug25 8.13 21 Fail ´ Fail ´

Nug27 Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Nug28 8.22 41 8.35 13 8.17* 27

Nug30 7.84 56 7.95 18 7.89 39

Rou12 10.05 2 10.90 2 10.40 9

Rou15 12.69 4 13.17 3 12.94 4

Rou20 15.01 12 16.04 6 15.51 9

Scr12 7.69 2 10.64 2 10.55 3

Scr15 15.01 5 14.92 3 14.99 3

Scr20 14.36 12 15.21 4 14.90 9

Sko42 7.41 246 7.21 78 7.09 157

Sko49 Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Sko56 6.91 970 6.53 230 6.47 642

Sko64 6.48 1358 6.08 424 5.97 1172

Sko72 6.07 3371 5.58 752 5.53 2037

Sko81 Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Sko90 5.90 11 459 5.20 2189 5.20 6354

Ste36a 18.11 143 20.61 41 18.37 96

Ste36b 15.85 115 20.45 49 16.32* 103

Ste36c 15.64 217 14.94 66 12.89 107

Tai12a 7.64 2 8.84 2 8.14 9

Tai12b 11.59 3 8.21 2 10.43 4

Tai15a 13.11 4 13.92 3 13.59 32

continued . . .
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MLX 2 MS2 IIMS2

Problem Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU Rgapp%q CPU

Tai15b 0.62 6 0.68 4 0.73 5

Tai17a Fail ´ 14.59 3 14.08 5

Tai20a 15.59 12 16.33 6 16.01* 14

Tai20b 8.30 12 4.70 9 5.66 12

Tai25a Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Tai25b Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Tai30a 15.95* 74 16.74* 27 16.34* 40

Tai30b 18.05 60 10.76 34 12.50 51

Tai35a Fail ´ Fail ´ Fail ´

Tai35b 22.89 105 13.58 64 15.76 96

Tai40a 19.72* 541 20.28* 87 19.99 165

Tai40b Fail ´ 10.06 103 11.32 493

Tai50a 21.22 1480 21.63* 394 21.48 507

Tai50b 17.21 742 12.72 245 13.84 450

Tai60a 22.28* 1895 22.76 544 22.55 1237

Tai60b 17.68 1833 10.13 564 11.62 1105

Tai64c 55.52 3146 2.41 476 2.40 932

Tai80a 23.08 9962 23.38 2190 23.27 4111

Tai80b 17.71 9820 11.20 2211 11.98 3797

Tho30 13.61 44 12.17 20 11.77 40

Tho40 12.48 208 12.45 77 12.17 134

Wil50 3.88 589 3.61 202 3.58 354

* solved with numerical problems, accuracy below 5 decimal digits

The results presented in Table 7.4 reveal a significant superiority of VL2 compared to
all other tested relaxations. Even without the integration of the nonnegativity condition
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Υ ě 0, we obtain very strong bounds for the respective QAP instances. Unfortunately, for
dimensions n ě 30 the interior-point algorithm becomes too expensive for our hardware,
which is why the corresponding problems had to be omitted from the numerical tests.
The given bounds also reveal the limitations of the eigenvalue clustering approach. Even
the moderate approximation threshold ε “ 0.1 often leads to a noticeable weakening
of ESC 2 compared to ES2. The computing times of these two frameworks are quite
similar. Indeed, only the instances with exploitable low-rank parameter matrices benefit
noticeably from the eigenspace clustering approach.

Table 7.5 shows a different picture for the low-dimensional relaxation frameworks.
The bounds are typically quite close to each other. Overall, MLX 2 is the best performing
framework amongst the low-dimensional SDP relaxations. However, it is also more
expensive than its competitors. It is difficult to determine the most efficient relaxation
approach since the bounding quality depends too much on the respective problem classes.

The interior-point method becomes too expensive for SDP relaxations of higher
dimensions. It is possible to use different solving procedures such as operator splitting
or Newton-CG augmented Lagrangian methods, see [77] or [113,117]. However, for the
considered ill-conditioned relaxations, the corresponding solvers SCS and SDPNAL`
tend to produce inaccurate results. Using the regularization technique described in
Subsection 7.2.2 together with the methods introduced in [53, 54], it is still possible
to compute (verified) lower bounds for the optimal objective values to these problems.
However, both approaches are sensitive to the condition measure of the problem. In
combination with an inaccurate solving method, the obtained bounds can lie considerably
below the actual optimal objective value. The computed bounds may still be suitable
for branch-&-bound algorithms or other bounding strategies, but we do not want to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the discussed SDP relaxations based on rather
inaccurate approximations. By the same argument, every approximate solution with an
accuracy below two decimal digits was marked as ’Fail’ in the corresponding tables.

Finally, we want to demonstrate the advantage of the improved cutting strategies
and the introduced new SDP relaxations over competing bounding techniques which are
already known in literature. For this purpose, Table 7.6 contains new best known lower
bounds for selected instances from the QAP library [18]. Since the comparability to
other SDP relaxations is no issue, we added some more constraints for the computation
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of the bounds given in Table 7.6. These are the 2-norm constraints

L2pY˛q ď X L2pB˛q for ˛ P Θ,

where Θ is one of the subindex sets t1, 2u, t̀ ,´u, and tM,Ou, respectively. For improved
computing times, we furthermore removed the eigenvalue related inequalities as well as
the 1-norm constraints from the MS2 relaxations, since these had no effect on the lower
bounds for the Taixxb instances. For the same reason, we did not apply the EVB based
inequalities in MLX ˚

2 or the 1-norm cuts in IIMS ˚2 .

Table 7.6.: New best known bounds for selected instances of the QAP library

Problem Old bound New bound Rgapp%q CPU Relaxation

Sko81 86 072 86 084 5.40 2655 IIMS˚2
Sko90 109 030 109 529 5.20 4467 IIMS˚2
Sko100a 143 846 144 443 4.97 7676 IIMS˚2
Sko100b 145 522 146 128 5.04 7781 IIMS˚2
Sko100c 139 881 140 619 4.90 8076 IIMS˚2
Sko100d 141 289 141 861 5.16 8391 IIMS˚2
Sko100e 140 893 141 673 5.01 7886 IIMS˚2
Sko100f 140 691 141 295 5.19 7954 IIMS˚2
Tai40b 564 428 353 574 178 590 9.90 201 MS˚2
Tai50b 395 543 467 401 350 382 12.53 104 MS˚2
Tai60a 5 578 356 5 596 911 22.33 1167 MLX˚

2

Tai60b 542 376 603 551 707 169 9.29 236 MS˚2
Tai80b 717 907 288 727 622 997 11.09 946 MS˚2
Tai100a 15 844 731 15 881 008 24.56 20 378 MLX˚

2

Tai100b 1 058 131 796 1 083 089 734 8.68 3311 MS˚2
Tai150b 441 786 736 449 903 397 9.81 28 259 MS˚2
Wil100 264 442 265 044 2.93 10 969 IIMS2
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For 17 out of 32 instances from the QAP library [19] that have not been solved
to optimality yet, Table 7.6 presents new best known bounds. Each of these bounds
were computed with a low-dimensional SDP relaxation. Moreover, every discussed
relaxation approach for the design of a low-dimensional SDP framework is involved in
the computations.



Chapter 8.

Conclusion

This thesis contributes to the topic of semidefinite programming relaxations for the
quadratic assignment problem by presenting new relaxation concepts and discussing
various ways to improve the respective bounding programs. These improvements primarily
comprise the application of the reformulation techniques presented in Chapter 4 as well
as the integration of different cutting strategies discussed in Chapter 6. In Section
7.4, we have shown that the newly introduced low-dimensional relaxation concepts are
competitive to the much more expensive eigenspace splitting approach. Moreover, we
have seen that the incorporation of the respective low-dimensional cutting strategies into
the high-dimensional vector lifting based relaxation leads to a framework that gives good
quality bounds for the corresponding problem instances.

A strong focus was also on the questions of implementation. We have seen that
the attempt to model tight, low-dimensional relaxations for the computation of good
quality bounds often results in ill-conditioned semidefinite programming relaxations.
Even with all our attention focused on this circumstance - including the absolution
of ill-posedness, the rescaling of the affected optimization variables, and the different
strategies for obtaining beneficial sparsity structures in the respective programming
model -, there are still some quadratic assignment problem instances for which the final
relaxation frameworks are not numerically stable. However, it is important to notice that
the situation would be a great deal worse without the various considerations in Chapter
7. Moreover, as pointed out in Section 7.4, these numerical problems can be resolved
by applying moderate approximations. The reason why we did not use the described
approximation procedure was given in the same section.

Quadratic assignment problems were, are, and most likely will remain to be optimiza-
tion problems which are extremely difficult to solve, at least for the next few years. This
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thesis does not chance this. However, our results improve the situation, and in some
aspects they do so quite substantially. The modeled relaxation frameworks are sufficiently
stable for the application in branch-&-bound procedures. Moreover, the computed lower
bounds provide new bounding records for some difficult problem instances from the
quadratic assignment problem library [18].

8.1. Future prospects

The search for improvements of solving strategies is something that never ends. Not
surprisingly, there are several areas which seem promising for future researches and
further improvements of the presented results.

We opened Section 6.2 with the claim that the corresponding frameworks would be
finalized by the implementation of their level-2 versions. In a strict sense, this claim
has already been falsified by the application of further reformulation techniques and the
minimal face representation discussed in Subsection 7.2.3 and 7.2.4. But even in a wider
sense, the use of the verb finalize is limited to the examinations in this thesis. Neither
did we discuss the incorporation of the so-called triangle inequalities, nor did we consider
the application of the reformulation-linearization technique [98]. The author believes
that the mentioned techniques are too expensive for practical usage. Nevertheless, the
investigation of these techniques may be interesting from a theoretical point of view.

Another possible future direction is the investigation of problem specific reformulations
and constraints. Good examples for the exploitation of problem specific properties are
Karish and Rendl’s triangle decomposition approach for metric QAPs [56], Mittelmann
and Pengs’s SDP relaxation for quadratic assignment problems associated with a Hamming
or Manhatten distance matrix [73], as well as Klerk and Sotirov’s exploitation of group
symmetries [24]. In our tests, we also played with different property and constraint based
matrix splittings, respectively. For certain combinations of splitting approaches and
specific QAP instances, we observed promising bounding improvements. It is planned to
continue the research in this area. We hope to come up with a new strong low-dimensional
relaxation framework.

If the applied solver implements an interior-point algorithm, solving VL2 instances
for dimensions n Á 30 becomes very expensive. It seems to be an interesting idea
to attack this relaxation with Burer and Monteiro’s low-rank factorization approach
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[13, 14]. Their algorithm is designed for solving low-rank semidefinite programming
problems. Unfortunately, their implementation does not handle a large number of linear
programming inequalities so well. The relaxation VL2, however, demonstrates a sensible
incorporation of a relatively small number of beneficial inequality constraints. We believe
that minor modifications in the relaxation framework as well as Burer and Monteiro’s
algorithm can lead to a bounding method for the QAP which enables us to obtain new
strong lower bounds for QAPs of size n À 80.

Besides the respective relaxation techniques, also the practical applicability of these
and the specific implementations deserve additional attention in future projects. In order
to evaluate the former, we implemented a simple branch-&-bound procedure. However,
the results were somehow discouraging for QAPs of sizes n Á 40. The growing behavior
for the lower bounds seemed really bad. For the tested instances, the incorporation of
additional constraints with problem specific modifications worked significantly better.
Further investigations are needed to evaluate different branching strategies as well as the
requirements for applicability in branch-&-bound procedures.

In Subsection 7.2.5, we demonstrated the applicability of verifications methods for
the computation of rigorous bounds. Indeed, the presented numerical results illustrate
the possibility of computing tight verified bounds for the respective optimal objective
value with a very modest increase of the computational costs. We are currently working
on extending the corresponding verification code for all other presented relaxation
frameworks. Moreover, we believe that similar verification methods can be realized
completely via reformulation and inclusion automatisms. A possible future prospect
would be the implementation or extension of a mathematical programming language
which makes use of similar verification approaches. This language should be able to
handle different types of uncertainties in the input data and allow the computation of
verified inclusions of the corresponding solutions.
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Appendix A.

sdprQAP Quick Reference

The software package sdprQAP is written in MATLAB version 7.13. It should be
compatible to all later versions of MATLAB and was also tested on Octave version 4.0.
In order to use sdprQAP, it is required to install the modeling toolbox YALMIP as
well as a suitable and supported solver. Compatible versions of YALMIP are Release
20150626 and Release 2015018. For the installation of sdprQAP, it is sufficient to add
the package directory and its subdirectories to the MATLAB search path.

Apart from the implementations vqapreform and vsdprqap for verified computations
- which are still supporting only a small range of the functionality of their counterparts
qapreform and sdprqap -, Table A.1 lists all functions and scripts of sdprQAP which
are relevant for the user.

The essential function for lower bound computations is sdprqap. It implements the
functionality to set up any of the presented SDP relaxations for the QAP. The respective
options are passed via a settings structure that can be generated with the function
sdprqapsettings. If, for example, one would like to test the framework MLX with an
approximation tolerance of 10% and without GLB based cuts, it is possible to use these
functions as in the following code example:

% QAP ins tance ( A, B, C ) i s in workspace
opts = sdprqaps e t t i ng s ( . . .

’ framework ’ , ’MLX’ , . . .
’ th r e sho ld ’ , . 1 , . . .
’ g lb ’ , f a l s e , . . .

) ;
lbound = sdprqap ( A, B, C, opts ) ;
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Table A.1.: User functions and scripts in sdprQAP

Function Description

BBtree Object class with different functions for the
implementation of a branch-&-bound algorithm.

bnbscr Script for a simple branch-&-bound implementation.

evclusterapprox Implements the eigenvalue clustering algorithm that is
used for the framework ESC .

lsmatbnd Computes a lower sum-matrix bound for a masked,
square input matrix.

qaplibbench Simple benchmark script for instances from the QAPLIB.

qapreduce Reduces a given QAP with additional constraints Xij “ 1
and Xkl “ 0 to an equivalent QAP of smaller size.

qapreform Reformulates a QAP depending on the settings.

readqap Import function for problem instances given in the format
used by the QAPLIB authors.

readqapsln Similar to readqap, but for the import of a best-known
assignment from the corresponding ’.sln’ files.

sdprqap Contains implementations for all presented relaxation
frameworks, including the respective cutting strategies.

sdprqapsettings Generates a settings object for the use of sdprqap. All
configuration of the applied relaxation framework is
done via the returned settings structure.

spaprojmat Creates sparse projection matrix to a given constant
nullspace.
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Table A.2.: Selected fields of sdprQAP settings structure

Field Range Description

evb r0, 2s Mode for EVB related cuts.

framework string Label for selected relaxation framework, ’ES’,
’ESC’, ’IIMS’, ’ML’, ’MLX’, ’MS’, ’VL’, . . . .

glb boolean Enable/disable GLB based cuts.

lpb r0, 2s Mode for sum-matrix bound inequalities.

normb r0, 4s Mode for p-norm cuts.

qapreform r´3, 3s Setup of QAP reformulation.

sdpmain struct YALMIP settings structure to set options for
the applied SDP solver.

sdpsolver string If not set via sdpmain, this option can be used
to select the applied SDP solver.

threshold r0.0, 1.0s Threshold for approximation of SDP constraints.

tolerance r0.0, 0.1s General error tolerance for approximate
computations in preparation code.

weightboost r1.0, 10.0s Exponent for computation of weighting
coefficients used for QAP reformulation.

The variable lbound then contains the objective value computed by applying the respective
instance of MLX . If requested, sdprqap also returns the computed approximation for
the variable X as well as the diagnostics from YALMIP. A list of the most relevant
options in sdprQAP is displayed in Table A.2.

A more detailed description of possible configurations and the usage of each function
is given in the corresponding function documentation. For a complete list of all options
in sdprqapsettings, type

help sdp rqaps e t t i ng s

into the MATLAB command window. The same procedure applies to the other functions
listed in Table A.1. Alternatively, the author recommends to look into the benchmark
script qaplibbench to get a rough feeling for the general use of the respective functions.
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Constants & Sets

e vector with all components one

E matrix with all components one

ei i-th standard basis vector

I identity matrix

0 vector/matrix with all components zero

D set of doubly stochastic matrices

E set of matrices which column and row sums are equal to one

F feasible set to some or all variables of a given programming problem

M space of real matrices

N cone of matrices with nonnegative components only

Q set of matrices with orthogonal columns

Π set of permutation matrices

R` set of nonnegative real numbers

S space of symmetric matrices

S` cone of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices

S`` cone of symmetric positive definite matrices
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Notation

v ă w v is majorized by w

A ě B element-wise inequality: A´B P N

A ľ B Löwner’s partial ordering: A´B P S`

diagpAq vector consisting of diagonal entries of A

diag*
pvq diagonal matrix to the components of v

dimpVq dimension of vector space V

λpAq vector of eigenvalues of A

matpvq nˆ n matrix to vector v P Rn2 (column-wise indexing)

} ¨ } Euclidean norm

~ ¨ ~f Frobenius norm

~ ¨ ~2 spectral norm

~ ¨ ~t trace norm

LppAq vector consisting of the p-norms to the rows of A

nullpAq constant nullspace to all matrices in the set A

offpAq vector containing all off-diagonal components of A

A ˝B Hadamard Product: A ˝B “ paijbijq

AbB Kronecker Product: AbB “ paijBq

xA,By trace inner product: xA,By “ trpATBq
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166 Notation

A: Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A

RpAq range, column space of A

rankpAq rank of A

σpAq vector of singular values of A

trpAq trace of A

tripAq vector containing strict lower triangular elements of A (column-wise)

vecpAq vector obtained via column-wise vectorization of A
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